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ABSTRACZ
The "& p.rpos. of this dissertation ii to coriaier the duets of
Steffani as sxnp1e. of the secular Italian cantata in the late seventeenth
and e arl.y eighteenth centuries • It was impossible to attempt this, however,
without first establishing which duets are aithentic. This involved detth.led
study of the sources, and these led inevitably to consideration of the
airoumatanoes in which the duets were composed, revised and copied.
The opening chapters place the duets in the oontext of Steffani' a life
as a whole and indicate that he began to revise them in 1702. Leoriptiona
to poets, which are investigated in chapter three, provide some evidence
for the authenticity of a group of duets (the

group) which i. not

to be found in the ajn source, B.L BM 23 k 13-20. These manuscripts wars
written by the st important copyist of Staff ani's music, who was not
Gregorio Piva (chapter four), and they a2nat certainly represent the nw
collection of duets on which Steffani embarked in 1702 (chapter five). Of
the five volumes now missing, four mq be deduced from other early sources,
and. the fifth from later manuscripts (chapter six: the Che volele group).
The original versions of duets that were revised do not appear in the maii
sources, but in other manuscript a discussed in chapter seven.
The musical discussion

begins with a bao]cground chapter concentrating

on Staff ani' a nusioal education and development, and. on the Italian cantata
and. duet in general • The following chapters, on the texts, style, forms and
revisions of his duets, show that these works reflect the influence of the
madrigal as well as of the cantata; that they incorporate French stylistic
trait.; and that in some respects they resemble the contemporary trio sonata.
The revisions represent a changed attitude to the form of the duet: compared
with the orig
inal versions, they comprise a smaller number of longer novements,
of which a higher proportion are duets (not solos) and are not repeated.
In a brief Postscript, consideration is given to some duet. of doubtful
authenticity.
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.BBREVIATIONS

The following abbreviations are used througliout the dissertation:

DTB

Denkm1er der Tonkunat in Bayern

MCG

Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart

SflG

Sanmelbnde der Internationalen Musikgesellechaft

WECIS

Wellea].ey Edition Cantata Index Series

ZIMC

Zeitscbrift der Internationalen Musikgeaeflachaft

NOTE

Much of this dissertation had already been typed when the British Museum
was renaned the British Library. For this xe ason, the institution is referred
to throughout this dissertation as the British Museum.

PART I

THE PEOPLE
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1

T9E LIFE OF AGO STINO STEFFkNI

Introduction

Steffani was one of the most remarkable men of his time. Besides
being an outstanding composer he was also a istinguished churchman and.
diplomat. Several of his contemporaries equalled him in versatility, but
few achieved such eminence in their fields. Born near Venice in 1651+, he
spent most of his life in Germany: Munich (1667-88), Hanover

1709-28) and

(1688-1703 and

DUsseldorf (1703-9). He was Director of Chamber Music at Munich

and. Kapellmeister at Hanover (until c.

1696), and.

he also undertook diplomatic

missions for both courts. At Düsseldorf he was appointed General President
of the Palatine Government. The last third of his life was devoted to the
church: he was made Bishop of Spiga in 1706 and. Apostolic Vicar in northern
Germany in

1709, a

position he held until his death at Frankfurt am 'ain in

1728.
There is no thorough biography of Steffani in English; the fullest
account' is based entirely on secono.ary sources. This is not for want of
material. The archives of the Sacred. Congregation for the Propagation of
the Faith (de Propaganda Fide), Ro e, include eighty-six volumes of letters
and. other ciocuments that Steffani had with him when he died. This collection, known as the Fondo Spig , was described by Einstein in

1909,2

'Baxter, Agostino Steffani: a Study of the an and his Vork (unpublis ed.
Ph.D. dissertation, Eastman School of Music, Rochester, New York, 1957).
Ther den Nac lass Agostino Steffani' s I Fropagand.a-Archiv zu Rom',
zi c-,

x (1909), pp . 172-4.
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extracts from some of the letters have since been published. 3 The papers
left in Hanover at the time of Steffani's death are now in the Niederschsisches Staatsarchiv at Hanover, and they were combed by Father Franz Woker
towards the end. of the last century.

Both collections relate mainly to

Steffani's diplomatic and ecclesiastical duties.
His musical activities are less well documented. The best evidence,
of course, is provided by the scores and. librettos of his works, but his
important correspondence with Sophie Charlotte of Prussia can be pieced
together from the publications of Doebner and Ebert. 5 In addition, a
considerable amount of archival information has appeared in print, relating
to music at Munich, 6 Hanover7 and. Düsseldorf.8

3Loschelder, 'Aus DUsseldorfs italienischer Zeit: Rmische Quellen zu
Agostino Steffanis Leben', Beitrge zur rheinischen Musikgeschichte, i
(Cologne and Krefeld, 1952), pp. 17-53; and della Corte, 'Qualche lettera
e qualche melodramma di Aostino Steffani', Rassegna !usicale, xxxii (1962),
pp. 25-38.
4Woker, Aus den Papieren des kurpflzischen inisters Agostino Steffani
(Cologne, 1885); Agostino Steffan, Bisc of von Spiga i.p.i. (Cob ne,
1886); 'Der Tondichter Agostino Steffani', Der K tholik, lxvii (Mainz,
18 87), pp. 312-29 and. 421-32; and 'Der apostolisc.e Vikar des deutsehen
Nord.ens A ostino Steffani', Der kathoLische Seelsorger, xi. ( derborn, 1899),
pp . 425-36, 468-79 and. 514-24.
5Doebner (ed.), Brefe derKnigin ophie Charlotte von Preussen und. der
Kurfilrstin Sophie von annover an annoversche Dipbomaten (Leipzig, 1905);
and. Ebert, 'Briefe A ostino Steffa is an die Knigin Sophie Charlotte von
Preussen', Die 1usik, vi (1906-7), pp. 158-71.
6:Rudi-iart, G.eschichte der Oper am Hofe zu Unchen (Freising, 1865); Maier,
'Archivaliache Excerpte Uber die herzoglich bayerische Eofkapelle', Kirchenmuikalisches Jahrbuch, vi (1891), pp. 69-81; and Neisser, Servio Tullio:
eine Oper aus de Jahre 1685 von Agost o Steffani (Leipzig, 1902).
7Ch.rysand.er , 'Geschichte der Braunsc weig-WolfenbUttelschen Capefle und. Oper
vom XVI. bi zurn XVIII. Jahrhundert', Jahrbuch fUr !v cusikalische Wiss nschaft,
sik in Fannover (Hanover, 1903); and.
i (1863), pp. 147-286; Fischer,
Ibid.., 'Musik inHanriover', !onatsh fte fUr Musikgesc}ichte, xxxv (1903),
pp . 86-95, 99-108 and 149-51.
8 falter, G-esclichte des Theaters und der Musik am kurpf1zischen Hofe
(Leipzig, 1898); Einstein, 'Italienisc e WusLcer am fe der I\ uburger
Witteisbacher 1614-1716', SflvG-, ix (1907- 8), pp . 336-424; and. Zobeley,
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The earliest published references to Steffani are found in the works
of Johann Wattheson. 9 Although Mattheson refers to him as a composer of
successful operas and incomparable chamber duets, he gives surprisingly
little biographical information about him. A fuller account appears in
Waither's Musikalisches Lexikon (Leipzig, 1732); it includes a list, cornpiled from Mattheson's Der Musicalische Patriot (Hamburg, 1728), of all the
operas by Steffani that had been performed in Hamburg.'°
It seems that Sir John Hawkins was familiar with neither of these
works, for his Memoirs of the Life of Agostino Steffani, the earliest full
biography of the composer, includes no such list. The Memoirs are undated,
but they were probably printed about 1750.11 Only a few copies were run
off, Hawkins giving them to his musical friends. They were printed in
the unusual format of oblong folio so as to be bound into manuscript copies
of Steffani's duets. Ten copies survive thus, plus a few separate copies.
The Memoirs were published in 1761, unchanged and with the author's consent,
in the Gentleman's Magazine.'2

'Die Musik am Hofe des Kurft'n Johann Wilhelm von der Pfalz', Neues
Archl y fUr die G-eschichte der Stadt Heidelberg und. der Kurpfalz, xiii
(Heidelberg, 1928), pp. 133-6i^.
9Das BeschUtzte Orchester (Hamburg, 1717), p. 40 and. pp. 300-2; Critica
Musica (Hamburg, 1722-5), i, pt. IV, pp. 254-5 and 305; Der Musicalische
Patriot (Hamburg, 1728), sections 22-4; and Der Volikommene Capelimeister
(Hamburg, 1739), p. 215 and pp. 344-52. Steffani does not appear in
Mattheson' s Grundlage elner Ehrenpforte (Hamburg, 1740).
10

.
Sections 22-4 of Der Musicalisohe Patriot are a list of operas by all
composers performed in Hamburg 1678-1728.

11_.ihe

B.M. catalogue suggests 1740. A note-book belonging to Horace Walpole
gives 1758 (Scholes, The Life and Activities of Sir John Hawkins (London,
1953), pp . 34-5). Hawkins submitted the manuscript of the Memoirs to Dr.
Johnson for his approval; he became associated with Johnson in 1749.
Among those who supplied information for the work was J. C. Pepusch
(G.entleman's Magazine, xxxi (1761), p. 491), who died in 1752: if the
Memoirs had been printed after that date, Hawkins would probably have referred to him as 'the late' Dr. Pepusch. The Memoirs were presumably
printed, therefore, c. 1749-52.
xxxi (1761), pp . 48 9-92. Since this form of the Memoirs is the more
accessible, it is used for all further references.
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Like Mainwaring's Memoirs of Handel (London, 1760), Hawkins' Memoirs
of Steffani were soon translated into German. Versions appeared in Der
Zufriedene, i (Nuremberg, 1763), and in the Hamburgisches Journal, I (Hamburg,
1 764). The article on Steffani in Forkel' s Musikalischer Almariach fUr
Deutschland auf d.as Jahr 178413 draws exclusively on the Hamburg version,
14
and later lexicographers rely heavily on the same account. It is partly
due to Hawkins that interest in Steffani continued for so long into the
nineteenth century and has never completely died.
The only important eighteenth-century biography compiled independently
of Hawkins Is that of Riccati,' 5 which is based on first-hand knowledge of

the Fondo Spiga. Riccati's account was re-discovered by Einstein, and
material from it appeared, together with the fruits of his own researches
in Rome and in Steffani's native town, in hia article of 1910.16
article, which covers Steffani's early years (1654-88), is the most authoritative published account by a musicologist of a substantial period in the
17
. 18
composer's life. Gerhard. Croll'a articles and edition contain much
useful information, but his dissertation remains unpublished. 19 Keppler's

l3

170-8.
or example, Gerber, Historisch-biographisches Lexicon der TonkUnstier
(Leipzig, 1790-2) and Lipowski, Baierisches Musik-Lexicon (Munich, 1811).

15 'Notizie di Monsig. Agostino Steffani', Nuova Raccolta d'Opuscoli
Scientifici e Filologici, xxxiii (Venice, 1779).
l6lAgostino Steffani', Kirchenmusikalisches Jahrbuch, xxiii (1910), pp. 1-36.
'7 'Zur Chronologie der dUsseldorfer Opern Agostino Steffanis', Festschrift
K. C. Fellerer zum 60. Ceburtstag (Regensburg, 1962), pp. 82-7 and. article
'Steffani' inMCG, xii (1965), cols. 1206-15.
1811 Tassilone. Der3kIn1er Rheinischer Musik, viii (DUsseldorf, 1958).
'9Agostino Steffarii (1654-1728). Studien zur Bioraphie. Bibliographie
der Operri und Turnierspiele (Habilitationsschrift, MUnster, 1960). A
request for a microfilm was not granted.
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essay on the Hanover operas 2° helps to fill the gap, but there is stifl no
full-scale biography.
There is unfortunately no room for such a biography in this dissertation.
The following brief account of Steffani's life is intended sirxly as a
backcloth against which the later chapters may be seen in their proper
perspective.

Biography
Steffani was born on 25th July, 16514., at Casteifranco, 2]. small town
to the north of Padua. His iniiediate ancestors originated in Pwlua and.
ved to Casteifranco about 1570, but one branch of his faini.ly can be traced
back to mid—sixteenth-century Venice. 22 Agoatino was the fifth of seven
children. Of the two others that survived past infancy, one was the
librettist Ventura. Terza,go. 23
Although the Steffani were probably reasonably well-off, they were
neither well-to-dc, nor, to quote Hawkins, 'distinguished for their rank in
life' .

Azing Agostino' a contemporary relatives were two priests, a

doctor of ndicine and a doctor of laws of Pad.ua university. 25 There was
one rich uncle - the brother of Ago stino' a ixther; friends tried to per-

'A
gostino Steffani' a Hannover Operas and a Rediscovered Catalogue', Powers
(ed.), Studies in Music History (Princeton, 1968), pp. 3Zfl-5.
Note of baptism in Untersteiner, 'A. Steffani', Rivista Musicale Italiana,
xiv (1907), p. 510 and Einstein, 'Agostino Steffani', p. 6, footnote 1.

22Einstein, op. cit., p. 5.
pp.

5-6. See below, pp. 5-7.

Op. cit., p. 89.

25Melchiorl, Cat alogo historico cronologico / cioè Copiosa raccolta che

contiene L' origine di Castelfranco (Casteifranco, Biblioteca Comunale,
dated l72-35), pp. 151-2.

MS 3.58,
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suede him to purchase Venetian Nobility at the time of the War of Cexidia
(1 6 67-9), but without sucoess.26
Despite the years he spent in Gexinany, Steffani always considered
Padua his home • It is there that his formal education began, apparently
in a municipal school. 27 Of the 'many lals' with whom he studied,28 &me
remained loyal friends for the rest of their lives. Chief ng these
was Count G-iro1an Frigiznelica-Roberti, 29 an architect and a librettist
of some importance. 30
It seems very likely that Steffani began to study music at an early
age and that he had a good treble voice • Hawkins says he had an excellent
voice and conjectures that he sang an a boy 'in the choir of some neighbouring cathedral church or chapel'

There is nothing in Steffani' a

letters to sport this statement, but it is clear frcn the letters of
Violanta Beatrice and Sophie Charlotte that he was a singer

in later life,32

and he appears to have sung at Cardinal Ottoborii' a concerts in Rome in the
winter of 1708-9

26Steff to Count Antonio Maria Fede, Palatine resident in Rome, 11th July,
1706. Fondo Spiga, vol. 59. Einstein, op. cit., p. 34.
Riccati (op. cit., p.
says he studied 'sotto cjue' Precettori che ii
Comune manteneva a beneficio della gioventi'i'.

27

...studiè frà nolti altri ra,gazzi'. Steffani to Fede, 11th July, 1706.
Ic. cit. Einstein, op. cit., p. 8, footnote 1.
See below, p. 54.
Freeman, 'Apostolo Zeno's Reform of the Libretto', Journal of the American
Musicologjca]. Sociy', xxL (1968), p. 332 et seq. and Leich, Girolazic
Friime1ica Robertis Libretti (169L-1708L Em Beitra p insbesondere zur
Ge schichte des Opernlibre
S
(Munich, 1972).

30

31

1cc. cit.
8ee below, pp. 32 and 36.

32

33

See the subsidiary material at the bk of this volume, fascicle 2, p. 374.
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In July, 1667, at nearly thirteen years of age, Steffani was taken
to Munich by the Elector Ferdinand Maria of Bavaria. 34 He remained there
for twenty-one years (1667-88). It was a fortunate move, especiafly from
the point of view of his musical development. The musical life of the
court was strongly influenced, by the taste of the Electress Henrietta
Adelaide, a princess of Savoy. She brought Italian opera to Munich in
1653 and established a tradition of opera that was fostered by successive

Kapeilmeisters - J. K. KerU (1656-73), E. Bernabel (1674-1687), C. A.
Bernabei (1688-1732) - and. by Steffani himself.35
Steffani never became Kapeilmeister at Munich. He began as a singer
and rose to court organist, but hi highest appointment was as Director of
Chamber Music. His name first appears in a court payroll in early 1668:
'Augustin Stephani Hof Musico zum neuen Jahr und. anders laut Ordinanz
f. 361.36 The words 'und, anders' suggest that he may have taken part in
Kerli's Le Pretensioni del Sole, which was performed in November, l667.
In July, 1668, he was appointed 'court and chamber musician' and it
was decreed that he should go to Keril for organ lessons. 38 He remained
with him until October, 1671,but was then placed in the care of a valet de

3 Einstein, op. cit., pp. 7-10.
35 For the history of opera at Munich, see Brockphler, Handbuch zur Ceschichte der Barockoper in Deutschlarid. (Emsdetten, 1 964), pp. 274-82 and.
Bolongaro-Crevenna, L'Arpa Festante (Munich, 1963).
6Einstein, op. cit., p. 10.
37The role of Aurora was sung by a 'gratis simo e gratiossissimo soprano'
(Maier, op. cit., p. 71). Einstein's conclusion that this must have
been Steffani may be based on Schiedermair's version of the record ('Die
Anfnge der MUnchener Oper', SIMC, v ( 1 903-4), p. 454), which includes
the name 'Agostino'.
38Einstein, bc. cit.
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chambre and treasury official by the name of Augustin Sayler. 39 The
reasons for this nxve are not clear, but later events suggest that Steffard.
and KerU hal

fallen out.4.°

The following year Steffani was sent to Rome to study composition.
His teacher was Erode Bernal>ei, maestro di cappel at St. Peter's, and
the ininediate result of his studies was a collection of Vespers psalms,
Psalmodia Vespertina Volans Octo Plenis Vocibus Concixnda (Rome, 1674.) .
The psalms, which are scored for antiphonal four-part choirs, are in the
polychoral idiom of Orazio Benevoli. An witograph manuscript in the
Pitzwilliam Museum (Ms 30 P 2) includes dated drafts of four other pieces
which were composed at about the same time but not published; Laudate
pueri (SSB/SArB; November 1673); Triduanas a Donino (SS.aT/SSAT; 20th
November, 1673); Landate Dominum (eight sopranos; 30th. December, 1673)
and Sperate in Deo (sS.IB and organ; 167k).

Sperate in Deo includes dt

sections for the two sopranos and recitatives for the tenor and. bass, and.
ends with a five-part fugue. Steffani is not 1ciovn to have composed any
of his secular naisic in Rome, but it seems very likely that he became
acq.uainted there with cantatas by composers such as Carissimi (died 1674.), Cesti
(died 1669) arid. Stradella (died 1682) •4.2
This period in Rome (October 1672 - May 1674.) was a decisive influenoe
on Steffani' a developnent as a

caoser,

and he night have stayed there

longer if his teacher hal not been offered the post of Kapelimeister at Munich
following the departure of Kerli in 1673. Bernabei ixoved. to Mutich in the
summer of 1674., and Steffaxui retunxed with him.

391bid., p . U.
pp. 11-2.
See below, Appendix A.
4.2See below, pp. 144-5O.
'3Einstein, op. cit., pp. 16-7.

He was still under twenty

16
years of age.
Some time during the next few years he was appointed court organist.
Although the earliest reference to the 'Ilof und Camer Organisten Augustino
Steffani' is in a decree of 4th July, l678, it is possible that he was
appointed iniediate1y on his return from Rome, for on 1st March, 1675, he
was granted a rise in salary backdated to the previous July.45
No accounts of Steffani' a organ playing survive, but iapre ssions
presumably of his harpsichord playing are recorded in the dispatches of
the Bavarian resident at Turin, J. B • Schaick. Steffani visited Paris in
1678-946 and had the honour of playing before the King. On his way back
to Munich in May, 1679, he visited Turin, where he played before Cardinal
d'Estre and 'Madame Reale'

His 'habi1et vnxid addresse' arid his

'sierliches vund delicate a spillen' were much adnred by the whole court
He must have been a fine player, yet there is no evidence that he wrote any
music for harpsichord or organ.
Steffani's progress at Munich was checked by the arrival in 1677 of
G.iuseppe Berriabei, son of Erode • By 1680 Bernabei had composed. no fewer
than five operas (Steffani hal not yet written any) and been appointed
vice-Kapeflxneister. With the death of the Elector Ferdinand Maria in 1679

Ibid., p. 21.
According to RULlhart, (op. cit.,
'5 lbid. p. 17 and Maier, op. cit., p. 72.
p. 73, Steffani was organist from July, 1674.

6He may have seen L&zlly' a Bel1rophon, which was first performed on 31st

January, 1679. Steffani's operas were much inf1inced by Ii1ly' a style,
but there is no evidence for Sievers' statement (Die Muzik in Hannover
(Hanover, 1961), p. 5) that he studied. with LuUy for two years.

47Marie Jeanne Baptiste de Savoie-Nencurs, Recent ot Savoy l675-4.
8Zinstein, op. cit., p. 21.
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and the accession of the Elector Maxiniilian II Emanuel in 1680, however,
Steffani' a fortunes inproved. He was appointed Director of Chamber ).isic
from 1st January, i68i, and hi first opera, Marco Aurelio, was given
its first performance in the very saud nonth. The libretto was by his
brother, Ventura Terza,go, who had ir,ved to Munich in 1677. Steffani
cozçosed four mure operas for Munich - Solone (Terzago; 1685) ,50 Servio
Tuillo (Terzago; 1686), Alarico ii Baitha, cioè 1'Audace R de' Gothi
(Inigi. Orlandi; 1687)51 and Niobe, Regina di. Tebe (Orlancit; 1688). His
other Munich works inc]ude: a Serenata 'afla maniera d' Italia' (1682) 52
a tourney, Audacia e Rispetto (Terzago; 1685) ;53 a collection of xtets,
Sacer lanus Quadrifons Tribus Vocibus vel Duabus Qualibet Praeteniiissa
Mc)dulandus (Munich, 1685) , and some chamber duets 55 and cant atas. 6 The
ntets are predominantly imitative in style and show that Steffani was
already an expert contrapuntist. They are scored for various three-voiced
combinations (SSB, s&r, s.B, STh, B) with continuo and

may be performed.

p. 22.
50The music is lost.
5 Edition by Riemarin, DTB, xi/2 (Leipzig, 1911). Excerpts from
Steffani' a other operas in DTB, xil/2 (Leipzig, 1912).
52The words and music are lost.
53The music is lost. Parts of the libretto in ]YrB, xii/2, pp. ocviii-rdr.
Composed by 13th March, 16&4. (Maier, op. cit., p. 73). Two mutets in
DTB, vi/2 (Leipzig, 1905). See below, Appendix A,

55 5ee below, p. 31.
6The main source is Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, MS 178 ('Trastulli'),
four volumes of arias and cantatas for soprano arid bass voices with
obbligato instruments. The pieces are unascribed; some cce from
Briseide, which is probably by Pietro Torn. (see below, pp.20-i), and others
also may be inauthentic. The Eight Songs for Solo Voice edited by ParkerSmith in Smith College Music Archives (Northampton, Mass., 1951) stem from
this source.
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as trios, or else as duets, any one of the voices being omitted. The
four-headed Janus of the title is a reference to these four possible
methods of performance.
Under the Elector Maxi'iiilian, Steffani also took the first important
step in his career as a diplomat. This was in the matter of the elector's
marriage. 57 Among the ladies under consideration was Princess Sophie
Charlotte of Hanover. Steffani was strongly in favour of a match with
her and was made responsible for negotiations with that court; among those
with whom he dealt was his future librettist, Abbate Ortensio Mauro. Most
of the court at Munich, however, and the state council of the Imperial court
at Vienna, wanted the elector to marry Maria Antonia, Archduchess of Austria.
Sophie settled the matter herself by marrying the Electoral Prince of
Brandenburg in 1684; and Maximilian married Maria Antonia the following
year.
The negotiations provided Steffani with what appear to have been his
first contacts with Sophie Charlotte and the courts of Hanover and Vienna.
These all proved important later on: Sophie became one of the most ardent
admirers of his chamber duets; 58 Steffani himself moved to Hanover in 1688
and his experience of the Imperial court equipped him for two of his later
diplomatic missions. His departure from Munich may have been due partly
to an injustice done to his brother, 59 but it also seems likely that Steffani
was beginning to feel frustrated there. Giuseppe Bernabei succeeded his
father as Kapelirneister in January, 1688; by May, Steffani had made
arrangements to move to Hanover.60

57Steffani to Fede, 11th July, 1706. Loc. cit. Einstein, op. cit., pp. 24-5.
58See below, pp. 32-43.
59Einstein, op. cit., pp. 34-6.
60Th1d. 'Die Briefe der K5nigin Sophie Charlotte', ZI1v, viii ( 1 906-7), p . 90.
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He remained there for fifteen years ( 1 688-1703). The first half
of this period was devoted mainly to musical activities, the second mainly
to diplomatic missions. He was the first Kapelimeister at Hanover since
the accession of Duke Ernst August in 1680.61 The duke, a Lutheran, had.
dismissed. most of the Kapefle of his Catholic predecessor, but he still
retained a small band of instrumentalists under the direction of the distinguished. violinist, Jean Baptiste Farinelly.62 This band formed the
nucleus of

opera orchestra.

It was primarily to provide operas that Steffani was engaged.
Italian operas had been produced. at Hanover in the 1670s and 80s, but
performances were very few and far between; 6 there was no permanent
company and the theatre was inadequate. Ernst August put opera on a per6i.
manent footing; he built a magiuficent new theatre, imported leading
Italian singers and. appointed. Steffani musical director. The following
decade was the heyday of the Hanover opera.
Most of the operas performed. In that period (1689-97) were composed.
by Steffani:6

6 Xeppler, op. cit., p. 352.
62Fischer Musik in Hannover, p. 23.
is uncertain which operas were performed. See Fischer, op. cit.,
pp. ]J1-7; Abbetrneyer, Zur Geschichte der Musik am Hofe in Hannover vor
Agostino Steffani 1636-89 (Hanover, 1931), p. 34.; Brockphler, op. cit.,
pp . 217-8, and. Keppler, op. cit., pp. 350-2.
6 The largest in seventeenth-century Germany. See Werner, 'Agostino
Steffania Operntheater in Hannover', Archl y fUr Musikforschung, iii (1938),
pp. 65-79.
65List based. on Brockphler, bc. cit.; Keppler, op. cit. and. Cr011,
article 'Steffani', MG.G-, xii, cols. 1212-3.
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First
Performance

Title

Acts

Librettist

Composer

1689

Henrico Leone

3

Ortensi9
Maurob6

Steffani

1689

La Lotta d'Hercole con
Acheloo

1

Mauro

probably
Steffani.

1690

La Superbia d'
Alessand.ro

3

Mauro

Steffani

1691

Orlando Generoso

3

Mauro

Steffani

1692

Le Rivali Concord!

3

Mauro

Steffani

1693

La Libert. Contenta

3

Mauro

Steffani

1695

Baccariali

1

Mauro

probably
S teffani

1695

I Trionfi del Fato

3

Mauro

Steffani

1696

Briseide

3

Francesco
probably
Palmieri 67Pietro Torn

1697

La Costanza nelle
Selve

3

Mauro

Luigi Mancia

The six three-act operas definitely by Steffani survive in autograph manuscripts in the British Museum. 68 There are no autographs of the two one-act
pieces, but a reference in Mattheson's Der Musicalische Patriot seems to
imply that La Lotta, at least, is authentic.6

Torn was engaged as

Kapeflmeister for carnival, 1696, so it is very likely that Briseide is by

66
6

See below, pp. 52-7.
ee below, pp . 49-51.

68 23 h 7-9, RM 23 f 12-14, RM 23 1 13-15, R1! 23 k 2-4, RId 23 h 19-21
and RId 23 1 3-5 respectively.
6 Kepp1er, op. cit., p . 349, footnote 9.

2].

• 70
him.
Steffani's operas exerted. a powerful influence on the development
of opera In northern Germany. Hi three-act operas were all translated
into German by G-ottlob Fiedler and. staged. in Hamburg between 1695 and
1699.71 These versions were also performed at Brunswick-WolfenbUttel,
along with others by G. B. SchUrmann. 72 The arias from Orlando G-eneroso
were published at LUbeck in 1699, and by l704.-6 it appears that two books
of instrumental music from Steffani's operas had. been issued by Roger in
Amsterdam.73
It is impossible to ascertain exactly when Steffani ceased. to function
as Kapelimeister at Hanover. He was continuafly away on diplomatic
missions after about 1696, and it is very doubtful whether he ever held the
post after the temporary appointment of Pietro Torn that year. No clues
are to be found in the records of the court treasury, because his salary
was paid. out of a separate fund. entirely at the discretion of the Duke Ernst
August. After the death of the duke in 1698, however, Steffani's position
is perfectly clear. The Elector Georg Ludwig closed down the opera-house
and. placed. the Kapelle in the hands of Francesco Palmieri, the librettist
of Briseide. Steffani. was employed exclusively on diplomatic missions,
and. his salary was paid by the treasury.74.

His first mission antedates these events by several years. In 1691
he was sent to Vienna to negotiate the elevation of Hanover to the ninth

70Thid.., pp . 34.8-9.
71Brockph1er, op. cit., pp. 203-4..
pp. 90-3. There were also performances in Augsburg, Berlin and
Weimar.
735ee below, Appendix A.
74Keppler, op. cit., pp . 342-3.
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Electorate. The negotiations were concluded successfully, and. he
returned in December, l692.

The elevation to the electorate was an

important step in Hanover's rise to power which culminated in the succession
to the English throne in 171L1.
The next mission was a much more complicated affair. In 1693
Steffani. was appointed Hanoverian 'Envoy Extraordinary' to the Bavarian
court at Brussels 6 (the Elector Maximilian was made Imperial Lieutenant
in the Spanish Netherlands in 1691 and. moved to Brussels the following year).

In this capacity, Steffani played an important part in the inanoeuvres that
preceded the War of the Spanish Succession. It was almost inevitable that
war should break out after the death of Charles II in November, 1700, and
it soon became clear that the Elector Maximilian would side not with the
Emperor but with Louis XIV. It was Steffani's job to try to make him
change his mind. He followed Maximilian to Munich in the autumn of 1701
and stayed there till June, 1702;78 then, in a last-minute attempt to bring
pressure to bear on the elector, he visited Hanover, Koblenz, Bonn, DUsseldorf, Munich and. Vienna. 79 The attempt failed, and Steffani returned to
Hanover in July. Maximilian beseiged the city of Ulm in September but was
defeated and exiled.

80

75Fischer, 'Musik in Hannover', p. 90.
6Bittner and. Gross (ed.), R
Lander seit dem Westflisc

1936), p. 66.

rtorium d.er di lomatischen Vertreter
, i (Oldenburg and. Ba

77Einstein, 'Die Briefe der Kdnigin Sophie Charlotte', p. 86.
78Steffani to Fede, 11th July, 1706. Loc. cit.
79Woker, Aus den Papieren, p. 2.
80 Croll (ed.), fl Tassilone, p. V.
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These events had a profound effect on Steffani. He was utterly
dejected at his own failure, and it pained him to think of the fate of
Maximilian. He sought consolation in xiusic.
In the autunn of 1702 he began to revise and compile a new, complete
manuscript collection of his chamber duet s.8

Nearly all of the duets

that survive today had been composed by this time; a few had been written
specially for Sophie Charlotte and sent to her from Bnissels, but nest of
them had been written in MUnich and Hanover. Sophie assisted and encouraged
hini in the project, but he appears to have stopped revising in the spring
of 1703. He nved to Dtsseldorf

in March,

and the task of copying the

duets Was completed by one or ixre scribes.

During the remainder of his life, Steffani had comparatively little
to do with music. He is credited with three operas performed at Disseldorf,
but only one of these, I]. Tassilone (1709), was a new composition.82
Arininio (1707) 18 a pastiocio assembled from some of his Hanover and Munich
operas and containing only a small proportion of newly-composed items, 6 and.
.Ainor vien del Destino (1709) was probably written in Hanover. It may have
been intended for performance in 1694., but no new opera was produced there
that year, perhaps on account of the K&Llgsmark affair.

Apart from a few

chamber duets (C. 1703-13), Steffani appears to have composed little else
until 1726-8.

81For detailed discussion of this project, see below pp. 38-4.3.
82..
i.ang wonders whether the opera is not by Gregorio Piva (Musical Quarterly,
xlv (1959), pp. 4.12-7). The title-page of the harpsichord. part ascribes
the work to Piva (see below, p.63 ), but the Presto in the overture is
identical to that in La Libert Content a.
'Zur Chronologie der dtisseldorfer Opern Agostino Steffanis',

pp.83-6.

Ibid., pp.82-3 and Keppler, op.cit., p.351.

214.

His appointments at DUsseldorf, w ere e remained for six ye ra

(1703-9), were

mainly of a political nature.

e was appointed as a privy

councillor and. as President of the Spiritual Council for t e Palatinate and
the Duchies of JUlich and. Berg. 8In November or December, 1703, he was
made G- n ral Presi ent of the Palatine Cov rnment, and. d ring the absence
of the Elect r Johann Wilhel in 1701+ e acted as his deputy. 86 In
1ovember,

1701+, he

was mad a curator at t e Lniversrby of H idelberg.

87

It was dun g tnese ye rs at DUsseldorf h t is c reer as a
churchman also gathered o entum. This career b gan many years earli r
in unich: Steffani w s ordained a priest in

168088 and

in

1683 was

app inted Abbot L psngen, a sinecure in t e Protestant earldo of
öttingen-waiierstein, 8 halfway bet een A gsburg and. Mlrenfberg. By

1695

he h d. also bee made an Apostolic Protonotary. T e te of this appointme t is not known - the i iformation appears in t1 e sub- itle to his s ort
aissertation, Q a t Cert zza bbia da suoi Pr' cipii 1 usic (Amste am,

16 5) . 90

85

H w

oker, o . cit., .

86.

.,

.

lected. isnop C Spiga 1

p rt

.

bu i

hun in Septem-

3

•, pp. 6-7.

87 1bid., p. 9.
88Einstein,

'A sti

Ste f

i', p. 2

instei , lao. cit.

90Translated

by ,ercmeister as S
schrei en, darin n t 1 , wie
rosse Gewissheit die ius'k, a s ihr n Principiis und G-runds zen habe
( uedhinburg and Aschersleben, 1700). The tran lation was reprnted by
J. L. Albrecht In 1760. It is entione in Mattheson's Das BeschUtzte
Orchester, p. 40 and. pp. 300-2 and in Spiess, Tractatus us'cus Compos'torioPracticus (Aug bun , 1745), p. 3. The reprint w s reviewe in Iarpurg's
istor'sch-kritsche ytrg , v (Berlin, 1760), p. 21+7-9.
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ber, 1706,91 and consecrated in that office in Bamberg cathedral in
January, 1707.92 In November, 1708, he arrived in Rome to try to mediate
in an embarrassing dispute between the Pope and the Emperor; his mission
was entirely successful, and. the Pope rewarded him by making him a Domestic
Prelate and Assistant to the Throne.93
His most important ecclesiastical appointment, that of Apostolic
Vicar in northern Germany, was made in April, l709.2^ Although he continued. to act as minister and. g rand. Almoner to the Elector Johann Wilhelm95
(a post he had. held since 1706) ,96 Steffani was now a full-time servant of
the church. Like earlier Apostolic Vicars, he chose Hanover as his base;

he moved there in November, l709 anti, apart from a three-year period in
Italy, remained there for the rest of his life.
The post of Apostolic Vicar was extremely demanding. The vicariate
was large, embracing all the Brunswick lands, the Palatinate and. the Kingdom
of prussia, 98 and the Catholics were too few in number for a normal diocesan
system. Steffani was responsible, therefore, for maintaining anti super-

vising
first

existing missions and churches

and for founding new ones. One of his

achievements was to build a new church in Brunswick; he consecrated

91Riccati, op. cit., pp. 11-4. Spiga is in Turkey not, as Hawkins says
(op. cit., p. 2^91), in the 'Spanish West Indies'.
92Woker, op. cit., p. 15.
93 Th1d., pp. 52-109.
92^Ibid., Agostino Steffani, Bischof von Spiga i.p.i., p. 5.
95 Thici., 'Der apostolische Vikar des deutschen Nordens', p. 431.
96Ibid., Aus den Papieren, p . 15.
Agostino Steffani, Bischof von Spiga isp.1., pp. 9-10.

98Th1d. p. 5. For a convenient summary of Steffani' career as Apostolic
Vicar, s e Pastor, The FTis-tory of the Popes (London, 1 91- 1 953), xxxiii,
p . 355-65.
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it himself in December, l7l2.
He was continually hampered. in his work by shortage of money. Apart
from Lepsingen, he had. three sources of income - a small stipend. from the
Congregation for the Propagation of the Faith, the abbacy of San Stefano
in Carrara, near Padua, and. a provostship in the Rhenish town of Seltz.
It is doubtful whether he ever received anything from Seltz, however, for
the French Jesuits at Strassburg also claimed the income as their right.
Steffani fought them by letter for the rest of his life,' 00 but soon after
his death the Elector Palatine signed away his right to the revenue.
Steffani's difficulties were aggravated in 1714-8 by the loss of
several people who had given him material and psychological support. In
1714, Duke Anton Ulrich of Brunswick-Wolfenbttttel died and Elector Georg
Ludwig of Hanover moved. to England.. The year 1716 brought the death of
Elector Johann Wilhelm and. of the philosopher Gottfried Leibniz, a friend
of Steffani since at least l688.1

Franz-Arnold, Prince-Bishop of

lvrilnster and Paderborn, with whom Steffani used to spend the winter at
Herten, died in 1718,102 and. Steffarii resigned the abbacy of San Stefario
in 1719 - perhaps because he had discovered that his agent in Padua was a
crook. 103
By 1722, he was so short of money and. so dispirited that he retired.
to Italy. He visited Venice but spent most of the time quietly in Padua.

99Thid., pp.
100

2+4-5.

.
. .
The affair is recounted in Woker, Der apostolische Vikar des deutschen
Nordens'.

'°1Einstein, op. cit., pp. 32-3.
102Woker, Agostino Steffani, Bisehof von Spiga i.p.i., p. 116.
'°3 Ceoldo, Memorie della Chiesa ed Abbazia di S. Stefano di Carrara nella
diocesi di Padova (Venice, 1802), pp . 266-70. See also Steffani's
letter to the Venetian Procurator Lorenzo Soranzo, 31st July, 1716,
published in Loscheld.er, op. cit., pp. 26-7.
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He was anxious to return to Hanover and did. everything he could to raise
enough money. Assured of a small grant from the Curia and. a pension
arranged. by representatives from Hanover, England and. France, he returned
in November, 1725.

l0 1-

His fortunes did not improve: only a grant from

the Imperial treasury saved him from returni.ng to Italy the following year,'°5
and in 1726-7 he was reduced to selling his books and pictures.
His last years were brightened, however, by his election to President
of the Academy of Ancient Music. It is not certain when he first became
involved with the Academy, but in December, 1726, he received a letter from
the Modenese resident in London, Giuseppe Riva, asking him if he could send.
them some of his compositions.

107

It is clear from this letter that the

Academy already possessed his chamber duet Saldi marmi and his five-part
madrigal G-ettano i re dal soglio. 108 Steffani evidently agreed.: by 7th
July, 1727, he had composed and sent over the five-part inotet, Qul diligit
Mariam,'°9 and by 16th September the Academy had acquired both the Italian
and German versions of his treatise (Quanta Certezza), manuscript copies
of his twelve rnotets of 1 685, a good. number of his chamber duets and. the

101'Woker, op. cit., pp. 118 and 129-31.
105

Thid., p. 1 32.

1° 6lbid., 'Der apostolische Vikar des deutschen Nordens', pp. 521-2 and
Loschelder, op. cit., p. 29.
107This and. other letters from members of the Academy are in Hanover,
Niederschsisches Staatsarchiv, Registratur des B. von Spiga, Cal. Br.
Arch. Des 23, Nr. 39L, ff. 148-61k. Excerpts, translated into German,
in Woker, 'Der Tondichter Agostino Steffani', pp. 422-L.
copy of the madrigal in Durham, Chapter Library, MS Mus. E. 15 is
headed: 'Abbas Stephano - 5 Voc: Sent to our Academy at ye Cro
Tavern 1726'.
109Described by Galliard in a letter of 7th July, 1727 (IT. 155-6 of the
collection in the Niedersachsisches Staatsarchiv). The xnotet is not
named, but the description fits Qui diligit Mariam.
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vocal trio, Al rigor d'un bel sembiante.° These works may have been
sent over in the earlier part of 1727, for the Academy elected him president
111
on 1st June.
Some time after 16th September, he sent over a further
copy of six of his rnotets

112

and. composed his six-part Stabat Mater.

113

The four-part madrigal, Se gi t'amai, may belong to the same period.
There seems little doubt that if Steffani had lived. longer he would
have continued to compose. This was not to be. His health deteriorated
during the winter of 1727-8, and on 12th February, 1728, he died of an
apoplexy in Frankfurt am Main.fl1+
St. Bartholomew.

Hewas buried there, in the church of

115

°Haym to Steffani, 16th September, 1727. Fondo Spiga, vol. 62.
See Loschelder, op. cit., pp . 1+6-8, who suggests that Needler wrote the
letter. The Royal College of Music MS 1023 may be one of the motet
manuscripts mentioned in the list.
111

See below, p. 61.

112Apparently the London, C-uild.hall, MS G-. mus. 418. See below, pp. 65-6.
1

Woker, 'Der Toridichter Agostino Steffani', p. 424.

1

Fischer, Musik in Hannover, p. 31.

115Woker, Agostino Steffani, Bischof von Spiga i.p.i., p. 134.
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2

PATRONS OF T

IW1BERDUTS

Comparatively little is known of the circumstances surrounding the
composition and perfoxmanoe of Steffani' a chamber duets. The only documentary evidence that he composed. duets at Yuziioh is a reference in a letter
from the former Bavarian princess, Violanta Beatrice, who on 25th August,
16 93, asked him to send her some of those 'duetti the si cant avaric in
Baviera alla Tavola' . Hawkins is certainly right in saying that he composed duets at Hanover, 2 yet there is only one contemporary reference to
perfcmances there (or rather, at Herrenhausen), and this again occurs in a
letter. 3 Compared with opera, an infrequent luxury, chamber music attrted
little attention from contemporary chroniclers.
Although most of the duets were composed in unknown circumstances for
persons who cannot now be identified, a few of them can be traced to
specific patrons. As Hawkins says:
it appears by little memorandums, in several copies, that many of
his duets were composed at the request of divers ladies of distinction,
and that some of them were made for their osn private practice, and
amusement • Who the particular persons were, we are at a loss to discover, as they are distinguished only by the initial letters, denoting
their quality; except in the instance of the two duets, beginning
Inquieto rio cor, and Che volete, these appearing to have been made
for, and sung by her highness the electress of Brandenburg.'

I.o schelder, 'Aus Dttsseldorfs italienischer Zeit', Beitrve zur rheinischen
Musikgeschiohte, i (Cologne and Krefeld, 1952), p. 36; and della Corte,
'Qualche lettera e qualche melodramma di .àgostino Steffani', Passegna
Musicale, xxxii (1962), p. 28.
2Gentleman'sa&azine, xxxi (1761), p. 4.90.
3German translation in Woker, Aus den Papier n des cup
sch J.nisters
Agostino Steffani (cologne, 1885), p . 22. Singers supposed to have taken
part in these performances are listed in Fischer, Musik in Hannover
(Hanover, 1903), p. 28.
41oc. cit. Hawkins names the Electress incorrectly as Sophie Dorothea. The
dedications to her in the Berlin MS 21210 presumably stem from his mistake.
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The passae may be misleading. The 'memorandums' in surviving
copies affect only a handful of duets (not 'many'), and all of these were
composed for the Electress of Brandenburg (not f or 'divers ladies' or
'persons'). A manuscript that was destroyed during the last war contained
a duet inscribed, to the Elector of Bavaria; 5 it is possible that other
informative sources have also been lost, but Hawkins may also have been
exaggerating.
All the same, he provides a valuable clue. The 'ladies' of Munich
and Hanover can be identified, and some of them were very musical. The
Electress Henrietta Adelaide of Bavaria, for example, was a singer, and. her
husband., the Elector Ferdinand Maria, played the harpsichord. 6 She left
Munich when he died in 1679, so any pieces Steffani wrote for her must be
among his earliest compositions. There is no evidence that Maria Antonia,
the bride of Elector Maximilian II Emanuel, had any gift for music.

Violanta Beatrice

The chief admirer of Steffani's music at Munich seems to have been
Princess Violanta Beatrice. Her relations with him while th y were both at
Munich are undocumented, but a few letters survive from the l69O, by
which time he was in Hanover and she, having married Grand Prince Ferdinando
de' Medici, had. moved to Tuscany.

5 See below, p. 37.
6

Bolongaro-Crevenna, L Arpa Festante (Munich,

1963), p. 28.

7Fondo Spiga, vol. 32. They are published, almost complete, in Losehelder,
op. cit., pp . 35-41, and in della Corte, op. cit., rp. 28-9.
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Steffaril occasionally sent her pieces of music during this period.
On 23rd October, 1691, she thanked him for some 'Ariette Francesi' vhich,
if it were not for her letter, would be completely unknown. 8 On d June,
1692, she thanked him for 'questi ultimi Componisnti Musica].i inviatimi &i
Roma da]. 51g. Conte Bernardi', and on 4th January, 1 693, she wrote:
'I found your nsical compositions to be in keeping with your
wonderful genius that created them... Meanwhile, I thank you for the
consideration you showed in sending me the other duets so promptly,
and I shall say something mere precise and particular about them when
the time comes...'9
The words 'the other duets' ir1y that by this tire Steffani had already
sent her two parcels of duets. None of them can now be identified.
Her letter of August, 16 93, mentioned above, includes a list of
pieces she wanted sent: '1' Aria che comincia, cre de ogn' un che siazzia l'altra, che comincia, Bel tenipo. addio: e 1'Arie del M. Aurelio.' Crede
ogn'un is the second verse of the soprano solo in Steffani's duet Oh the voi
dire ste bene. Since this was sung 'alla Payola' in Bavaria, it was
presumably composed before he left Iunich in 1688. 'Del tempo, addlo'
may refer to a solo cantata by Stradella'° or to a duet ascribed to
.11
.
.
C. A. Bernabei.
Since Bernabei was at unich, the latter is mere likely.
The princess also imired Steffani's operas. Having asked for the
arias from I arco Aurelio, she praised two of his later Munich operas in a
letter of 17th January, 1700. Imagining a performance which she had not
8The music has not come to light.
9 'Io i trovato i suoi Parti niusicali sixniglianti ii suc bell' Ingegno che
gl'a prodotti... In tanto le fo buono ii pensiero, che pront ani[ entje m'a
rimestrato de gi' altri Duetti, ed a s tempo le r dar un cenno pii
preciso e piu distinto..'
Loachelder, op. cit., pp. 36-7 and della
Corte, op. cit., p. 28.
10See Jander, LUessandro Stradella. WECIS, fasc. 4a (llellesley, Mass.,
-- ____
1969), no. 15.
Musikwissen..cha!tliches Seminar der Universitt, MS Ec. 377. 13. 12.
The duet and the cantata both begin with the same theme. In MC, xii,
col. 1213, Be]. tempo 1 addio and Crede ogn'uri are wrongly listed as lost
chamber duets by Steffani.
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attended, she wrote:
'Honestly, I wish I had. been there in person to partake of that
Harmony which makes the spheres themselves jealous. You will have
let loose your talent, either on the harpsichord, or in singing, or
else in compositions. Oh most beautiful concert; inimitable
d.irector I am pleased that in the midst of the graver and weightier
matters with which you are concerned there are some moments when you
release flashes of your genius for music - which owes you so much...
P.S. I am going away to the opera, but I assure you that I no longer
hear Servio Tullio or Alarico - nor anything to compare with them and that is the truth: I still have a very vivid memory of the Abbot
Mr. Steffani...'-2
Her admiration for the music was one facet of her admiration C or the man.
It seems very likely that Steffani composed some of his duets for her, but
it is impossible to determine which.

Sophie Charlotte

As at !unich, so at Hanover the principal admirer of the duets was
one of the princesses. The stimulus for music came fron Duke Ernst August.
The Duchess Sophie commented more than once on his love of 'les Muses'
and he may have been something of a harpsichordist.

,13

She herself had.

little interest in music; there is no evidence that she played. anything

12'VeramCente mi sarei volentieri trovata di persona in su'l luogo, per
partecipare di cod.esta Armon.ia, invidiabile dalle sfere istesse et ella
aver. fatto ballare il sue spirito o su'l Cirrbalo, o co'l Canto, o con I
Componimenti Musicali.
Bellissima Accad.emia unico regolatore. Mi
piace, ch'ella in mezzo alle occupazioni pii gravi, e sostanziose, lasci
per qualche momento balenare un sol lampo d.elle sue Id.ee a pr della
Musica, che tanto le deve... P.S. Je men vais . lopera inais je vous asure
que Je nentends plus de Seruio Tullio Alarico fly Rien de Semblable et Cela
san flanerie Jay tous iours memoire tres vive . Mo' Labbi Stefani.'
Loscheld.er, op. cit., pp . 39-40 and. della Corte, bc. cit.
1.3

Bodemann (ed.), Briefwechsel der Herzogin Sophie von Hannover mit ihrern
Bruder, d.e KurfUrsten Karl Ludwig von der Pfalz (Leipzig, 1885), pp. 229
and 355. See below, p. 54.
His initials and the date 1687 appear on the title-page of a manuscript
of French keyboard. music at Hanover. Fischer, op. cit., p. 27.
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but the 'Guitax're' ,15 and although she accepted the dedication of Barbara
Strozzi' a Arie, Op. 8 (Venice, i66z), she a&nitted to falling asleep at the
opera. 16
The musics]. ladies of Hanover 'were the princesses Sophie Charlotte
and Sophie Dorothea, daughter of Duke Georg Wilhelm of Celle • Both had
harpsichozd lessons with the crt organist, J • A. Coberg •17 Sophie
Dorothe a married Prince Georg Ludwig of Hanover in 1682, but in 1694. she
was banished for life to the castle of Ahlden. Their daughter, also named
Sophie Dorothea (born 1687), continued to live at Hanover.

She and her

brother, the Electoral prince Georg August, 'were introduced to Handel,
perhaps with a view to music lessons, when he visited the court in 1703.18
The prince married the im.sica1 Caroline of .Ansbah in 1705. She nved to
Hanover the same year, but by then Steffani had composed. uist of his duets
and nved to Disseldorf.
The scat important patron of the duets was Sophie Charlotte.
Steffani was acquainted with her from at least 1682-3, when he tried to
arrange a marriage between her arid the Elector Maxiniilian of Bavaria.19
She married the Electoral Prince of Brandenburg in 16E4 arid became the first
Queen of Prussia in 1701. As a result of her marriage, the courts of
Iancver and Berlin were in close touch until her death in 1705. Thus, al-

Bodemann, 'Herzogin Sophie von Hannover' in Maurenbrecher (ed.), Historisches Tazchenbuch, 6. Folge, Jehrg. vii (Leipzig, 1888), p. 35.

l6Doer (ed,), Briefe der Knigin Sophie Charlotte von Preussen und der
Kurfirstin Sophie von Hanrcver an harinoversche Diplomaten TLeipzig, 1905),
pp. ]41-2.
Fischer, op. cit., pp. 27-

18See the subsidiary material at the bk of this vo1un, fascicle 2, p.375.
'9 See above, p. 18.
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though Steffard. did. not move to Hanover until 1688, he had ample opportunity
f or renewing her acquaintance.20
Sophie Charlotte was by far the most musical member of her family.
(Frederick the C-reat, her grandson, presumably inherited his ability from
her.) A competent harpsichordist, she was perfectly capable of directing
an opera orchestra. 21 In 1702 she composed the one-act pastoral I Trionf I
di Parnasao, 22 and. towards the end of the year she told Steffani that she
was learning to write counterpoint:
'Cepend.ant je ne perds pas mon temps et vous d.irai que je veux prendre
la lune avec les dents, car j'apprends le contrepunto. Si j'en
viens . bout, vous verrez comme je composerai. Je prtends le faire
d.'une telle manire . vous rendre jaloux.
C'est tout dire et je
feral des duetti qui auront la tendresse et le naturel des vôtres.'23
Her desire to imitate his duets is perhaps the most eloquent proof of her
admiration for them.24
Patronage of Steffani was part of her scheme to establish a tradition
of Italian music at Berlin. She supplemented the existing court Kapelle,
which was officially placed at her disposal in 1699, with a number of new
Italian musicians. The Italians did not become members of the Kapelle most of them were borrowed temporarily from other courts; they were kept
at her own expense for her own personal use.25

20There appears to be no evidence for Yorke-Long's statement (Wusic at
Court (London, 1954), p. 97) that Steffani gave her music lessons.
comte Palmieri qui devait tre premier acteur d.tun opera dont je
rgissais l'orchestre Cest xr3alade...'
Letter of 27th September, 1701.
Doebner, op. cit., p. 77. She apparently played continuo in Bononcini's
Polifemo in 1702 (Yorke-Long, bc. cit.).
22Yorke-Long, op. cit., p. 98.
23Letter of 21st November, 1702. Doebner, op. cit., pp . 79-80.
24Bhe once confessed that his duets were tincomparables selon mon golt et
toutes lea compositions qui me viennent de toute part ne me touchent pas
comme ce1les-l.'
Ibid., p. 81.
25Yorke-Long, op. cit., p. 97.
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The main imports were Attilio Ariosti and. Giovanni Bononcini.
Ariosti, who spent six years in Berlin (1697-1703), was the backbone of the
Italian music. He played several instruments, sang, composed and wrote
poetry: as Leibnitz pointed out, he could have produced an opera singlehanded.. 26 Bononcini visited Berlin in 1702 and. 170L, but there is no
evidence that he held. a permanent post there.
It appears that six operas were performed. between 1700 and 1702.
Sophie was able to draw on the resources of Hanover, where opera had
flourished 1689-97. Some of the singers that she imported (e.g. Ferdinando
Chiaravalle and. Ruggiero Fed.eli) had sung in operas there, and most of the
librettos were written by Hanoverian poets. The first production was an
adaptation of the one-act opera Baccanali, which was first performed in
Hanover in 1695.
The works staged. in Berlin were:27

Date

Title

Librettist

Composer

1700

La Pesta del Hiineneo

Ortensio Mauro

Ariosti

1700

L'Inganno vinto dalla Costanza

Mauro

Ariosti

1701

La Fede ne' Tradimenti

Cirolamo C-igli

Ariosti

1702

Le Fanthme Amoureux"

Mauro and. Francesco
Palmieri

Ariosti

28

26Klopp (ed.), Correspondance de Leibniz avec 1'Electrice Sophie de BrunswickLunebourg (Hanover, 1874), iii, pp. 21-2.
based. on Brockphler, Handbuch zur G-eschichte der Barockoper in
Deutschland. (Emsd.etten, 1964), p. 71 and. on article 'Bononcini' in
Crove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 5th edition (London, 1951+), 1,
pp . 806-8.
28Known only from a diary entry in French. Einstein implies that it may
be identical with La Fede ne' Tradimenti and that, if so, Mauro sketched.
the plot and wrote the recitatives and. Falmieri wrote the arias ('Briefe
der Kc5nigin Sophie Charlotte von Preussen und. der KurfUrstin Sophie an
Agostino Steffani', ZIMC. , viii (1906-7), p. 85.
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Date

Title

Librettist

Composer

1702

Polifemo

An osti

Bononcini 29

l701

C-li Amori di Cefalo e Procri

Anastasio G-uidi

Bononcini

The departure of Ariosti in 1703 may explain why there was no opera that
year. Any plans for future operas must have been abandoned when Sophie
died. in 1705.
The practice of chamber music was, if anything, more important to
her than the production of operas. Steffani's duets were her staple fare
and Ariosti and Bononcini her favourite singers; she accompanied:
me ferais un grand plaisir de vous CSteffani3 accompagner
quelque douetto, car j'en ai une bonne quantit. Je les fais
chanter . Bononcini et Atilio, car lea autres ne lea disent pas dans
le vrai gout et us sont dans l'ad.miration toutes les fois pour celul
qui les a composs.'3°
If one of the singers was unavailable, performances could come to a halt:
'Le grand Bononcini est encore ici, aff1ig de la mort de sa maftresze.
Cela est cause que je n'ai point eu de musique depuis huit jours.')1
Her chamber music depended on the slenderest resources - three performers
in all. It was her private amusement.
Sophie must have collected a considerable number of duets. She had
copies made from manuscripts belonging to Madame Kielmannaeck (later Duchess
of Darlington):
vos duettis ont
bien chants grace Madame Kilmansec gui &a
prt6 tout ce qu'elle avalt de votre composition.'32

29According to Brockphler, Ariosti wrote the music and BononcinJ. the
libretto.
30Letter of 25th July, 1702. Doebner, op. cit., pp . 78-9.
31Letter of 21st November, 1702. Thid., pp. 79-80.
32Letter of 27th September, 1701. Ibid., p. 77.
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'...et je vous CSteffan.i assure que rien n'a
puisque j'ai tout fait copi r...'33

perdu

Sophie's library passed to Princess Amalia, sister to Frederick the C-reat,
who bequeathed her collection to the Joachimsthal Hochschule. The Berlin
WS Am. B. 299 is the only Steffani manuscript to survive from Ama].ia's
library.3
It appears that five duets were written specially for Sophie Charlotte.
They all date from c. 169b-1700. Two of the were Included, in a manuscript in
the Singakademie in Berlin, which was destroyed in the last war. According
to Einstein, 35 Crudo Amor, morir ml sento w s inscribed.: 'Per la Elettrice
de Brande'bourg...Poesia di S.A.S.'

The initials stand for 'Sua Altezza

Sereni si a' - 'Her }ost Serene Highness': Sophie apparently vTOte the
text of this du t herself. Einstein is probably right in thinkng that
this is the piece for whic she thanked Steffani on 1st June, 1698.
The copy of lo i p rto in the sa e manuscript was inscribed:
'C ntata per ii Ser. mo Elettore di Baviera. Poesia del Sig.e Abbate Paglia,
rusica del Sig. e Abbate Steffani' •36 Although dedicated to the Elector
of Bavaria, t e duet w s also written for Sophie Charlotte. So hie visited
Vaximili n in Brussel in 1700. S e looked forward beforeh nd to making
music with hm and asked Steffan.i to contribute to the occasion by se ding
her somet in of his co osition:
'...et je e trouverai aucun voya-e nib1e, s'il peut e procurer
encore l'honneur d.e le the lector revoir et faire mus ue avec
lui.
Sur cette esprance je m'en vais bien tudier. J'spre,
Monsieur, que vous n'oublierez pas d.'y contribuer aussi en m'envoy nt
de votre composition...'37

33Letter of 21st November, 1702. Ibid., pp. 79-80.
3 Se Blechschmidt, Die A lien-Bbliot"iek. Berlin..r Studien zur ?uskwissenschaft, viii (Berlin, 1965), p. 189.
350p. cit., p. 86.
3

i stein, op. cit., . 87.

37Letter of 28th October, C170C. Doebner, o . ct., p . 75•
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The result was evidently lo ml parto, a dialogue duet in which the soprano
bids the tenor farewell. Sophie presumably sang it with the elector at
the end of her visit.
The other three duets written for her were sent from Brussels in one
parcel. When Steffani was revising hia duets in November, 1702, he asked
her to return them:
'Apres bien de recherches, et bien de peines, j'ay ramass tous lea
Originaux de mes Duetti. Si Men qu'il ne me manque que deux des
trois, que j'ay eu l'honneur d'envoyer V.M. de Bruxelles. Je
serois fort embarrass si je devois dire lea quels ce sont, car je
ne me souviens pas d'uri seul mot: mais je sçay bien que de ce trois
1 je n'ay que Placidissime Catene, si V.M. veut avoir la Benignit
d'ordonner qu'on m'envoie lea deux autres au plus viste, elle me fera
une grandissime grace...'38
One of the three was Placidissime catene; the other two were undoubtedly
Che volete and. Inquieto mb cor which, as Hawkins must have seen, are
inscribed in several copies: 'Per 'a Ser. ma Eletrice de Brandenburg'.39
This is the only group of three that Steffani sent her. They must be the
duets for which she thanked him in a letter which can be shown to date from
30th August, 1699.

They were probably composed earlier that year.

Steffani's correspondence with Sophie Charlotte is the only documentary source on one of the most important and interesting periods of hi
life - the autumn arid, winter of 1702-3. It was during this period that he
revised arid, prepared a new complete collection of his duets. The circumstances that led up to this project have already been described in chapter
one.' He began in a state of extreme depression. Sophie gave him as

38Letter of 26th November, 1702. Ebert, 'Briefe Agostino Steffanis an die
KBnigin Sophie Charlotte von Preussen', Die Musik, vi ( 1 9 0 6-7), p. 169.
39m1s inscription is taken from the Michigan MS Stelifeld 33 B L44.
40Doebner, op. cit., pp. 76-7 and Einstein, op. cit., p. 86.
'See above, pp . 22-3.
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much psychological support and practical help as anyone could have done she acted as a friend, not a patron. Then his relations with her oa to
a halt, at about the end of 1702, he appears to have stopped. revising his
duets almost izrdiate1y.
It was initially for consolation that Steffaxii turned to music in the
autumn of 1702. He was not iirinediately comforted, however, because the
pieces he h3. cazosed civer the previous thirty years were scattered far and
wide:
'Je l'ayrse [i.e. music] encore taut, Madair [Sophie Charlotte], que
que ce n'est pas sans un trea-sensible
chagrin, que je voye touttes lea bagatelles qui out fait 30 ans ns
occupations plus serleuses; de lea voir dis-je si delabres qu'i].
n'y a plus de piece qui tienne
l'autre; et do lea sçavoir dispersSes avec une si cruelle dissipation, que si j'ay dens mes vieux
jours quelque reste do Vie a dormer une tranquifle oisivet, je
no puis esperer d.e ne dive rtir avec ma Musique sans en zoeridier lea
pieces de porte en porte hors d' esperance nsn de lea nttre enaemble, coxmne je lea avois mises avec tant de peine, et d.e plaisir.' 2
je vous advoue francheuient

The first requirement was to gather the ccziositions together.
This would have been inossib1e without the co-operation of Sophie
Charlotte • She may have been reluctant to rart unnecessarily with the
duets in her possession, but she put them at his disposal all the same:
'.... [je] vous enverrai la liste de tcu.s les duettis quo j'ai et vous
choisirez lesquela vous voulez et je lea enverrai ou apporterai
.
By 26th November, 1702, he hail retrieved all his duets, except two of the
three that he hi sent her from Brussels. He was still waiting for these
on 7th December, but he presumably received them shortly afterwards.
The reason why he went to such lengths to collect up al]. of his duets
is that he wanted to bring them together in a new, complete manuscript
collection. He did. not declare his intention explicitly in his letters,
but he hinted at it:

Letter of 6th September, 1702. Ebert, op. cit., p.

3Letter of 21st November, 1702. Ibid., pp. 167-8.
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'Mais je ne sçaurois donner won nouvel Ouvrage la forme que je luy
destine, moms, que V.M. n' aye ].a Benignit de in' assister, en
faisant en sorte que le sr Attilio me renvoye la Musique, que Me de
Kielnianseck ].uy a 1aisse; et particulierenient le livre n° 8. des
Duos qui est encore entre sea mains, et lea trois que j'ay eu l'honneur
d'envoyer . V.M. de Bruxelles...'44
It is clear from his reference to 'le livre n° 6. des Duos' that there
ha']. been an earlier collection of the duets, but it is equally clear from the
words 'won nouvel Ouvra,ge' that he wanted to replace it. It seems highly
likely that a new collection was prepared and that the British Museum
MSS BM 23 k 13-20 are what survives of it.4.5
The preparation of the new collection inevitably involved revision.
He did not wait to amass all his duets before starting to revise; he
plunged in while in the depths of his depression:
'Dans cette ertremit qui me f alt mener une Vie, qul m'est veritablecorps perdu dens la Musique.
ment charge; je me suis jett
Je bouge fort peu de ma Chaxnbre; et n'y suis ue pres du Clavecimb.
J ' y lis, j'y ecris, j'y reve; si je reçoy des lettres, ou que j'y
doive faire responce, je fey tout ce-la si pres de won Clavecimb,
que je n' ay qu' wi pas . faire pour y re tourner. Enf in peut a' en
faut que je ne fasse de won Claveciinb ma table manger, comzre
d' autres en font leur Toilette • kais qu'y faites Vous? Ce que
Je me divertis bouleverser tous mes Duos, qui
j'y fey Madaine
ne me plaise (sic) plus, et j e ].e s fey d' une nianiere, qul me donne
beaucoup de plaisir.' 4.6
The duets he revised are those that pleased. him no longer.
Sophie Charlotte was delighted at this news and responded with
passionate encouragement:
'Jettez-vous y [i.e. into music] . corps perdu, je vous prie.
C'est une axnie fidle qui ne vous abandomiera pas, qui ne vous
tronera pas, qui n'est pas trattresse et qui vous n' a jamala
St cruefle, car vous en avez tir tous lea charmes et lea
ravissements des cieux....'-7

Letter of 9th November, 1702. Ibid., p. 166.
4.5See below, p. 68ff.
6I.etter of 9th November, 1702. Ebert, op.cit., p. 166.
7i.etter of 21st November, 1702. Ibid., p. 167.

Her letter had an immediate effect:
'Les graces, que Vostre Majest a daign me faire le 21e de ce mois
ont eu tant d.e pouvoir sur men esprit, qu'elles ont reveill& sa
Muse, qui estoit assoupie depuis quelques jours. A peine ay-je
l'il 'a lettre, dont V.M. a voulu m'honnorer, qu'un Duetto eat tombs
d.e la plume en moms de rien.'48
The correspondence seems to have come to an abrupt end with Steffani's
letter of 7th December; any letters that passed between them after that
date have been lost.
The cause of this surprising turn of events is not known. Sophie
became eccentric as she grew older, and alarmingly unpredictable in her
relations with other people. 9 Steffani was perhaps a casualty of her
unpredictability.
Another possible explanation is that he offended her in some way.
Indeed, his letter of 7th December may have given offence: apart from a
short paragraph on the duets, it is thoroughly unpleasant and sometimes
sarcastic in tone, expressing anger about something that was not her
responsibility. He certainly offended her shortly afterwards, when he
tried to arrange for the release of Attilio Ariosti. 5 ° In order to go to
Germany, Ariosti, a Servite monk, had had to obtain special permission from
the Cardinal Protector of his monastery, Ferdinando de' Medici. In late
1702 or early 1703, the cardinal asked Steffani to arrange for Ariosti to be
released, and Steffani broached the subject with Sophie Charlotte. It was
the most undiplomatic move he ever made. Ariosti, the central figure in
her opera and chamber music, was quite indispensible. Not only did
Steffani suggest she might part with him, he offered her no replacement.
His impertinence and. thoughtlessness displeased her greatly and there is no

Letter of 26th November, 1702. Ibid., p. 169.
9Yorke-Long, op. cit., p. 98.
50 See Ebert, Attilio Ariosti in Berlin (Leipzig, 1 9 0 5), pp. 88-93.
Relevant letters in Klopp, op. cit., iii, pp . 19-25.

evidence that she ever wrote to him again.
It seems very likely that Steffani stopped revising as soon as Sophie
withdrew her support. By 7th December he had already finished a couple of
dozen duets:
'...lors qu'on aura le bonheur de servir V.M. icy, elle y trouvera
une bonne recreue de Duetti, puisqu'il y en a deja. un Couple de
douzaines son tres-humble service,'5'
Some of these may have been new compositions, but most of them were probably
revised versions. Only seventeen of the duets that survive today are known
to have been revised., 52 so it is unlikely that many - if any - duets were
revised after 7th December, 1702.
Steffani may have worked through his duets alphabetically. The first
four of his duets (Ah che l'h sempre detto, .A.ure, voi che volate, Begl'
ocehi, oh Dio, non pii and Cangia pensier, mb cor) survive in two versions,
and he also revised a group of duets from the other end of the alphabet
(Tengo per infallibile, Torna a dar vita, Troppo cruda and Vorrei dire).
The other revised duets are scattered throughout the alphabet.
It appears that Steffani originally intended to give Sophie a copy of
the revised duets. He knew that she would appreciate them more than anyone
else:
'...je joue wie piece . ceux qui ont mes vieux duos, qui croiront
avoir quelque chose, et dans le fond, n'auront chose au Monde. V.
Mt ne veut pas estre de ce nombre 1.: au moms, je m'en flate.'53
The manuscripts meant for her (RM 23 k 7-8) contain a total of twenty-six

51Ebert, 'Briefe Agostino Steffanis', p. 171.
52These survive in two versions. Lungi dal idol mb and. M'hai da pianere
may also be self-revisions, or reworkings of duets by other composers (see
below, p. 32ff). Other duets could be revised versions of which the
originals have been lost.
53Letter of 9th November, 1702. Ebert, op. cit., p. 166.
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duets; 5 they probably include the two dozen that were ready on 7th

Decanther,

1702. That the manuscripts were apparently never given to her is perhaps a
further indication that her relations with Steffani had coi to an end.

He never needed. another musical patron. In March, 1703, he entered
the service of the Elector Palatine at Dtlsseldorf, and. the rest of his life
was devoted to affairs of church and state. He continued to send pieces to
friends who asked for them, but this was a rare occurrence.
In 1711 he sent some alrs and guitar pieces to Henrietta Christina,
Abbess of Gandersheim and sister to Duke Anton Ulrich of Brunswick-WolfenbUttel.
If it were not for her letter of thanks, 55 the fact that he composed for the
guitar would. be quite

Later that year Countess Egmont azksd him

for copies of the duets Dolce è per vol soffrire and. Placidissime catene,
which were

'si

celebre parm lea coririesseurs'. Her letters 57 provide the

ne are at information on the date of Dolce per vol soffrire.
Steffani' a meat persistent correspondent on the subject of music was
Johann Philipp Franz von Schnborn, Prince-Bishop of WtXrzburg. His requests58
seem to have been mere of a nuisance than a pleasure • Between 1719 and 1722
Steffani went to considerable lengths to procure singers for his Kapefle and
sent him four parcels of duets. These manuscripts may stifl be in the

5 Excluding Quando un eroe (a); see belovr, p. 83.
55Losohelder, op. cit., pp. 42-3.
6That he did may be related to the fact that the Duchess Sophie played. the
instrument. See above, pp • 32-3.
57Fondo Spiga, vol. 21. The request is dated 29th June and the thanks
th July.
58Fondo Spiga, vol. 29.

Sch5riborn archives at Wiesentheid.59 and. they may include unknown duets.
Even so, it seems unlikely that Schdnborn exerted. as great an influence on
Steffani as did Sophie Charlotte.

59The librarian was unable to say whether there is any manuscript music by
Steffani in the library, but a catalogue of the manuscripts, by Fritz
Zobeley, is in course of preparation.
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POETS

The texts of the chamber duets are, with few exceptions, unascribed.

1688.

The exceptions all seem to date from the Hanover period, i.e. after

The texts of two duets were ascribed in the lost Singakademie manuscript
mentioned above, and the texts of duets in the Che volete group are ascribed
in several sources surviving today. In addition, it is very likely that
the texts of many of the Hanover duets were written by the court poet and.
librettist, Abbate Ortensio Mauro.

As for the Vunich duets, one can only assume that the court poets
supplied the texts. There were three main poets at Munich in the
and

80s.

l670s

The first, Domenico Gisberti, left in 1675. Since Steffani was

away in Rome in 1672-if, he can have had little to do with him. He set none
of his librettos, and it seems unlikely that any of his chamber duets are
settings of his poetry.1
The most important librettist in Munich at this time was Steffani's
elder brother, Ventura Terzago. Terzago took his name from a maternal uncle
by whom he was adopted at an early age.

4

2nd January,

i6 8

to Munich

l677.

in

2

He was born in Casteifranco on

and, like his brother, studied music as a boy.

4

He moved

His first appointment, which dates from 1st April of

Tor a list of G-isberti's Munich librettos, see Brockpàhler, Handbuch zur
G-eschichte der Barockoper in Deutschlarid. (Emsdetten, 1964), pp . 277-8.
2Einstein,

p. 6.

3 lbid.,

'Agostino Steffani', Kirchenmusikalisches Jahrbuch,

xxiii

(1910),

p. 5.

e1chiori, Catalogo historico cronologico (Castelfranco, Biblioteca Comunale,
ambidue oltre gl'altri suoi studli applicati a].la musica.'

MS 158), p. 165: '...
5Einstein,

op. cit., p.

18.

that year, was as a composer, but he also acted as a replacement for
G-islDerti. 6 In 1679 he became a privy councillor and. secretary of state.7
When Steffani moved to Hanover, Terzago returned to Fad.ua. He became
Almoner at the Basilica del Santo, 8 and died. on 21st October, l693.
Terzago proved so successful as a poet that he was asked. to write
the librettos of all but one of the operas and. tourneys performed in Wunich
between 1678 and 1686:10

Date

Title

Type

Composer

1 678Alvilda in Abo

Opera

C-. A. Bernabei

1679 Enea in Italia11

Opera

C-. A. Bernabei

1680

La Don12

Opera

C-. A. Bernabei

Ii Litiglo del Cielo e
della Terra

Tourney

E. Bernabei

L 'Ermione

Opera

C-. A. Bernabel

G.iulio Cesare Ricovrato

Tourney

E. Bernabei

Ware a Aurelio

Opera

Steffani

1681

p. 19.
7lbid., p. 19 and p. 35, footnote 1.
8

Melchiori, op. cit., p . 378.

9Death certificate in Padua, Archivio di Stato, Uffizio di Sanit, 485:
'L'Illmo. Sr: Ventura Terzago d.'anni 45 inca amalato gior. 8 di febre
maligria morto in Villa di Bruzene alli Arzerini. visitato dali' Rev:mo
Contarini. condoto (sic) a Pad in Parochia di S: Sofia.'
.
.
.
10
The exception is the C-erman opera, Lisiman und Calliste, performed in 1681
(Brockphler, op. cit., p. 278). The list is based on Brockphler, and
on Einstein, op. cit., p. 20.
Queried by Brockph1er, but certainly by Terzago: see Sonneck, Catalogue
of Opera Librettos printed. before 1800 (washington, 1914), i, p . 436.
12

.
.
•.
Omitted. by Einstein. According to Brockpahler, it is an adaptation of the
libretto by Apolloni that was set by Cesti.

Date

Title

1685

1686

Type

Composer

Solone

Opera

Steffani

Audacia e Rispetto

Tourney

St ffani

Servio Tullio

Opera

Steffani

Erote ed. Anterote

Tourney

E. Bernabei

He may also have written the libretto for C-. A. Bernabei's opera L'Ascanio

(1686) 13
There is only one piece of evidence that Terzago also wrote poetry.
In a chronicle of Casteifranco and its inhabitants, compiled 172L-35, Nadal
Melchiori wrote:

'1667 Ventura

Terzago Segretario del Duca di Baviera, Collaterale di
Padova, e poeta celebre manTh alle stampe vane sue composizioni.' 11 -

Unfortunately, no book of poetry by Terzago, manuscript or printed, is known
to survive. In view of the fact that Steffani set four of his librettos,
it seems very likely that he also set some of his poetry. But whether any
of the chamber duets are Terzago settings - and if so, which - there is no
way of knowing.

1687. Orlandi
1687 and 1691.15 Most

A new court poet, Luigi Orland.i, was ap ointed c.
wrote the librettos of seven operas performed between

of the were set by C-. A. B mabel, but the first two, Alarico ii B it a

(1687) and

Niobe, Regina di Tebe

(1688), were

composed by Steffani. They

were his last Munich operas. He did not overlap with Orlandi for long, but
he may have set some of his poetry.

13

Omitted by Einstein, queried by Brockpahler.

1L
ie1chiori, bc. cit.

'5Brockphler,

op. cit., pp.

278-9.
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There is more definite information on the poets of the later duets,
some of whom are named in the sources. The texts ascrbed in the Singakademie manuscript were Crudo b .mor, morir ml sento and To ml parto.
Sophe Charlotte a parently wrote the text of Cru o A or herself, and the
author of lo rra parto was 'Abbate aglia'.

16

It is not certain vhether he

is identical with Francesco Maria Paglia, who wrote the librettos of operas
performed in Naples in l698_9,17 but he is surely the Abbate Paglia who
wrote the words of three of the chamb r duets by Bononcini t at were published in Bologna in 1691.18 Not ing else is knovn about him, but a
connexion with Steffani, via Bononcini and So hie Charlotte, immediately
suggests itself.

The Che volete C-roup

The Che volete group is unique in that the texts of most of the duets
are ascribed to poets in a consid.erable number of manuscripts. The most
complete ascriptions are found in the Michigan MS Stelifeld 33 B 44.
Ascriptions cited below are taken from that source.
Two of these poets also have connexions with Sophie Charlotte. The
'Abbate G-uidi' who wrote the texts of uesto fior che involo al prato aria.
Quando mai verr quel dl is not to be confused with his celebrated contemporary, Carlo Alessanth'o G-uidi; he is rather to be identified with Ariastasio

16 See above,
p . 37.
1711 Priioniero Fortunato (Scarlatti), listed in Sonneck, o . cit., i,
p. 1358, and Cesare inAlessand,ria ( ritish Wuseum,pressmark 906.1.9(5)).
'8Duett da Canera, Op. VIII. The texts are all ascribed. Pa ha wrote
Se b ha son io, Priioner d'un bel se biante rid Oh c e laccio sento ah
core.

if 9

Guidi, t e librettist of Bono cmi's i A or! i C falo e Procri.19
G-ui ± w s apparently att ched. to the court at anover, for he receive
co pensation in 1697 for looking after the late A b te B at!, a anoverian
20
diplomat.
The dates of his service are not known, but that is presumably
where he came into contact vith Steffani.
It was in anover th t Steffani met t 1 e aut o of C e volete itself,
the 'Conte Palm! ri'. Francesco Palm cr1 was born • n Pisa n 1659.21 He
studied rhetoric and philosophy, but became known as a poet nd musician.
He oved. to ome c. 1675 and entered the service of Queen Chrstina of Sweden
as a 'C- ntiluomo Scu iere'. Fe was elected to the Aicadian Academy in 1690,
the year of its found tb

his Arcadian na e was Telgone Craneo. Alt ough

he published a collection of Canzone, mo t of his works vvere never printed.
The Academy possessed a manuscript that included some of is poe , but his
brot er, Canon C-iuseppe Palmieri, had a uch larger collection n Pisa.22
Palmieri was the author of two unpublished oratorios also written, presumably,
in Rome.
He moved to H nover some time during the 1690s. The two ajor works
that he prod.uce t}ere were bot printed. He wrote the libretto, and perhaps also the music, of a large-scale cantata (Pccadrnia per usica) which
v s performed on 1 th ove ber, 1695, to celebrate the marriab e of Pr! icess

19 See above, p.36.
20?oker, 'Der Tondichter Agostino Steffani', Der Katholik, lxvii (!ainz,
1887), pp. 323-4, footnote 2.
21Except where othervise stated, this account of Painderi is based on
Crescimbeni, Notizie Istoriche de1'Arcadi Yorti (Ro e, 1720-1), ii,
pp . 129-33.
22

.
.
Cresci beni, L'Istoria della Volgar Poesia, 2nd. edition (Rome, 1714),
p . 473.
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Charlotte Felicitas of Brunswick-LUneburg to Duke Rinaldo I of Modena.23
The score is lost, but it ap ears from the libretto to have comprised
seventeen numbers for five characters (Clio, G-loria,Giunone, Amore and
Fato) 21
He also wrote the libretto of Briseide, the opera rrobably by Fietro
Torn that was performed during carnival, 1696.25 Palmieni made some of
the arrangements for the performance and noted which singers had taken
leave of absence: fro 1696, when Steffani was continually away on
diplomatic duties, Pairnieri was general manager of music at Hanover.26
He was also a musician in his own right. According to Cresc beni,
he sang and played like an expert ('in guisa di Professore'). Although
his performances at Hanover are undocumented, he must have sung tl'ere,27
for in 1701 Sophie Charlotte invited, him to sing the leading rôle in the
opera with which she planned to celebrate the founding of the Kingdom of
Prussia. It is doubtful whether the performance ever took place, however,
for Palmieni died suddenly on 7th October. 28 The queen had a monument
erected in his memory, with an epitaph by Leibniz, 29 and the dowager Electress
Sophie of Hanover wrote a sympathetic letter to Palmieni's brother, Father
Lorenzo Palmieri, revealing how well he was liked there. 3 ° His last work

23Fischer, lusik in Hannover (Hanover, 1 903), p. 27.
of numbers in DTB, xi/2

(Leipzig, 1911), p. xiii.

25 See above,
p. 20.
26

Fischer, op. cit., p. 21.

27He is mentioned as a singer by Brockphler, op. cit., p. 216.
28

See above, p. 3 , footnote 21.

29Fischer, be. cit.
30The letter is printed in Crescimbeni, Notizie Istoniche, ii, pp. 131-2.
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was presumab].y his contribution to the libretto of Ariosti' a opera '
Pantone Amou.reux'
Although Che volete is the only duet whose text is ascribed to
Palmieri, Inguieto mio cor

may

also be by him. The text of this duet is

not ascribed in any copy of the car1ete Che volete group. In Add. 5330,
however, it is ascribed to 'Sig. Abbate Conti' • It is not certain to whom
this refers. Einstein identifies him as 'Carlo Conti' but says nothing nore
about iiim32 no poet of that name can now be traced. The ascription nd.ght
refer to the Lbb Conti (1677-179), who though lcnown principally as a
scientist and mathematician was also a. poet and translator. Sone of his
works were set to music by Benedetto Marceflo, 33 but there is no evidence

that he knew Steffani or wrote texts for him.
The ascription may, on the other hand, be a stat ake • All the poetical
ascriptions in Add. 5330 were aided by a later hand. Like Che volete,
Inguieto sto cor was composed in Brussels c. 1699 for Sophie Charlotte.
The duets occur together in many manuscripts, not only in copies of the
volete group. It is possible that Count Palinieri vrote the texts of both.
He may even have written Placidissine catene, which was composed at about
the same time.
Only one of the poets, apparently, had anything to do with Dtlsaeldorf.
The 'Marchese d'Aribertj' who wrote the text of Gelosia, chevuci da me (19)
is presumably the Marquis Bartoloneo d'.Ariberti who in 1698 was special envoy
31See above,

p. 35.

DTB, vi,/2 (Leipzig, 1905), p. x. Chrysander describes him in
C. . p . Hgndej. (leipzig, 1858-67), i, p. 328 as 'Abate Carlo Conti, Professor'.
33Dorris, Paolo Rolli and the Italian Circle in london (The Hague and Paris,
1967), p. 223.
See above, p. 38.
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in Mad.rid. for the Elector Palatine.

35

Nothing more is known about him, but

this alone suggests that the duet dates from the period of Steffani's greatest diplomatic activity.
The identity of 'Abbate Averara', the author of Non s? chi mi piago,
is uncertain. He may be identical with Pietro d'Averara, who wrote the
librettos of many operas performed in Venice and. Milan between 16&L 1. and. l72l.
In the preface to L'Angelica nel Catai, which is dated 1702, d'Averara is
reputed already to have written forty librettos.

6

All too often, though,

he passed off an old libretto under a new title - a practice condemned by
Quadrio. 37 If he is the 'Abbate Averara', it is not known where or when he
came into contact with Steffani.

Abbate Ortensio Mauro

According to Hawkins, Steffani 'was obliged.' for the poetry of his
duets mainly to 'the Marquis d'Ariberti, Count Palmieri, Sig. Averara,
Abbate G.uidi, and. Abbate Mauro Hortensio', and Mauro also wrote the texts
of the duets that Handel composed in Hanover.

38

Since this information came

apparently from Handel himself, 39 it is presumably to be trusted. Mauro

35Einstein, 'Italienische Musiker am Hof der Neuburger Wittelsbacher 16141716', SIMc. ,
(1907-8), p. i^o8.
6 Quadrio, Della Storia e della Ragione d'ogni Poesia (Bologna, 1739-Milan,
1 752), iii, pt. 2, p . 1430.
37 Ibid., p. 2458.
8.entieman's

Magazine, xxxi (1761), p. 490.

p. 491.
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spent most of his life as poet and secretary to various dukes of Brunswick.
He was a close friend of Steffani and wrote the librettos of all his Hanover
operas. None of the texts of the chamber duets is ascribed to him in the
sources, but he probably wrote a considerable number of them.
Bartolomeo Ortensio Mauro was born in Verona in 1632 or 1633, and
educated in Pad.ua at the school of the Eighth Duke of Ferrara.

He moved

to G-ertnany in 1663 at the latest. His first appointment was apparently as
Italian secretary to C-eorg Wilhelm, 42 Duke of Hanover, 1648-65 and. Duke of
Celle, 1665- 1705. From 1674 or 1675 he acted as privy councillor and. master
of ceremonies to the Catholic Duke Johann Friedrich of lanover. He apparently intended to follow an ecclesiastical career, for in 1675 he became a
priest and. took the title 'Abbate'. The duke used. his influence in Rome to
try to procure a benefice for him, but nothing seems to have come of the
attempt. 43 When Johann Friedrich died in 1679, Mauro served. as assistant
to Ferdinand von FUrstenberg, Bishop of MUnster and Paderborn.
According to Fischer, it was when the bishop died. in 1683 that Mauro
returned to Hanover to serve Duke Ernst August. 45 But a letter of the
Duchess Sophie, dated 15th April, 1679, reveals that he was already in his

40The Nouvelle Biographie Cnrale, xxxiv, p . 427, gives 1632; Fischer,
op. cit., p. 13, gives 1633.
Bodemann (ed.), Briefwechsel der Herzogin Sophie von Hannover mit ihrem
Bruder, dem KurfUrsten Karl Ludwig von d.er Pfalz (Leipzig, 1885), p. 55,
footnote.
42Fischer, bc. cit.
43Woker, op. cit., p. 322.
ischer, bc. cit.
451bid.
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service:
'Mais c'est Un trs hon Prince ti.e. Ernst August, qui aime le repos
et les Muses; l'amiti qu'il a pour Sig' Hortance Mauro, qu'il a tir
dans son service, en eat un signe esvidant.?+6
Mauro quickly gained, the confidence of the ducal family - in old. age he was
able to write as a friend to G-eorge I - and he was occasionally called upon
to perform diplomatic duties. In 1682-3, for example, he was entrusted
with negotiations for the projected marriage between Sophie Charlotte and the
Elector Maximilian of Bavaria. The representative from Munich with whom he
dealt was Agostino Steffani.7
Steffani and Mauro became the best of friend.s. This is abundantly
clear from Steffani's letters from Padua, 1722-5. In 17214. he described
themselves as 'Amys cornme nous sommes depuis 43. bonnes Ann6es.'

They

appear to have had mutual friends in Padua:
'Ii y a des gens, qui se souviennent encore d.e Vous avoir veu; et s'en
souviennent avec plalair. us ne sont pourtant pas en grand nombre;
puisque moy mesme Je n'y trouve que peu d'Amys de ce temps la. Le
Comte Fran9ois Cittad.ella; le comte Jerosme Frigimelica; L'Abbe
Lazzara qui se souvient Vous avoir veu l'an 1685. chez un Tiepolo, que
Je ne connois pas; les Comtes Zacco; et par la lea Litanies finissent;
connus, ny me
car pour les 1us jeunes, us ne peuvent fly
connoistre.' 14
Mauro seems to have re-visited his school-town in 1685. His knowledge of
Padua and. of its inhabitants must have enriched his friendship with Steffani.
While Steffani was semi-retired there, Mauro fell ill in Hanover. He
was over ninety and not expected to survive. Steffani tried to comfort him:
'La Mort, que Vous attendez, est une chose que Nous attendons tous ds
le moment que nous sommes au Monde.'S°

Bodenann, op. cit., p. 355.
7See above, p.18.
Letter of 20th April, 1724. Fondo Spiga, vol. 78, cola.

291-5.

49Letter of 15th July, 1723. Fondo Spiga, vol. 77, col. 15. For information
on Count Frigimelica-Roberti, see above p . 13.
50Letter of 3rd June, 1723. Fonao Spiga, vol. 76, cola. 331-2.
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He did not see him again. Mau.ro died on 14th Septexiber, 1725, shortly
before Steffani arrived back in Hanover. He was buried in St • Clement' a
shurch, which Steffarii had founded and dedicated some seven years earlier.51
Mauro wrote the librettos of al]. but one of the operas performed in
Hanover 1689-97 and may also have written Azir vien dal Destino for a
projected performance there in l69A.. 52

He translated Quinault' a Aloe ste

(Paris, l67i.) as Der siep:ende Alcides for a performance at Hamburg in 1696
and, accoHing to Quafrio, was the author of L'Arifione, produced at Milan in

1698. Finally, he wrote two librettos for Berlin, L'Inganno vinto della
Cost anz a (1700) and 'I.e F.ntome .noureux' (1702)
Mauro also provided texts for other types of musico-theatrical entertai nment. He wrote peetry for the Wirtachaft at Cello in l67:
'Nostre Wirtschaft s'est passe' avec beaucoup de gaietS et Sigr Hortance
l'a embeflje do sea vers.'56
And he devised 'a sort of serenade', apparently in 1713:
'L' abbe' Ortense a donne' une espe'sse de sré'nade la petite principote'.
Piniatto y repre'sentoit Bacus, le fils do Justine Cuppidon et Mr.
Grunenieier VSnp4. Jo ni' imagine qua la musique ttoit proportione'e
leure beaute'.''
Hia efforts appear to have delighted the court.
Mauro xaist have written a considerable alIDunt of poetry, but little of
what survives can be identified as his and much must have been lost. The

51Woker, Geschichte der katholischen Kirche und Gemeinde in Hannover und Celle
(Paderborn, 1889), pp. 88 and 9L..
523ee above, pp • 20 and 23.
53Brockph1er, op. cit., p. 203.
0p. cit., iii, pt. 2, p. 85.
555ee above, p . 35.
6Bodemann, op. cit., p . 181.
57Ibid., p. 337. It would appear from this that Mauro also supplied the
music on this occasion.
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earliest reference to his poetry dates frcmi 1663, when he managed to compose
a poem about a visit to the silver mines in the Harz mountains •58 The
latest dates from 1723: although by that time his handwriting was almost
illegible, 59 he sent verses to Steffani in Padua, who passed them on to
friends in Verona and Rimini.

Mauro wrote poetry, on and off, for at

le ast sixty years.
A manuscript collection of his poems was compiled by Gerhard. Wolter
Molanus, Abbot of is000um.6l In 1729 Molanus wrote:
'Habeo carmina ejus latina, italica, gallica, suxnma cura atque industria
a - collect a, digna onmia quae in publicam ].ucem proferantur, latina
imprimi.s, quae sententiarum acuinine et 6 ictionis elegantia antiquorum
vatum carminibus haud sunt inferiora.'
The collection appears to be lost, but Molaxius's letter reveals that Mauro
wrote in Latin, Italian and French and. that his poetry was held in high
esteem.
Although none of his poems was published during his life-time, a few of
them appeared, according to the Nouvelle Biogrhie nraie,6
'dane k collection Boenickius lorscjue 1' abbS Weissembach lee re'unit
et lee a.jouta au reoueil intitule': Selecta veterum et recentiorum
Poemata (B1e, 1782), in-12.'

58Fischer, bc. cit.
59Th letters of October and November, 1723 (Fondo Spiga, vol. 77, cole. 211-3
and. 292-L1.), Steffani complained, about 'lee broUilbons de Vos Vers, qu' 11
m' set impossible de dchiffrer'.
6OLetter of 15th July, 1723. Fondo Spiga, vol. 77, ccl. 15.
G1A sml1 town to the west of Hanover. See Wiedemann, 'Gerhard Wolter
Molanus, Abt zu Iccum. Eine Biographic', Studien zur Kirohengeschichte
Niedersachsens, iii and v (Gtttingen, 1925 and 1929).
62Bodemann, op. cit., p. 55, footnote.
6i
vol. xxxiv, p. 14.27.
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The 'collection Boenicidus' was edited in fact by Johann Tobias Roeriiok.
A copy survives in the British Museum, and the title is as follows:
Recentiorum poetarum germanoruxn caxxri.na latina selectiora ex
recenajone M. banns Tobiae Roenickli. 2 vols. (Heimstadt,
17L9 and 1751).
The anthology includes twenty-eight poems by Mauro, written at various
times between 1690 and 1720. Iost of them are occasional pieces about
members of the houses of Brunswick or Hanover, or events connected with
them. They are all in Latin: there are three 'Heroica', thirteen
'Elegiae' and twelve 'Epigrammata'. None of them appears to have been
set by Steffani.
The majority of these poems were also included in the edition by
Joseph Anton Weissenbach (sic) which survives in Basie University Library:
Carmina latina Hortensii Mauri, abbatis, nunc primum seorsizu
enn.ssa... (Basie, 1782).
This edition contains two 'Heroica', thirteen 'Hiegise' and. ten 'Epigraminata',
including two poems not found in Roenick's anthology. Unfortunately, these
also are ill Latin and appear not to have been set by Steffani.
The only surviving Italian poems known to be by Manro are the texts of
eight Italian chamber duets by Carlo Luigi Pietra,grua, who served the court
at Dffsseldorf from 1693 to 1716 and was vice-Kapeflineister there from
. 1700.65 There is no proof that any of Steffani's duets are settings of
Mauro, but all the signs point in that direction. It seems likely that the
texts of xast of the Hanover duets are by him, those ascribed to other poets
being the exceptions.

Io non ti voglio Arnor 1 no, Dirniri crudele 1 e guando Cor rnio, s che non
vuci, Quando lungi 11 nio Filerl2, Non era lungi dali' occaso, Va girando
Anr, Su pensieri, all' armi and
piangetel bunn I'elajnpo (written on
the death of a pet dogT. The texts are ascribed in Bologna, Civico Museo
Bibliografico Musicale, MS JJ. 215. The manuscript also includes three
duets by Pietragrua of which the texts are not ascribed to Jauro: Ben talora
in ciel mInaccia, Lontari dal suo bene and Se ti colgo un' altra volt a.
6 Brockphler, op. cit., p. ]43.
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IfCOPYISTS

C-regorio Piva: Steffafli's Pseudonym

It seems that Steffani made little attempt to have his music published.' It is unlikely that he had. any hand in the contemporary
anthologies that included one or two of his chamber duets and items from
his operas (needless to say, none of his operas was published complete).
The only musical publications that he certainly authorised. and supervised
are his collections of Vespers psalms, Psalmodia Vespertina (Rome, 1674),

arid. motets, Sacr lanus Quad.rifons (Munich, 1685).
There are several reasons why he published so little. Most of his
music was intended for practice or performance in a particular place by
particular people. The operas were composed for Munich, Hanover and
Düsseldorf. The chamber duets were for domestic entertainment there and at
the court of Berlin; Steffani did send. copies to his friends, but they were
not intended for wide circulation. His job as a court composer was to
supply a steady stream of new music. Secular music was particularly
ephemeral: it was neither necessary nor worth-while to publish it.
While these factors might apply to any composer of the period, a more
important factor applies to Steffani alone. It h s nothing to do with
music itself. Ha kins put it thus:
'Except the treatise above-mentioned Quanta certezza, and. a few
songs collected from hs opera's, it does not appear that any of his
works were ever printed: That sense of the importance of his character and situation in life, which induced him to assume the name of
his copyist, as has been mentioned, no doubt restrai vled. him from
obliging the world in that way hi self, and those who are acquainted.

1For music by Steffani published before 1800, see Appendix A.
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with the reigning taste for music, will not be at a loss f or a
reason why no one else has thought proper to do it.'2
In other words, to publish large quantities of secular music would have
been inconsistent with his position as a politician and. churchman. One
can only respect his integrity, for he lived in an age when he could. easily
have combined his musical activities with his career in public life.

The same considerations induced. him to adopt a pseudonym. The
earlier passage, to which Hawkins referred. in the extract quoted above,
reads as follows:
'He was now considered in the light of a statesman, and. was besides a
dignitary of the church; and having a character to sustain, with
which he imagined the public profession of his art not properly consistent, he forbore the setting his name to his future compositions,
and. adopted. that of his secretary, or copyist, G.regorio Piva.'3
Unlike most pseudonyms, Cregorio Piva was the name of a real person.
From 1691 to l691. he was employed as a singer and copyist at the court of
Dresden. 4 Most authorities agree that he was active as an instrumentalist
at Düsseldorf between 1703 and 1716, but according to Lau 5 he can be traced
there as early as 1697. His name disappears from the records of the Kapelle
in 1716.6 His next employment was as an instrumentalist and music copyist
at Bonn;

the certificate of his appointment is dated 4th December,

l7l7, and his name appears regularly in lists of musicians who played. at

2Gentleman's flagazine, xxxi (1761), p. 492.
3Thid., p. 1^91.
Einstein, DTB, vi/2 (Leipzig, 1 905), p . xii, footnote 2.
5 'Die Regierungkollegien zu Düsseldorf und der Hofstaat zur Zeit Johann
Wilhelms (1697-1716)', Dilsseldorfer Jahrbuch, xl (1938), p. 271.
6Brockph1er, Handbuch zur Ceschichte der Barockoper in Deutschland.
(Emsdetten, 1964), p. 142.
7DUsseldorf,Hauptstaatsarchiv, Kurk1n II, 468. The Author is grateful to
the director of the archives for photocopies of this and the following documents upon which his account of Piva is based: Kurkln II, 467, ff. 3-30
and. Kurkln II, 475.
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services there between 1718 and. 1722. He was still at Bonn in August
1726, when both of his appointments were renewed by the Elector Clemens
August, and on 8th January, 1727, he was appointed music-librarian. He
died in 1740.8
There is plenty of evidence from the later part of Steffani's life
to illustrate his use of Piva's name. When the Academy of Ancient Music
elected. him president in 1727, f or example, they made a point of explaining
the situation in the minutes:
'This Day it was agree'd Nemine Contradicente, that D. Agostino
Steffani, Bishop of Spiga (commonly known by the name of Abbot
Steffani) be President of the Academy of Vocal Musick establish'd
in London; N:B His Compositions att present goe under the Name of
G.regorio Piva' .9
The same year Steffani received several letters from members of the Academy
asking him to send over pieces of music by Piva.1°
The pseudonym was not new in 1727. Steffani's correspondence with
the composer and. singer Ruggiero Fedeli reveals that he had adopted. it by
1713. In Novemb r of that year, Fedeli wrote him a long account of the
musical life at the court of Kassel, where he was employed. It seems that
Steffani's music was a particular favourite of the Langrave:
we have operas from Hanover, besides all those composed by you
in D1sseldorf, and also your precious duets...'11

8Eitner, Biographisch-bibliographisches Quellen-Lexikon. Reprint (New
York, 192+7), vii, p. 465.
9Quoted. from the original minute-book, British Museum, Add. 11732, f. 4.
On p. 2 of the Supplementary Volume to the 5th edition of Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians (London, 1961), the Academy of Vocal Music arid
the Academy of Ancient Music are listed as separate institutions. It is
clear from the minute-book that they were not. It was known as the Academy
of Vocal Music at first, arid changed its name on 26th May, 1731 (Add.. 11732,
f. 16).
'°See above, p. 27 , footnote 107.
.
'...habbiamo Opere d'Hannover, corre tutte le di Lei composti (sic) in
DUsseldorff, ancor 11 preggiati Duetti...' Fedeli to Steffani, 18th
November, 1713. Loschelder, 'Aus DUsseldorfs italienischer Zeit', Beltrge zur rheinischen Musikgeschichte, i
(Cologne and Krefeld,
1 95 2 ), p. 1+9.

1].
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Steffani replied promptly and. revealingly:
'Now we come to music. That was a sin of my youth. I confess to
you that I still love it more than ever. But I can truthfully say
that sometimes I have gone many years without seeing a harpsichord.
You speak to me of Disseldorf operas: I do not know that I composed.
any; they are the work of G-regorio Piva. However that may be, it
gave me the greatest pleasure to hear that those bagatelles amuse
His Serene Lordship the Landgrave...'-2
Fedeli was not fooled. The operas might be the work of Gregorio Piva,
but in his next letter he still praised Steffani for them.
It is impossible to determine exactly when Steffani adopted. the
pseudonym. It was certainly before 1711 when, in a letter to the composer,
Countess Eginont mentioned his changements pour la Musique'. 13

The earliest

of the DUsseldorf operas, which Fed.eli was to consider as the work of Piva,
dates from 1707, the year in which Steffani was consecrated Bishop of Spiga.
By that time, at the very latest, he must have found. the 'public profession
of his art' inconsistent with his ecclesiastical position; but it may have
happened. much earlier, perhaps soon after his move to DUsseldorf in 1703.

It is unfortunate that Hawkins should. have mentioned Piva twice in
the course of his short Memoirs. This makes him appear more important as
a copyist of Steffani's music than he really is. The identity of his hand
is firmly established by his application for the post of music-librarian at
Bonn, which he inscribed with the words 'umilissirna supplica di G.regorio

'2 'Veniamo alla Musica. Sono delicta Juventutis. lo le confesso che
l'amo ancora pii che mai. Ma con verit posso dire che alcune volte st
molti anni senza ved.er un cembalo. Lei mi p na di Opere di Dlisseldorff;
lo non s?, haverne fatte; ma sono Opere del Sig.r regorio Piva. Comunque
siasi, lo h Inteso con grand:mo compiaccimento che quelle bagatelle
Steffani to Fedeli, 28th
divertiscano ii Ser:mo Sig:r Landgravio...'
November, 1713. Thid., p. 52.
'3Letter of 29th June, 1711. Fondo Spiga, vol. 21.
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Piva'.

It is all in the same hand.
Piva copied the following manuscripts of music by Steffani:

London, British }useum

RM 23 h 6

Hearico Leone

P.M 23 f 15

Arminio

PM 23 ± 18-214.

Ii Tassilone (set of orchestral parts)

Madrid., BibFoteca Nacional

M. 2258/9

Ii Tassilone (score)

On the title-page of the harpsichord part of Ii Tassilone (P.M 23 1 18)
is a shield in a coat of arms, enclosing the words 'Musica / di G .regorio /
Piva': the pseudonym and the copyist are one.*
It seems very likely that Piva was Steffani's copyist at DUsseldorf
only, i.e. 1703-9. It is true that Henrico Leone was composed at Hanover,
but Arminio and. Il Tassilone were performed at DUsseldorf in 1707 and 1709.
Steffani composed very little at DUsseldorf; this may explain why there are
so few manuscripts in Piva's hand. Since a number of other scribes copied
very much more of Steffani's music, Piva hardly deserves to be considered his
'favourite copyist'

•15

DUsseldorf, Hauptstaatsarchiv, Kurkln II, 4.75.
15Croll (ed.), Ii Tassilone.

1958), p. 254..
*

See above, p. 23.

Denkrthler Rheiniacher Musik, viii (DUsseldorf,

6

Scribe A

An unidentified copyist, here referred to as scribe A, is a much
more appropriate contender for the title.

-Te copied more manuscripts of

Steffani's music than any oth r contemporary scribe, including the most
important sources of the chamber duets:

)unich, Bayerische Staatsbiblothek
MS 5321 (8 volumes)

chamb r duets

London, British Wuseum
RN 23 k 12
RN

23 k

Ri'.

23 h 10

13,

c1-amber duets

15-17, 19-20

RN 23 i 10
RN

23 1 2

cha ber duets
enrico Leone
Orlando C-eneroso
I Trionfi del Fato

* 23 h 2

Amor vien dal Destino

*pj 23 h 12

arias from 1-lenrico Leo e,
La Lotta d' ercole con Acheloo
and La Sup rbia d'Ue san ro

*R1 23 1 16

arias fro Orla o C-en roso and
Le iv ii Co cordi

*RLI

23

i6

*pJ 23 k 5

arias and duets from L Lbert
Co tenta and I Trionfi del Fato
duets fro Steffani's anover
o eras (see above, p. 20) and
from Briseide and La Costanza
nefle Selve

London, C- ldh 11 Li rary
C-. mus. 418

six motets from Sacer Ian s
Quacirifons
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In to of t'ese manuscripts the musc s ascri ed to C .reorio Piva.
The title of t' e G-uildhall manuscript reads: 'Sac

r

lanus Quadrifons /

Tribus Vocibus, vel Duabus qualibet / praetermi sa, Concinnatus /

, /

G-regorio Piva'. The squiggle a pears to be an ornate letter 'Q', an
abbreviation for

tquod.1G

The title of 1Ui

Destino / Dramma del Sig Gregorio Piva /

23 h 2 reads:

1709'.

'Amor vien dal

In both cases, the music

goes under Steffani's pseudonym.
While the mariuscripts by Pva r late mairil to DUssel orf, those
copied by scrbe A have strong links with Hanover. Three of tie four
operas he copied were first performed in Hanover and the other, Amor vien
dal Destino, was clearly intended for that court.

17

The collections of

arias and duets include no items fron Steffani's Düsseldorf operas, and.
scribe A made copies of operas by other compose s that vere perfornd in
Hanover.

18

T e activities of scribe A may be dated fairly precisely. The
initials 'G.A.' on the cover of

RM

23 k 5

Hanover, G-eorg August. He was born n

stand fo' the Electoral Prirce of

1683 a

d. moved to Englard in

1714,

so clearly scribe A was active during part, at least, of that period. In

23 k 13-20,
1713.19

additon, th m jor source of t e chamb r duets,
shown to date fro so e ti e between

16 Cappel
17See

1, Dzio ario

above,

p.

Abbre

1702 and

ature

RI

can be

Lati e e Itala e (lilan,

1899), p.277.

23.

'8E.g. Ri 23 g 22

(Briseide) and R 23 g 23 (aras from r eide and 'La
P storalle').
Th 1 tter is Lugi Wancia's La Costa za nel]e Selve, wlfch
I aub ed a 'favola jastor le' (Kep ler, 'A ostino Steff ni's anno y r
Op ras', Powers (ed.), Stu les in sc
story (Prnceton, 1968), especially pp. 34.6 and 352).

'9See

below,p

.72-3.
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It appears that scrhe A also orked for Steffani some twenty years
On 26th 'ay, 1731, th t .cademy of Ancent

later.

sc oved

'That Dr pusch be desred. to de a of Dr G-reen the Sx ottetts
Bishop of Spiga sent th Academy'.2°
A list of the music by Steffani belonging to t e Academy in Septem er, 1727,
entions manuscript copies of the twelve motets in Scer lanus u drifons
but naKes no reference to this copy of sx. 2 ' Ths manuscript was acquired, t1erefore, bete n 1727 and. 1731. &lthough mud of the music that
belonged to the Academy has sappeared without trac , this manuscript has
survived.
There c be little doubt t at the manuscript Steffani sent is
Guildhall G. us. 418; the hand of scrile A provides the link wth the
composer. It seems very ii ely that t1e anuscript w s copi d specially
for the Academy n 1727- ; t e title-p ge ascribes t1e otets to Fva,
under whose name they knew Steffan's music circulated. 22 The manuscript
was sent before it was co pletely ready: the spaces left for dec rated
initials at t e beginning of each motet are still vacant.

any factors

might account for this, but t seems likely that declinirg health prompted
Steffani to dispatch t' e manuscript pre aturely, just befor his death in
February, 1728. If his copyist had sent it afterwards, news of Steffani's
death would probably not have taken so long to reach the Academy.23

Add. 11732, f. 16, paragraph 9.
21See above, p. 27.
22See above,

p.

61.

name was entered as president for the Seventh Subscriition, which
began on 8tn ay, 1729 (Add. 11732, f. 9).
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The important point is that Steffani's copyist was still scribe A.
He a ears to have orked for Steffani over a period of about twenty years.
His hand is found alongside that of the co poser in the major source of the
chamber duets, which was begun in anover o. 1702-3. The date 1709 in his
hand. on hs copy of Amor ven dal Destino sugests that he may have moved
with him to DUsseldorf. He was still with hThi in late 1727 to early 1728,
a period th t Steffani sp nt mainly in Mainz and. Frankfurt.2

Scribe A

seems to have followed hm around from one court to another; he was perhaps attached to him as a personal secretary. He is far more important
than Cregorio Piva or any other copyist of Steffani's music. It is unfortunate that he cannot be identified.

24Woker, Agostino Steffani, Bischof von Spiga i.p.i. (Cologne, 1886),

p. 134.
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5

MAIN SOURCES

London, British Museum, RM 23 k 13-20

The iist important source of Steffani's duets is a set of eight
manuscript volumes in the Royal Music Library, PM 23 k 13-20. The manuscripts
do not bear the nan of the composer, but their contents have long been
considered to be by him. They are included in Linstein's catalogue of his
duets' and. attributed to him in Hilda Andrews' catalogue of the miscellaneous
manuscripts in the King' s Music Library.2
The attribution may be substantiated in several viajs. Many of the
duets in the set are ascribed to Steffani in other early, reliable sources,
such as RM 23 k 7 and Florence D. 33l-2;

some are revisions of earlier duets

ascribed, to him elsewhere, and. three of them are mentioned, by implication,
in his corres , oncLenoe with Violanta Beatrice and Sophie Charlotte.

It

would be difficult by such means to establish the authenticity of all the
duets in the set, but these circumstances alone account for

one

third of them,

scattered through five of the eight volumes, and it seems safe to assume that
the remaining two thirds are also by him.
This assumption is supported by the fact that two of the volumes are
in his hand and the other six in that of scribe A. The manuscripts PM 23 k ]4
and 18 are the only known autographs of his duets. That they are genuine may

11)TB, vi/2 (Leipzig, 1905), pp. xii-xiii.
2Squire and Andrews, Catalogue of the King' s Music Library (London, 1927-9),
ii, pp. 196-7.
3See be low, pp. 78ff arid 89ff.
See aoove, pp. 31 and 37-8.
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be demonstrated by comparison with the many other surviving examples of his
hand. 5 His signature appears on the title-page of Marco Aurelio (PM 23 i
7-9), one of eight operas by him preserved in autograph in the Royal Music

Library, and occurs repe atdly in the manuscript of church music in the
Fitzwilhi am Museum. 6Scribe A,

as

we have seen, 7 also copied a gre at deal

of other music by Steffani. The operas that are in his hand. 'were all
composed for Hanover, and. this set of chamber di.ts has every appearance
of being the remains of the new collection on which Steffani began to 'work
in Hanover in the autuxmi of 1702. It also fits, better than any other known
collection, the descriptions given by Hawkins of the manuscripts of his duets
that were formerly in the possession of Frederick, Prince of Wales. 8

The collection is now, unfortunately, defective. Each of the surviving
volumes has a Roman numeral stamped on the outside of the front cover. The
numerals form this sequence:
23 k 13:

I

PM 23 k ]4:

II

PM 23 k 15:
PM 23 k 16:

PM

PM 23 k 17:

Ix

23 k 18:

x

V

PM 23 k 19:

XII

VI

PM 23 k 20:

XIII

RH

When it was bound, the set ccrised at least thirteen volumes, maybe more.
Volumes III, IV, VII, VIII and. XI are lost.
The surviving volumes are handsomely bound in full leather. The music
paper is of good quality, and the format is small oblong quarto. The
manuscripts were paginated at the time of compilation by the hands that copied

5F acsiniiles of pages from PM 23 k 34 and from his opera Niobe may be seen in
MGG, xii, cols. 1209-12.
6See above, p. 15.
4,p. 6L-7.
8See below, pp. 73-7.
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them. Except for volume XIII, each volume numbers between 110 and 130 pages
and contains six duets for voices and continuo only. Volume XIII has
168 pages and contains the six duets with additional instrumental accompaniment.
The pages measure, on average, about 22.75 cm. by 17.25 cm, and are ruled with
six staves • Since each voice, including the continuo, is notated on a single
stave, there are two systems per page in duet movements and three in 8010
movements. The initial letter of each piece is historiated in a chaxining pen
and. ink miniature 9 in some cases illustrating the theme of the text. The duets
are unascribed, and there is no index. Volume X has flyleaves; these are
blank, but occasional thumb-marks indicate that the manuscripts have been used.
Unlike most of' the manuscripts in the set, the autograph volumes have
title-pages. The titles are in Latin:
RM 23 k 34:

VETUSTTS RELICTA / DUETTI

RM 23 k 18:

ERV1T NOVISSIMI PRflva DUETTI*

The former is rather obscure. It might mean 'Duets left over throigh
old age' or possibly 'Duets bequeathed to posterity', but neither translation
would have much bearing on the duets in the book, most of which are revised
versions.
The second title might be translated in a number of ways, but the two
most likely meanings are that 'the duets' in the book 'will be the first very
new' ones, or that 'the first duets' in the book 'will be the most recent'.
The word 'novissimi' seems to refer to the revision of the duets. RM 23 k
13-s) does not contain the original version of any duet that Steffani is
known to have revised - only the revised version. All but one of these revised
versions occur in the two autograph volumes (volumes II and x). The exception,
Torna a dar vita(a), is the last duet in volume IX (RM 23 k 17). All the other
duets in the set survive in one form only and presumably were not revised.

9Einstein seems to imply that these are by Steffani (DTh, vi/2, p.
and Croll ascribes one of them to him (MGG, xii, col. 1211).
*Cf. atthew, 1 9. 30: ' ulti autem erurit primi novissimi, et novissirni primi'.
'Vetustate relicta' appears to have no biblical (or Classical) e uivalent and
probably means 'Duets with old age having been left behind' - i.e. revisions.
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Most of the duets in

RM

23 k 18 survive in two versions, The earlier

versions of Lungi dal idol mio and M' hai da piangere may not be by Steffani,1°
but Occhi, perch pi angete, Troppo cruda and. Rio de stin are authentic selfrevisions. Gi. tu parti, however, survives in only one version; an earlier

version may have been lost, but this seems unlikely in view of the fact that
the original versions of the other duets have survived. If Steffani did not
revise this duet, the first translation of the title is impossible, but the
second still makes sense. G .1. tu parti is the last duet in the book, and the
preceding five duets are all revisions or re-workings: the 'first duets'

are

indeed the 'moat recent',
Although most of RM 23 k 18 is in the haul of Steffani, pages 81-98
(inclusive) were copied neither by him nor by scribe A, nor by Gregorio Piva,
but by a copyist (scribe B) whose haul is found nowhere else in the set.
These pages are not a self-contained fascicle or group of fascioles, so they
cannot have been inserted into the volume at a later date: they have always
been an integral part of the manuscript. They contain the second verse
('Havran termine') of M' hal da piangere; no more, no less.
There may be many reasons why these pages are in a different hand, but
the most interesting possible explanation is that Steffani hal not finished
revising this verse before he reached this point in his copying. The revision
of verse two mainly involved alterations to the text; the music is simp].y
a repeat of verse one. The subject-matter of the revised version is
substantially the same as that of the original, but the language and. form are
different. Thus, in revising verse two, the poet, or Steffani, hal to devise
a paraphrase of the original that would fit the revised music of verse one.
Steffani might have chosen to copy out the music for verse two in a&vance
end fill in the text later, but the note-values would have needed altering
to fit the new words and that might have resulted in a messy copy. Inste ad,
he apparently chose to leave a gap, so that words and music could be copied

105ee below, Poet script.
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out together when the revision was complete, and proceeded to copy the two
duets at the end. of the book.

That he knew exactly how many pages to allow

(there is no blank paper and scribe B was not cramped. for speoe) suggests
that he has]. already revised and copied out verse one. If he hal indeed
done this, then the nost plausible reason why he did. not go on to copy out
verse two is that he had not yet finished revising the text.
The presence of two volumes in the hand of the ccxxoser, containing
n,st1y reviaed versions, makes it very likely, to put it no higher, that
RM

23 k 13-20 is what survives of the new complete collection of duets on

which Steffani began to work in the autumn of 1702.12 The autograph volumes
were probably copied towards the end of that year, since they appear to have
been the ncdel for a pair of manuscripts of which volume I, at least, was
copied by early l703.

Steffani apparently stopped revising his duets

about then and probably stopped copying them at around the same time - or
very soon after: he

may have

copied some of the volumes now missing from

the set, but it seems unlikely that he did imich further copying after his
nova to DUsseldorf in the spring of 1703. The remaining volumes were copied
by

scribe A, probably after that date and possibly in DUsseldorf. The diets

that Steffani corrected with the aid of Joseph Paris Peckler in 1708-9 may
have belonged to sane of the later volumes in the set.

is just possible that he copied these first of all and then copied the
duets at the front of the book. This would have enabled him to come to
M'hai da piangere last, which, if he had not finished it, would have been
a good thing. It would have required great accuracy in the planning of
the whole volume, though, and. still would not explain why scribe B was
called in.
125ee above, pp. 38-43.
13See below, p. 79.

Gottron, 'Joseph Paris Feckler, Kurmainzer Hofkapellmeister 1728-35',
Archly fUr Musikwissenschaft, mix-xx (196 2-3), pp. 189-90.
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714.

'The nst complete collection of Steffani' a duets now extant is one
in nine or ten small volumes, in oblong quarto, made for the late
Queen Caroline, while she was at Hanover, containing near a hundred.
duets; it was afterwards in the possession of Frerick Prince of
Wales, and is now in that of his present majesty.'
On the surface, this seems a sensible suggestion. After the death of
her ither in 1696, Caroline of Ansbach was brought up in Berlin by Sophie
Charlotte • She showed great interest in music: Ieibniz records that she
possessed 'la voix merveilleuse' 22 and Mainwaring says that she was
particularly fond

of ohater

duets. 23 Sophie probably introduced her to

the duets of Steffani.
Even so, Hawkins' statement is open to doubt. The manuscripts cannot
have been originally intended for Caroline 'while she was at Hanover', for
she did not

iiove

there until her marriage to Georg August in 1705 • If they

had been completed specially for her,

one

would have expected them to

in the inventory of her library that was drawn

mp

in 1743.

appear

Their absence

suggests that they did not belong to her.25
In the 1853 edition of Hawkins' History, which includes his posthumous
notes, the paragraph on the manuscripts reads rather differently:
'Frederick Prince of Wales had a collection of Steffani' a duets in ten
or twelve volumes in small oblong quarto, finely written, and. the
initial letters ornamented. It was probably made for the princess
Sophia or the Elector her son (George I) axil contained about one
hundred duets. This collection, excepting two volumes that were

General History of the Science and Practice of Music (london, 1776), iv,
p. 290, footnote.
Caroline of Ansbaoh (Oxford, 1939), p. 8.
23Memoirs of the Life of the late George Frederic Handel (London, 1760), p. 85.
Catalo gue of the Royal Library of her late Majesty Queen Caroline.
Distributed into Faculties. l713. MS in the Royal Library, Windsor Castle.
25..nut it does not prove it • The manuscripts could have been removed from her
library after her death in 1737 or, mom likely, she may have given them to
her son Frederick some time before.
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left behind by accident, the Prince gave to the lal,.y of Signor Capello,
anbassador from the Republic of Venice about the year 17144.'26
The suggestion that the manuscripts were made for the elector may be nearer
the mark.
Georg Indwig was an.xious to perpetuate the memory of' the musical
achievements of his father' s reign, and. he was presumably enocura.geö. in
this by his mother, the dowager Electress Sophie. He ordered a list to be
drawn up of aJ.1 the operas that hal been rfoxied at Hanover, and
conmissioned new copies of the operas and chacther music then in the electoral
library. Most of these copies are now in the Royal Music Library. The new
opera scores are in the hand of a professional copyist (scribe c) who appears
to have been called in specially for the purpose, and most of them (those
marked with an asterisk) are bound unifonsly in heavy leather bindings that
were clearly me ant to last:27
23 k 23

Paride in Ida

*RM 23 h 11 Henrico Leone
*Th 23

h

15

La Lotta d'Hercole

*RM 23 f 16 Baccannli
*BM 23 i 1 I Trionfi del Fato
• 23 g 21 Briseicle

RM 23 h 13 La Superbia d'Alessanclro *RM 23 h 1 La Costanza nelle Selve
•RM 23 i 17 Le Rivali Concordi

RM 23 h 17 La Libert Content a

'RM 23 h 16 La Libert Contenta

RM 23 i 11 Or].ando Ceneroso

Four of these volumes duplicate operas copied also by scribe A. There would
have been little point in scribe A making odd copies if this uniform set had
already existed. It would appear, therefore, that his copies are earlier

2áHawki, A General History. 2nd. edition (London, 1853), ii, p. 666, footnote.
27Keppler, 'Agostino Steffani' s Hannover Operas', Powers (ed.), Studies in
Music History (Princeton, 1968k, pp . 350-4. It is not iciown why scribe
C maci.e two copies of La Liberta Content a. RM 23 1 II is the copy of
Orlando Genero which Keppler (p. 353c1aiins is missing. Scribe C also
copied a volume of chanber duets by Handel (ru 18 'o ii) end one duet in
RM 23 k 7 (see below, p. 81).
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and that they and Ste f'farii' a autographs served as nodels for scribe C.
Despite this, there are strong signs that scribe A was also involved
in the expansion of the electoral music library. Six of his manuscripts those marked with an asterisk on page 64., and PM 23 g 23 (arias from Briseide
and 'La Pastoralle'[ La Costanza nefle SelveJ) - are bound like the new opera
copies. One of the

six,

PM 23 h 2 (Amor vien dal Destinq), is the only opera

not copied by scribe C; the other five are collections of operatic arias and
duets. Thus, while scribe C made complete copies of the operas, scribe A
mainly compiled collections of numbers from them • The work of the two scribes
is complementary arid suggests planned collaboration.
PM 23 k 13-20 also fits into this scheme. The collection is mainly

in

the hand of scribe A, and there are no surviving copies of the duets in the
hand of scribe C. Steffani may have had. his own reasons for starting the
collection in 1702, but it would appear that the manuscripts soon becw part
of Georg ludwig' a plan to expend the

niisic

library at Hanover.

As for the later history of the manuscripts, Hawld.na appears to be the
only source of information. There is no reason to doubt his statement that
they belonged to Frederick, but it is not known when he acquired them or when
they were brought over to England. He may have inherited them when his
grandfather Georg ludwig (George i) died in 1727, and taken possession of them
when he came to England the following year. On the other hand, they may have
been left behind for him in Hanover in 17]4. Either way, they were probably
in England by 1728.
They remained in Frederick' a possession until 'about 1744', when they
were given to the 'lady' of the Venetian ambassador. Pietro Andrea Capeflo
presented his credentials on 31st March, 1744,28 and the manuscripts were
intended perhaps as a token of goodwifl. It is unclear whether the two

28Hanu (ed.), Repertorlum der diplomatischen Vertreter aller Lnder, ii
(Zurich, 1950), p. 144..
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volumes left behind 'by accident' were left in Hanover or in England. These
may be two of the volumes missing today.
The manuscripts did not remain long in the hands of Signora Capel].o.
Her husband took his leave in August 1748,29 end. she presumAbly returned.
them to frederick before departing with him. Frederick died three years
later, and. the manuscripts became part of the King' a library

soon

after.

They were in the possession of 'his present ma.jesty' at the tixx of Hawkins'
History (1776) and have remained in the Royal Jsio Library to this day.

Munich 1 Bayerieche Staatsbibliothek.. MS 5321
The Munich MS 5321 appears to be the remains of a second complete
collection of the duets. It is not included in Einstein's catalogue. The
eight surviving vo1umes are all in the hand. of scribe A, and five of them
duplicate volumes in RU 23 k 13-20. The other three volumes contain duets
not found there: hence the importance of the set.
It is impossible to be certain how many, if any, volumes have been lost.
The numeration of the surviving volumes is of recent origin. If it was
originally intended that they should be arranged in a particular order,
nothing remains to suggest what that order was. There are no Roman numerals
and no gold-stamping or decoration of any kind. The manuscripts are bound
in matching, dull half-leather, with just enough leather to cover the spine
and a very little

on

the corners.

They are similar to

RU

23

k 13-20 in size and format • None of the

manuscripts has a title or mentions the oaxoser's nan. Some have flyleaves
and volume IV, at least, has an index. Each volume numbers between 116 and
152 pages zled with six staves. They all contain six duets except for

The Author has seen microfi1zs of volumes IV and VII only, and is grateful
to Mr. David Fallaws for information about the others.
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volume II, which has five, and volume VIII; the latter is seriously defective
and has only one complete duet. The first 96 pages of the manuscript are
missing, apparently torn out at an unknown date. Enough remains at the end,
however, to indicate that it duplicated one of the volumes in the RM set.
The initial letter of each duet is decorated, and xwst of the illustrations
reflect the subject-matter of the text.
Compared with the EM set, very little is Imown or can be deduced about
the Munich manuscripts. The scribe who copied them was active at least
. 1702-28. Since none of them is in the hand of the composer, it may be
that they were copied after his death. Experts at the Bayerische Staatabibliothek tentatively suggest a provenance of Mannheim, c. 1750. The humble
bindings suggest that the manuscripts did not belong to the courts that
Steffani served, and the damaged state of volume VIII indicates that they have
not been preserved as carefully as the EM set. Nothing of their history is
known, however, except that the Munich library bought them in 1922 for 170 ]L
from an antiquarian book-dealer in Nuremberg.
There is only one other manuscript of chamber duets in the hand of
scribe A, EM 23 k 12. Although similar in size and format to the EM and
Munich sets, it cannot have belonged to either, for it duplicates duets found
in both. It now sports an eighteenth-century English binding.

London, British Museum 1

EM 23 k 7-8

Two of the main sources of the duets are in the hand neither of the
composer nor of scribe A. The re important of these, EM 23 k 7-8,
originated in Hanover at about the same time as EM 23 k 13-20 and contains
duets found in neither of the sources discussed above.
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The originof the manuscripts 18 indicated by a number of clues. The
title of RM 23 k 7 reads: 'REGIA DIG.NTJM MODULA1iEN AVRE / DUETTI / Del Sig":
Abbate Steffani' - 'Duets: music worthy of royal performance'. At the top
of the title-page, in the centre, there is a crown and, immediately below, a
nnograin cosposed of the letters 'S' and 'C', forwards, backwerds and
superimposed. The initials stand for Sophie Charlotte: this volume was
intended for the Queen of Prussia. 31

It was probably begun no earlier

than 1702, for it contains revised versions, and the title-page zaiet have
been written before Sophie died. in 1705. A letter to her from Steffani
suggests that the duets either had been copied or were ready for copying by
7th December, 1702.32 The manuscript was probably copied about the end of
that year, therefore, just before his relations with her came to a halt.
The other volume, PM 23 k 8, lacks the title, crown end acnogram of
PM 23 k 7; in the absence of any azcriptions, the authenticity of its
contents may be established by reference to PM 23 k ]4 (autograph),
Florence D. 331-2, Munich 5321, volume VII, end other sources. The volume
does not appear to have been specially prepared for Sophie Charlotte and so
may have been copied slightly later than PM 23 k 7, after her relations with
Steffani had cain to a halt and possibly before he meved to DUsseldorf in
March, l703.
It seems very unlikely that Sophie ever owned either of these manuscripts.
If PM 23 k 7 had been given to her, it weuld pnobably not be in the Royal Music

3 Einstein suggested this (op. cit., p. xiii) but thought that the letters were
'S' and 'G',
32See above, pp. i2-3.
33 This seems ure likely than the possibility that it was copied after Sophie's
death in 1705.
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Library today. 3' The apparent rift between her and Steffani may have caused
him to change his mind about

giving

them to her and may account for the

differences between the two volumes. The only person who is laiown to have
owned them is Queen Caroline, who may have been given them when she married
Georg August and noved to Hanover in 1705. She died. in England in 1737,
and her library was inventoried in

l 74.3.

ki entry on page 177 of the

36
•
•
.
37
inventory
refers a1ust certainly
to this • pair of manuscripts.

They

appear to have been part of the Royal Music Library ever since her death.
The manuaoripts are full-bound in heavy leather bindings similar to
those used for the new copies of the Hanover operas. The main difference
is that whereas the covers of the opera scores are gold-staied with a horse,
the emblem of Hanover, the duet manuscripts have a floral design. The spines
are also extensively decorated, end embossed with the title 'DVETTI'.
The manuscripts were probably designed for use at the harpsichord.
Unlike the sources discussed above, they are large oblong quartos, measuring
approximately 32 cm. by 27 cm. Except for one duet at the end of RM

23

k 7,

they were copied by a single professional copyist in a large, ininaculate hand.
(scribe D). There are only six staves to each large page, so both music

and

words are clearly visible at a distance • Occasional thuzxb-znarks show
that the manuscripts have been used.

3
'See above, p.

37.

355ee above, p. 7L, footnote 2Z.
6'Duetti del Sig .Aobate Steffani fol. 2 Vol.... j shelfmarkj F.

3. e'.

37Caroline also owned nost of the manuscripts listed on p. 75. See Keppler,
op. cit., pp. 353-J.
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The initial letters of the duets - elaborate ink drawings in ruled
framss - are works of art in their own right. Most of them include male
and female figures, and Cupid, fully armed with bow, arrows, chains and
sometins an p1e. The initials illustrate the texts of the duets. In
Gi tu parti, for example, the 1a3y tries to escape from her lover while he,
seated behind, holds her back by the end of her billowing robe • The drawing
is hardly profound, but it is charning and appropriate, and. in perfect
harmony with the style of the poetry and music.
The only duet not in the hand. of scribe D is Quando un eroe(a).8
RM 2.3 k 7 originally contained twelve duets: the scribe made an index of
them on a flyleaf at the back. Quando un eroe(a) occupies an extra fascicle
of three bifolia (pages

165-t 176])

which was inserted at a later date. It

is not included in the index and the initial letter is not decorated. It
was copied riot by scribe D but by scribe C, the copyist responsible for the
new set of opera scores. This night be taken to indicate that the duet is
authentic, but it appears in no other iva.jor source and cannot be attributed
to Steffani with any certainty on grounds of style.
The Repertory of the Manuscripts
Since it seems very likely that RM 23 k 13-20 was originally a con1ete
collection, it is obviously izxortant to try to esta)1iah the contents of the
five missing volumes. Although Munich 5321 and EM 23 k 7-8 duplicate some
of the surviving volumes, they also include other groups of duets not found
in RM 23 k 13-20. These groups may represent some of the missing volumes.

8Apperidix D, duet 102.
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The present contents of RM 23 k 13-20 are as follows:
Original
number

II

Shelfmark

Titles

RM 23 k 13

No, no, no, non vog].io se devo
In
r chi vuol godere
Non te lo dissi
Luci belle, non tarita fretta
La fortuna su la ruota
Labri be lii, dite un

RM 23 k ]4

Pria ch'io faccia(a)
Quarito care a]. cor(a)
Ribeflatevj (a)
Su ferisci
E perch non in' uccidete (a)
E coal ml ooaatite

V

RM 23

k 15

Parlo e rido
Tien ni'il cor la gelosia
Cruda Lifla, che ti fece
I]. mb seno
lo vogibo provar
No, no, no, mai nol dir

VI

RM 23

k 16

Porma. un mare
Navicella the t'en vai
Che sar& di. quel pensiero
Dir che giovi
Libert
non posso soffrir
Dimini Cupido, e quando inai

IX

RM 23 k 17

Quest' 1' ultima
Mba speranza illanguidita
Oh the voi dire ste bene
Lifla mba, non vuoi ch'io pianga
M'ingannaati fanciullo bendato
Torna a dar vita(a)

X

RM 23

k 18

Lungi del idol xmLo(a)
Occhi, perch piangete(a)
Troppo cruda la mba sorte(a)
M'hai. da pianigere(a)
Rio destin(a)
cia tu parti

XII

RM 23

k 19

Io ml parto
Crudo Ainor, morir ml sento
Sol negl'occhi
lo ml rido
Pu m'aspettasti
Porto 1' alma incenerita
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Titles

Shelfinark

Original
number

Corn all' armi
Puggi da questo seno
Senti Fifli spietata
D'un faggio all'ombra assiso
S'intimi guerra
Stifle degl'occhi amare.

PM 23 k )

XIII

And the contents of PM 23 k 7-8, omitting the unreliable Quando un eroe(a),
are as follows:
PM 23 k 7

PM

The Lungi(a) group, then:

The Pnia(a) group, then:

Saldi marnil
Ravvediti nib core
Vorre i dire (a)
Occhi be].li(a)
Begi t occhi (a)
Aura, voi the volate(a)

Tengo per in.fallibile

23 k 8

C a)
Cangia pensier(a)
Ho scherzato
.Ah che l'h sespre detto(a)
Non ye ne state
Sia maled.etto Anor

G-elosia, che vuoi da me(18a)
Mi voglio far intendere.
The first six duets in PM 23 k 7 correspond with those in the autograph
volume EM

23

k 18, i.e. volume X. The next six may represent the contents

of the missing volume

XI

• The swim duets also occur in the same order

in volume II of the Munich manuscnipts, except that Vorrei dire(a) is
omitted.39
The first six duets in PM 23 k 8 correspond with those in the other
autograph, PM 23 k ]4, i.e. volume II. Volumes III and IV are both
missing. The second group of six in EM 23 k 6 may represent volume III.
The group occurs in none of the extant kunich volumes, but such a volume
probably belonged to the set at one time.

39The reason for the omission is not clear, though even without Vorrei dire(a)
volume II is iaich longer than the other volumes in the set - and they all
contain six duets.

The last two duets in EM 23 k 8 may be the beginning of the missing
volume IV. These two duets occur in the same order at the beginning of
Munich MS 5321, volume VII:
Gelosia che vuol da me(18a)
Mi voglio far intendere
E apento l'ardore
Nel tempo ch'amai
Pii1m-trate, saettate
Pi non aixc.
The last four duets are found, in neither of the EM sets, but it seems very
likely that EM 23 k 13-20 originally included a similar volume.
Jnother group of duets that presumably appeared in the colete EM set
is found in volume IV of the Munich manuscripts:
Vo dicendo
Placidissime catene
ibert 1' infelice umanit
Turbini teinpe stoat
Voi ye ne pentirete
Siete ii pii'i bizzarro umere.
The contents of the fifth missing volume must be sought elsewhere.
The duets listed above occur time and. time again in later manuscripts in
exactly the seine order as in the

EM

and Munich sets. The following group

of duets is found in none of the sources discussed above, but it survives
complete and in the same order in no fewer than ten manusoripts:°
Che volete o crude pene
Inquieto into cor
Gelosia, che vuoi da me(l9)
Questo fior che involo al prato
Quando mat verra quel di.
Non s chi mi piag.
It seems ixre than likely that this group corresponde with the remaining lost
volume.

0See below, pp. 105-13.
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Although the Munich manuscripts and PM 23 k

7-8

indicate the contents

of the missing volumes, and the order of the duets within them, it is
debatable whether they also reflect the original ozer of the volumes in the
set. The Munich set is of no use in deteunining this, for its

numeration

is of modern origin. As for PM 23 k 7-8, some of the evidence from these
manuscripts conflicts with that of the Royal College of Music LS 20]4.
It would appear from RM 23 k 8 that volumes III and IV of the complete
set contained the groups of duets headed by Teno per infaflibile(a) and
Gelosia, che vuol dame(18a); the RCM manuscript suggests that they contained
the Vo diceno and Gelosia, che vuci da me(18a) groups:
Volume

Shelfmark

Contents

I

PM 23 k 13

No.. .non
vogio etc.

II

Ra 23 k 34

Pria(a) etc.

PM 23 k 7-8

RM 2O]4.
No...non voglio
etc.

Pria(a) etc.

Pria(a) etc.

III

lost

Tengo(a) etc.

Vo dicendo etc.

Iv

lost

Gelosi a(18a)
etc.

G'elosia(18a) etc.

V

PM 23 k 15

Pane etc.

VI

PM 23 k 16

Forma etc.

VII

lost

VIII

lost

Ix

PM 23 k 17

Quest' etc.

x

PM 23 k 18

Lunzi(a) etc.

XI

XII
XIII

Lungi(a) etc.
Saldi etc.

lost
PM 23 k 19

lo ini parto
etc.

23 k

Corn etc.

PM

Parlo etc.

41See below, p. 9. Einstein's attempt (icc. cit.) at reconstructing
PM 23 k 13-2) appears to ignore the evidence of RCL Ol4.
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The conflict concerns the content of the niLesing volume III. Since
RM 23 k 7-8 includes isolated volumes of duets, each manuscript beginning

with one of the autograph

volumes,

it is impossible to be sure that it was

copied in the order of the complete set • It would appear that
on

RQ

20]4,

the other hand, was copied systematically from that set • The evidence

of this manuscript is therefore to be preferred.
The sources are not incompatible in other respects. They both indicate
that the nisaing volume IV contained the Gelosia, che vuoi da

me (18a)

group, and on the content of volume XI, nothing in RCM 201L. or 2015-6
conflicts with the evidence of RM 23 k 7. There is no clue in either source
as to the original number of the Che vole te volume.
It can be no surprise that Steffani' a duets are arranged in groups of
six, as it was comncn practice in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
for various tyçes of composition, including sonatas, concertos and cantatas,
to be copied and published in dozens and half-dozens. Although some of
Steffani's groups may be fortuitous, others appear to have been put together
with considerable care • The mest important factors governing the
arrangement of the duets within the groups

açear

to have been their y,

form and subject-matter.
The duets in the autograph

volumes are

the composer intended. Those in

RM

presumably arranged in the way

23 k 18 seem to have been chosen

principally for their subject-matter. They all deal with the desolation
of a lover long separated from his beloved. Steffaxii

may

have identified

with this sentiment: when he began revising these duets he was feeling
particularly desolate and had for some time been out of touch with his
'beloved' music - and with Sophie Charlotte. It may be no coincidence that
these duets appear at the beginning of RM 23 k 7, a manuscript originally
intended for her.
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The duets in the other autograph volume (RM 23 k ].z.) were probably
arranged according to formal. and alphabetical principles. Ribellatevi(a)
and Su ferisci, which occur together in the middle of the group, are the
only duets by Steffazii. in .ABbA (duet, solo, solo, duet) form. The first
UK)vements of'

E perch(a) and E cosi are alike in form, and this may explain

why these duets are placed together. The first two duets in the group, Pria
ch'io faccia and Quanto care, are the only duets berming with 'P' and 'Q'
that Steffani revised, and of those that he revised beginning with 'R',
Ribellatevi is the first. Thus, the group begins with three revised
versions arranged in alphabetical order.42
The duets in the Teno per infallibile(a) group, which follows the
RM 23 k 34 group in PM 23 k 8, were nxstly chosen for their font. The
group includes the only four revised duets by Steffani in strophic-rond.o form
(Ho scherzato, .Aht che l'h sempre detto(a), Non ye ne state arid Sia maledetto
Axnor).
Pour other groups show signs of careful planning. The duets in the
Che volete group are arranged alphabetically by key: C minor, D minor,
E minor, F major, G minor and B-flat major. Inguieto mb cor and Non s chi
ml piag are the only duets by Steffani in ABC.AD (duet, solo, solo, duet,
duet) font, so it is natural that they should both be in the same group.
The intervening duets are all in ABCD (duet, solo, solo, duet) font.
The order of RM

23

k 17 is less obvious. The middle four duets are

grouped together presumably because their solo uvements are unusually long
and elaborately constructed; these duets form the following key sequence:
D minor, D major, G. minor, G major. The outer duets are in different forms,
and while the first
in D minor (i.e.

a

is in

A minor (i.e. a fourth belowD minor), the last is

fourth below G major). The volume is balanced, therefore,

both from formal. and tonal points of view.

For evidence that Steffani revised other duets in alphabetical order, see
above, p. 42.
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The Vo dicendo group falls into two halves according to form. The
first two duets in each half are in open forms, arid the third is a da capo
duet • The first four duets also form a key sequence: A minor, D major,
A major, D minor. The last two duets, which are in D major and F major,
do not appear to be part of this key scheme.
The duets in RM 23 k 15 fall into three pairs. The second duet in
each pair is in G minor: C major, C. minor, D minor, C. minor, C. major,
C. minor. The duets are varied in form - they do not create further patterns.
Of the remaining groups, only RM 23 k 16 appears to have been planned.
to a similar extent. There is no evidence of key patterns, but the second,
third and fourth duets are all rondos. They represent nearly half of
Steffani's output

in

that form.

Four groups show no signs of planning whatever. Even so, the Sald.i
maimi and Gelosia, che vuoi da me(l8a) groups include revised versions and
may be arranged as Ste ffarii intended. The RM 23 k 13 and 19 groups contain
duets that were not revised, arid there is no evidence that they were spemi ally
grouped for inclusion in this collection. They may have been copied. from an
earlier collection that Steffarii apparently re-assembled when revising his
duets.3
There is little evidence of any overall plan for the set as a whole.
Since the original order of the volumes cannot firmly be established, it is
icssible to be sure that there was rio such plan. The only hint of one,
however, seems to lie

in

the fact that volume XIII (RM 23 k 20) contains the

only six duets with obbligato instruments. These duets may have been
intended as the crown of the set.
If this volume was the last in the set, and if all the missing volumes
contained six duets, then the set as a whole must have contained seventy-eight

LF3See above pp. 39-L.0.
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duets. These duets, listed on pp.
that

may be

82-81k

above, are the bulk of the duets

attributed, reliably to Steffani. Of all the duets ascribed

to him in other sources, only three may be considered authentic - Polce
per voi soffrire, Dolce labbro, amabil bocca end Quando ti stringo, of which
the sources are discussed below. The total number of reliable attributions
is therefore eighty-one. It is on these duets, and the seventeen original
versions discussed in chapter seven, that the musical discussion in Part III

of this dissertation will be based.
Florence. Conservatorio di Musica MSS D. 331-2
The main source for Dolce per voi sofYrire and Dolce labbro, amabil
kocca is a pair of manuscripts in the library of the Florence Conservatorio,
MSZ D. .331-2. Their contents are ascribed to Steffani in the titles, which
also reveal, in an unusually helpful manner, that the manuscripts were copied

in Dt!sseldorf during his life-time: 'DVETTI / Di nor ST/Copiati in
Dusseldorft 1' anno / 1718' .

A matching volume of duets by Pietro Torn

(Florence MS D. 333) was copied at the seine time.
Little is known of the history of the manuscripts. It vuJ.d appear
that they have been in Italy since the eighteenth century, for they were
clearly the source for two later Italian manuscripts!F5 External features
suggest that they were prepared for the library of a nobleman. Johann
Wilhelm, the Elector Palatine at Dt!ssel&rf, died in 1716 and his wife, .Aina
Maria Luisa de' Medici, returned to her native Florence next year. There is
some evidence that she was interested in znusic, 6 so it may be that the
manuscripts were intended to remind her of music she had heard in Germany.

D. 331, title-page. There are slight differences in the orthography in
D. 332.

455ee below, p.l]4.
6Brockphler, FT andbuch zur Ge schi. elite der B arockoper in Deutschland
(Emsdetten, 1964), p. ]4l.
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This night explain how they come to be in Florence today.
The manuscripts bear an external resemblance to PM 23 k 7-8. They
are large oblong quartos, full-bound in heavy, dark-toned leather. The
covers are embossed with a diamond-shaped design and. lined with marbled
endpapers. Spaces were left for decorated initials, but these were never
put in. Three hands can be distinguished in the Steffani volumes. The music
and text were copied by one scribe whose hand is not found in the PM manuscripts. A second hand is responsible for the tempo markings which are
scattered liberally throughout both volumes. Einstein wondered whether
these were in the hand of Steffani, 7 but they certainly are not.
A third hand added a short note about Dolce labbro, which appears in
D. 332. The note, which occupies the space left for the initial letter,
reads as follows:
'This Is the last duet he composed in 1712 being a prelate, and he
ccmrposed it at Herten, fie 8of their lords the Counts von Nesselrode,
near Wesel in Westphalia'.
The Italian is a little ambiguous, but the note seems to mean that Dolce
labbro was Steffani's last duet, that he composed it at Herten in 1712, and
48a
that he stopped composing that year because he was a prelate.
There is rio other evidence that Steffani visited Herten that year, but
he did spend about two weeks there in the suxmner of 1713. Entertainment
was provided by two singers sent ecial1y by the Elector Johann Wilhelm:

vi/2,

p. xi.

l'ultin che fce / nel 1712 essendo Prelato / e 10 fece ad
Herten Feudo / del Sig: Conti di Nesse].rod / in Vesfalia vicina a
Vesels'. Florence, D. 332, p. ]48.
was actually made a prelate in 1706-7 (see above, pp. 24-5), but the
scribe appears to have been unaware of this.
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I know the two virtuosos Pasi and 'Gaett ano' very we. They were
with ins last summer for about two weeks at Herten, where I was taking
the waters and where 1 he Elector was pleased to send. them to help me
pass the afternoon.'
Antonio Pasi, a soprano castrato, was employed at Düsseldorf from 1708 to
The other singer was probably Gaetano Berenstadt, an alto castrato who
was at Düsseldorf 1712_]451 arid sang in London in 1717 arid 1723_4.52 it
l713.

would appear that Dolce labbro, which is scored for soprano end alto, was
written for them at Herten in July, 1713.
The late date of ccxçosition may explain why this duet does not appear
in RM 23 k 13-20; conversely, its absence may indicate that that set had
already been completed. The seine may be true of Dolce è per vol soffrire,
which also appears in D. 332 and for which the latest possible date Is 1711.
As for Quand.o ti string, the earliest surviving source is probably
the Berlin MS Am. B. 299, which is dated 175l.

The duet is followed

there by Dolce labbro, aixl the same two duets occur consecutively in twelve

Conosco ben: ii due uirtuosi Pasi e Graettano... Furono 1 estate passata
due aettima incirca con me . Herten, oue io beueuo le acque ixiinerali, ed
oue ii Ser: Elettore hebbe la bont. di mandarli, perche m' impedissero ii
meridiano.' Ste ffani to Ruggiero Fedeli, 27th January, 17]4. Fondo
Spiga, vol. 63.
Lau, 'Die Regierungkoflegien zu Disseldorf und der Hofstaat zur Zeit
Johann Wilhelms (1679-1716)', Düsseldorfer Jahrbuch, xl (1938), pp. 270-1.
Pasi sang in the first performance of Ii Tassilone in Dtisseldorf in 1709
(Cron (ed.), Ii Tassilone. Denkmler Rhein±scher Musik, viii (Dttsseldorf, 1958), p. VI.
1Lau, op. cit., p. 271.
52He sang in Handel' a Rinaldo, Ottone, Flavio and Giullo Ce sare (Deut ach,
Handel: a Documentary Biogra
(London, 1955), pp. 73, 147, 153 arid 157).
He was not a bass, as Deutach says, but an alto (Dean, Handel and the Opera
Seria (London, 1970), p. 207).
53See above, p. 4.3.
See above, p. 37.
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other manuscripts; they were perhaps associated with each other in earlier
sources that have been lost. The pairing is not without significance: these
are the only duets by Steffaril in one uvement, they are both scored for
soprano and alto and. they contain no difficult passages. In view of all these
circumstances, It seems very likely that Quand.o ti strino, like Dolce labbro,
was composed for Pasi and Berenstadt in the suir of 1713.
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6

DERIVTIVE SOURCES

The manuscripts discussed above md de all the authentic duets
except the original versions of th se that Steffani revised; yet they
represent only a small proportion o' the total number of surviving sources.
It would be impractical to describe all the other sources in such detail,
but it z necessary to attempt some sort of survey.
The lines of the discussion are suggested by the sources t emselves.
The groups of six duets found in the RN and ?unch manuscripts recur time
and time again in ater copies, sometimes complete, someti es incomplete,
now in the original order, now rearranged. By tracing these groups of
duets through later generations of manuscripts it is possible to discover
how the manuscripts are mt rrelated. The purpose of this is to reduce the
total number of manuscripts to a b re min urn fro which the ot ers can be
shown to derive; if this can be don , little need be s id about the later
copies.
The exercise is complicated because later copies do not aiw ys include
the entire repertory of an earlier source; most copies derive not from 0 e,
but fro e number of sources, an one or more of these in y be lost. Fortunately, ho ever, the permutations of duets are so numerous and often so
dosyncratic t at analysis of contents reveals a great deal about the
interrelationship of the manuscripts. The final effect of such analysis
is to confirm the st tus of the m jor sources.

L rge Collections

There are a considerable number of large manuscript coflections contaming du ts fro many of the original groups. The Royal College of Music
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MSS 2014-6 are exceptional in that they include almost complete copies of
all the groups, including RM 23 k 20. The first volume includes no fewer
than five groups, with only one duet out of order (Placidissime catene), and
of the six other duets in the book, all but one (Occhi, p rch piangete(a))
come from the Che volete group:1

RCM 2011+2

The Che volete
group

C-elosia che vuoi (19)
Quando rri
Questo fior
Che volete
Occhi, perchè piangete (a)
Placidissime catene
The R 23 k 13 group
The RM 23 k 14 group
The Wunich 5321, vol. IV group
The ?'unich 5321, vol. VII group
The RM 23 k 15 group
Inquieto mb cor

The volume raises questions about the composition and history of
RW 23 k 13-20. According to the original Roman numerals, R 23 k 14 and
1 were volumes II and V in the set. Volumes III and IV are lost. It
would appear that RCM 2014 was copied before they went astray and th t the
missing volumes corresponded with volumes IV and VII of the }undch manuscripts.
From the contents of RCM 2014, it seems that 'SS RCM 2014-6 were
orginafly intended as a complete copy of the RM set. RCM 2015 and. 2016
are in a different hand. The new copyist began by drawing on other sources,
but when those were exhausted, he too turned to RM 23 k 13-20:

2he Reader may find it helpful, throughout this chapter, to refer to the
lists of duets on pp. 32-4 and to the contents of the manuscripts in
Ap endix D, pt. I.
manuscript appears to have been the source for the first volume in a
similar eighteenth-century three-volume set, R1 23 1 1-3. The two volumes
are identical in content. R1 23 1 2-3 do not correspond with MSS 2015-6.
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RCM 2015

RN

23 k 8

RN

23 k 7

RN 23 k

7

RN 23 k 22

RN 23

k 16

RN 23

k 17

RN 23 k 20

—Ho scherzato
'hai da piangere(a)
Said! marmi
Tengo per infallibiie(a)
Cangia pensier(a)
Ah che l'h?) sernpre detto(a)
Non y e ne state
Sia maledetto
Lung! d.al idol mio(a)
Troppo cruda(a)
Rio des4in(a)
'i tu parti(a)
Ravvediti ndo core
Vorrei dire(a
Ccclii belli(a
Begi' occhi(a)
Aure, voi che volate(a)
"C Porma un mare
-C Quando un eroe(a)3
'Cruclo Amor
Sol negl'occhi
Che sara
Porto l'alma
Non s?) chi ml piag?)
Torna a dar(b)
Langue, geme
Dolce per voi
Navicella
Dir che giovi
Libert non posso
Dimirii Cupido
rQuesta l'ultima
Mia speranza
H 0h che vol
Lilla iriia
I. M'ingannasti
rcorni all'armi
Fuggi da questo seno
RCM 2016
Sent! Fill! spietata
D'un fagglo
S'intimi guerra
Stille degl'occhi
Lontan dal suo beneS

3 0f doubtful authent' city. See above, p. 81
By Pietro Torn. See Appendix D, duet 212.

5By Carlo Luigi Pietragrua. See below, p.338.

and below, p. 338.
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RM23k19

o felice l'onda6
r Io ml parto
llomirido
Tu m'aspettasti
Quando ti stringo
Dolce labbro
Soavissime catene7
In si misero stato
Dite la verit.8
Vol (sic; i.e. Vuol) ii ciel9

It is the inclusion of Quando un eroe(a) that suggests that the main models
for the first part of RCM 2015 were RN 23 k 7-8 and. not the now lost
originals of the Saldi marmi and Tengo per infallibile(a) groups. For the
eight duets that follow Quando un eroe(a), the source was almost certainly
RN 23 k 22: apart from RCM 2015 itself, and a manuscript in the Library of

10
Congress that was copied. from it, this is the only surviving source of
Torna a dir vita(b). The copyist did. not copy the entire manuscript: he
omitted. Pietro Torn's Valli secrete and all the Steffani duets of which he
thought copies had already been made (in fact, he also omitted some original
versions that had not been copied - he apparently looked only at the verbal
incipits). About half of the contents of RM 23 k 22 were thus omitted, but
the remaining duets were copied. out in the order in which they appear there.
The scribe then turned to RN 23 k 13-20. He again omitted duets that had
already been copied - which were rapidly growing in number. This explains
why the RN 23 k 16 and 17 groups appear to be incomplete and why the RM 23 k 18

6 Probably by Pietragrua. See below, p. 338.
7From La Lotta d'Hercole con Acheloo. See Appendix D, duet 257.
doubtful authenticity. See below,pp. 338-9.

9 0f doubtful authenticity.
10

See below, p. 101.

See below,pp. 333-5.
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group is omitted altogether. 11
The difference in content between R 2014 and 2015-6 suggests a line
of enquiry that leads to conclusions about their history. RM 23 k 22 was
bought for the King's library at the Boyce sale of 1779.12 If, as seems
likely, BCM 2015 was ccmpiled after this date, then whoever supervised the
preparation of the manuscript must have been familiar with the holdings and
day-to-day business of the Royal Music Library. This appears to have been
Frederick Nicolay, the unofficial music librarian who bid for the King at
the Boyce sale. His naxi appears inside all three of the RCI manuscripts.
None of them is in his hand, but they appear to have been copied under his
supervision and intended for his personal collection.'3
The composition of the B.M.

MSS

Add. 5329-32 is of special interest,

because the duets are grouped according to the voices for which they are
scored. The manuscripts were designed as a set; they are in the hand of
a single scribe, who also copied matching volumes of duets by Handel (Add.
5322) and Pietro Torn and others (Add. 5.335) .

They all must date from

before 1786, for they bear the bookplate of John Stanley, who died that year.
They were presented to the British Museum by Sir John Hawkins.

111t is incorporated in the repertory of RM 23 k 7.
Jhis is the unidentified lot 228 (see King, Some British Collectors of
Music (Caiibridge, 1963), p. 126). The 1t ticket is still stuck on the
front cover.
He presumably bequeathed them to his second son, Frederick (see King,
op. cit., p. 127), arid they were presented to the Sacred Harnonic Society
by the Reverend. P. J. Stainforth (see Husk, Catalogue of the Library of
the Sacred Hartnio Society. New edition (london, 1872), p. 234) . For
further information on Nicolay, see King, op. cit., pp. 115-29.
He also copied the Steffani manuscript now in Birmingham University Music
Library (see the Addenda to Appendix D). Since the Birmingham manuscript
is en alnst exact duplicate of Add. 5331 and lacks Stanley's bookplate, it
probably never belonged to the Add. 5329-3 2 set.

9

Each volume contains duets for one am combination of voices.
Since most of the original groups included duets for various coribinations,
the groups, inevitably, are to a certain extent broken up in these manuscripts. Even so, they were clearly the model for parts of the set.
Most of the duets in Add. 5329 are for soprano and bass (two are for
alto and bass) and appear to have been copied direct from the RM 23 k 13-20
set. Apart from the first seven duets, the manuscript includes aU the
soprano-bass duets from the following groups: RM 23 k 13, Munich 5321, vol.
VII (omitting Gelosia(l8a), which appears among the first seven duets),
RM 23 k 20 and RM 23 k 17 - in that order. Complete copies of these groups
may have existed in other manuscripts, such as RCW 201)^-6, but these manuscripts, at least, could not have served as the model for Add. 5329, because
they contain the original, not the revised version of Torna a d r vita. It
would appear, therefore, that most of Add. 5329 was copied direct from
RM 23 k 13-20.
Although Add. 5330 is based partly on the same set, it draws mainly
on Add. 5055-6. These manuscripts are partly in the hand of Henry Needler,
who died C. 1760.15 He may have copied them soon after joining the Academy
of Ancient Wusic n 172816 - it appears that they belonged to Peter Stapel,
president of the Academy, in 1786.17 Add. 5330 includes all the soprano-

alto duets from Add.

5055-6, with only one change

of order and a few

omissions to avoid duplication, and ends with:

'5They are among a number of manuscripts that he copied in Oxford libraries.
See below,pp.lO2ff, and article 'Needler' in C-rove's Dictionary of Music
and Musicians, 5th edition (London, 195)4, vi, p. 42.

16.
His

.

,.

.

.

,

na e first appears under the Sixth Subscription , which began on 19th
December, 1728 (Add. 11732, ff. 7-8).

17See below,pp. 100-101.
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RM 23 k 16
BM 23 k 18

{Libert flOfl p0550 18
{S'io vivo per mirarti
fCrudo Airc,r
1501 negl'occhi
LPorto 1' alma1
—LPensa o core

IM 23 k 19
1M 23 k ) -

These are the only soprano-alto duets in RU 23 k

13-20

that the scribe h

not already copied from Add. 5055-6.
The same sources appear to have served for Add. 5331 and

5332.

The

foxr begins with all the soprano-tenor duets from Add. 5056 and. 5055 (in
that order) and ends with the two alto-tenor duets from the same sources.
The sources of the nine duets that fall in between these groups are uncertain:
Dolce per voi soffrire
[For7na un mare
20
Se potessi al seno

9 RM 23 k 16

9 RU 23 k 15
9 RU 23 k 16
7 RU 23 Ic 19
7 RU 23 k 20
7 RU 23 k 15

E li mio

seno

lo vogio provar
-[Navicella, che t'en Va!

[10 ad perto

-

[Pera Clori
-[ Cn.da Lila

The copyist would not have found Se pote snl in PM 23 k 13-20, nor Dolce
per voi soffrire, and if he did. go through that set he nxLased or omitted. at
least two other soprano-tenor duets - Tien mi' 1 cor (r& 23 k is) and Tu
m' aspettasti (RU 23 Ic 19). Even so, the RU set is the ixcat likely source
for isost of the duets, and particularly for 'Pera Clori'

l8MOvet (ii) of Gi tu parti.
19Movements (ii) and (v) of Corn a1l'aru2i, duet 76.
20By Pietxv Torn. See below, p . 337.
Movements (iv) and (vii) of Fupi da guesto seno, one of the six duets with
instnnta1 aocoirçan:thnt. The Birmingnain manuscript mentioned in footnote
]4 is inscribed by the copyist: 'out of ye Collection of his Royal]. Higness
[sic] Frederick Prince of Wales' • This may be a reference to PM 23 Ic 13-20.
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Add. 5332 is devote mal ly to the duets ft t o opr ro fro kdd.
5055-6 (in th t order). T e

are preceded, hov v r, by Vuol ii del,

which co es la t I Ad . 5 0 '5, nd by Cli sari. d Parlo e rdo, the only

t o-soprano duets n IU' 23 k 13-20 th t are ot found n Add.
Si ce

5055-6.

5055-6 er such an ± port t source for Ad . 5330-32, it

see s very likely t1 at th y were al o the source ftr al] but o e of the
seven duets at the beginnirg f Add. 5329:

sopr o-b ss du t
A . 5055-6

±fl

Ten 0(a)
Sia maledetto Amor
G losia(18a)
N 1 tempo ch'amai
Dr che lovi
Ch dr

ure, vol che volateib)

Add. 5329

rsla maledetto Amor
Gelosia(18a)
LTe go(a)
Aure, vol che volate(b)
No vor'lio, non vogiio
Siete 11 pii

__

Dir die govi

Non vogilo, no voglio
Dall'arco d'un bel c lb

Clii ir nd Dall'arco are inauthe tic; o volbo may be
authentic duet

t}i

t does not a ear in Add. 5329 is e1 t mpo ch'

The only
1; it

is not known ho it c e to be replaced by Sete ii
If Add. 5329 vas copied fro A'd. 5055- 6 , then each volume i Add.
5329-32 was co piled in Id nt±cal fashion: each begins wth the duets for
o e combi ation of voices fro dd. 5055-6, and ends with duets for the same
combination fro R' 23 k 13-20.

Add. 055-6 vere iso a source for a six-volume set I the Library of
Congress, ?1 15)9.2.S8D9 case. A ote o the tt1e- a e of volume I says
that t (i.e. volume I) wa copied in 1786 by Einund Olve, org i t of B rigor,

dir (Ap end.ix D, 'uet 8!^) is by Str delia. Dali' arco is ascribed to
Torr ere and in Ad . 5335, a d to Legnani in P r VmI 53 and Vm7 56.
For T on vo1io, see below, p. 339t.
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'from a collection.., in the hands of Peter Sta el, Esq. President of the
Academy of Ancie t usic'. T e same year, Olive co led. another volume of
duets (.c.d.. 31492) from a Stapel manuscript. The former contains duets
t1ought to be by Steffani, the latt r duets by other co posers. Stapel's
manuscript(s) may not have be n the only source, f or the second volu e I dude all the no -Steffani duets from RM 23 k 21, hich was boug t for t.. e
oal Wusic Libr ry t t e Boyce s le of 1779, 23 nd. a group of no -Steffara
pieces fro Ad . 5055-6. These are te ke3 to Olve's Steffani volu e,
which draws exclusively on Add.. 5055-6. Ths is clear from the f ct th t
lve omitted many authe tic duets that are unascribe in t at source and
included inauth ntic d ets t1 t are ascrbed i correctly to Steffani.
Volume V of t e Library of Congress set appears to be b sed. al ost
e tire1, onRC 2014-6

It eludes the ornal version of or a a dr vta

and co plete copies of duets from the R 23 k 20 grou ; the RCM manuscripts
are the only e.ctant source containing both of t se. The ashin-ton rnanuscrpt turns out to be a selection of uets fro t e B.0 set, copied n the
order • n which they appe r t er , and wth a few o d moveme ts added at t e
e d..
The contents of volu e VI are co le e te to consid. r ble extent
by volu es IV a d. V. Volii e TV co tam the e duet from the R 2.3 k 20
rou an t e tvo fro t e Rh 3 k 17 group t at a not ap ear in volume VI.
1\o e of t e duets in vo unies IV or VI is d p icated. in vo time V, hich ncludes all but one of t e duet from t e

B.

23 14 group and tvo from RI 23

k 13. These last complement duets from the same group in volume VI.
Volumes IV, V and. VI seem to have been intended as part of a set. The
co position of the rest of th set is uncertan, but it ould appear that the
present volumes I-I have little to o.o rith it. Volume II, according to a

23

King, op. cit., p. 125, Lot 199.
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note on the title-page, was copied from manuscripts belonging to Charles
Burney and. John Ashley, and volumes III and IV were copied in 1792, also from
Ashley manuscripts. The title-pages of volumes V and VI are missing. All
six manuscripts belonged to William Knyvett, who died in 1837, but only
volumes I, V and. VI belonged to Thomas Creatorex before him. Some of the
manuscripts belong together, but the composition of the original set remains
unknown.

In view of the importance of Add. 5055-6, it is fortunate that some
of the sources from which it was compiled can still be identified. Among
these are the Bodleian MSS Mus. d. 93-9. These do not form a complete set:
volume IV is missing and there are two copies of volume III (Mus. d. 95 and.
96). The manuscripts are in a number of hands but are uniformly bound.2

Volumes 1-111 belonged to John Awbery, fellow of New College, in 1767, and the
entire set belonged to the Reverend Osborne Wight, who bequeathed it to the
Bodleian in 1801.25

Bodleian

Add. 5055,ff. 3-115

Mus. d. 93
Ocohi perchè(a)
Sol negl'occhi
Quando mai
Libert. d.oloe26
Che volete
Vorrei dire(a)

d. 102, which contains duets by Steffani, Torn and. anonymous composers,
is similarly bound.
25

Madan, A Summary Catalogue of the Western Wanuscripts in the Bodleian Library
at Oxford, iv (Oxford, 1897), pp. 28-9.

26lnauthentic

See Appendix D, duet 120.
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Mus. d. 91.

I voglio
perch (a)
coal
u ferlaci
ibellatevi (a)
na (a)
ald.i
avvediti
orrei dire(a)

Mi vogilo
E perch(a)
Ribellatevi (a)
Pria(a)
Saldi
Ravvediti
Mus. d. 95

new hand)
E cosi
Tengo(a)
Su ferisci
Quanto oare(a)
Questo fior
Ce1osia(19)

engo(a)
uanto care(a)
uesto fior
elosia (19)

Mus. d. 97
Cargia (a)
Ho scherzato
AhI ohe 1'h(a)
Non ye ne state
Sla maledetto
Ge1osla(18a)
Inquieto mb cor

angia(a)
o scherzato
h che l'h?(a)
on ye ne state
ia maledetto
elosia (18a)
he volete
nquieto mb cor
Non z? chi ml piag
Quando mai verr.

Since the Bodileian manuscripts include two movements that are missing in
Add. 5055,27 there can be no doubt about which manuscript was copied from
which. No single source can be found for the last two duets in this part
of kdd. 5055, nor for the next three duets (Nel teinpo ch'amal, Soavissime

.28

catene and Senza affanni ).
The last part of Add. 5055, vthich is distinguished by a second change
of hand, is closely related to Add. 31493 which appears, in turn, to be a
copy of the Naples MS AA. 591:29

27Movement (iii) of Che volete (Mus. d. 93, p. 48) arid movement (v) of Saldi
xnarmi (Mus. d. 94, p. 53).
28lnauthentio. See Appendix D, duet 174.
29See below,pp. 123-4.

10

Naples PA. 591

Add. 31493

Add-. 5055k ff.121-174'

Lungi (a)
Che volete
Occhi, perch(a)
Placidissime
Rio destin(a)
o felice l'onda
M'hai da piangere(a)
Chi dira3°
C-ran torinento3'
Car vagante32
Aure, vol che(b)
lo mi rido
Vol ii del
o care catene33
Son lontano
Un iriferno(a)35

Lungi(a)
Che volete
Occhi, perch (a)
Placidissime
Rio destin(a)
O felice
M' hai(a)
Chi dir.
C-ran tormento
Cor vagante
Aure, vol che(b)
lo ml rido
Vol ii del
o care catene
Son ].ontano
Un inferno(a)
Qui diligit Mariam36

Lungi (a)
Dir che giovi
Occhi, perchè (a)
Rio destin(a)
Placid-is sime
O felice
W'hai(a)
Chi dira
C-ran tormento
Cor vagante
Aure, voi che(b)
lo ml rido
Vuol 11 ciel.

Add. 5055 differs from the others in three ways: the second duet is Dir che
giovi, not Che volete; Placidissime catene and Rio destin(a) are reversed,
and Vuol il cie]. is scored for two sopranos in B-flat major, not for two
altos in E major. The manuscript may have been copied from Add. 31493, or
from a related manuscript now lost.
The contents of Add. 5056 do not yield to analysis. Nearly half of
the duets are not by Steffard. at all, arid- these duets are mixed in, through-

30See Appendix D, duet 84.
315ee Appendix D, duet 86.
32See Appendix D, duet 243.
33 See below, p. 337.

345ee below, p. 333.
35Movenient (iii) of Rio destin(a).
6Motet in five parts by Steffani. See above, p. 27.
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out the manuscript, with authentic chamber duets and opera duets. The
only duets that seem to derive from one of the original groups are Vo dicendo,
Voi ye ne pentirete, Libert l'infelice umanit and Turbini tempestosi,
which occur together in that order; they are all found in Munich 5321,
volume IV.

The sources of the Bodleian manuscripts cannot be established beyond
doubt, but the set appears to draw mainly on Royal manuscripts. Together
with Mus. d.. 99, the volumes whose contents are listed above include four
complete groups of duets - the R1 23 k 114. and 18, and the Saldi marmi and
Tengo per infallibile(a) groups. Since they also include the first two
duets (only) from the C-elosia, che vuoi da nie(l8a) group and omit Quando un
eroe(a), It seems very likely that they were copied from RM 23 k 9-10.
Four duets from the RM 23 k 16 group appear consecutively in )Aus. d. 98, and
duets from other groups are scattered throughout the set. The manuscripts
also include Dolce per voi soffrire, however, and two duets of doubtful
authenticity (Libert dolce e gradita and Dite la verit. 38 ). They appear,
therefore, to represent a stage halfway between the main sources and the
later large collections.

The Che volete Group

Although this group of duets is not found in the surviving main sources,
it is undoubtedly authentic. 39 It includes duets whose texts are ascribed

37A copy of R1 23 k 7-8, omitting Quando un eroe(a).
38The latter is in Mus. d. 98.
39 See above, pp.14B-52 and p.a+.
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to poets, and. it occurs complete and in the same order in no fewer than ten
manuscripts:
Brussels, Conservatoire
Paris, Bibliothque Nationale
Cambridge, Rowe Library
London, Royal Academy of Music
London, British Museum
London, Cuildball Library
Michigan, University Library
Washington, Library of Congress

F. 699
F. 15150, vol. VII
D. 1lL2l-2
MS 110
MS 31f
RM 23 k 6
RM 23 k 21
G-. inus. 391.
Stelifeld 33 B 44
M 151f9.2.S8D9 case, vol. II.

Many of these manuscripts also include complete copies of other groups.
The earliest source is probably P.M 23 k 6, an Italian manuscript that
appears to date from the early eighteenth century. 0 It contains eighteen
duets by Steffani. and. four by other composers. The Che volete group occurs
in the middle of the manuscript and is preceded by a copy of the complete
RM 23 k 19 group. These groups are sandwiched between two single duets,
Dolce è per voi soffrire and Placidissime catene, which occupy separate
fascicles and appear to have been added. as an afterthought. Of the four
other duets by Steffani, two belong to the P.M 23 k 16 group and two to RM 23
k 17. The copyist apparently had access to sources containing some, at
least, of the original groups, and this underlines the authenticity of the
Che volete group.
Similar evidence is provided by the Paris manuscripts and by R1( 23 k 21,
both of which include the repertory of at least one of the autograph volumes
along with the Che volete group. While the other groups of duets are rearranged in the Paris manuscripts, the Che volete group is preserved intact
at the beginning of volume II. The other duets in that volume are Pria ch' 10
faccla(a), Quanto care(a), Ribellatevi(a), E perch(a), Sol di pianto, Canga

This is one of three sources that do not give the poets. The others are
the two Brussels manuscripts.
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pensier(a), Ho scherzato andAh che l'h sempre detto(a). Except for Sol
di pianto, which is by Pietro Torri, these all belong to the repertory of
RM 23 k 8.
Most of this Paris volume is duplicated in the Rowe MS 110. This
contains all the duets in the Paris manuscript up to and including Sol di
pianto, but omits the last three. It is unlikely to have been copied from
the Paris manuscript, however, for while the text of C-elosia, che vuoi da me
(19) is unascribed in that source it is ascribed in the Rowe manuscript.
It would appear, therefore, that both manuscripts derive from a common parent
source, now lost, which will be known here as source A.
Their relationship is illuminated by another Paris manuscript, X. 117.
A single spelling mistake provides the clue. In this manuscript the last
movement of Non s chi mi piag begins 'E vangante', not 'E vagante t . The
mistake is found in only two other sources, Rowe 110 and the Royal Academy
of Music MS 34; it confirms that the latter was copied partly from the
former. Paris X. 117 is not the

missing souroe of the Rowe manuscript:

although it includes most of the Che volete group, C .elosia(l9) is omitted and
the other duets occur in re-arranged order throughout the volume. The mistake does indicate, however, that the source from which the Rowe manuscript
derives is common also to X. 117. This source (source B) is unlikely to have
been a copy of I). 11422, for Rowe 110 seems not to derive from that manuscript.
It must, therefore, have been a copy of source A (or a copy of a copy), and
this nans that the sources discussed so far are related thus:

See Appendix D, duet 236.
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A

B

Paris, D. 11422

Rowe 110

Paris, X. 117

RAM

3L1

The only manuscript containing nothing but the Che volete group is
the Michigan MS Steilfeld. 33 B 44, mentioned above in connexion with the
poets of the duets. It is of eighteenth-century origin, apparently English,
and. it appears to have been copied from reliable sources. It once belonged
to Charles Burney, who signed his name inside the front cover. The salecatalogue of his music library42 mentions one manuscript of duets by Steffani
- lot 577: this may be it. It later belonged to Vincent Novello, whose
signature also appears in the manuscript, and to the Belgian collector JeanAuguste Steilfeld (1881-1952).
The manuscript appears to have been one of the sources for volume II
in the Library of Congress set, which is known to have been copied from a
Burney manuscript! 3 The Michigan manuscript is the only source known to
have belonged to Burney, and. the Washington manuscript includes the complete
Che volete group.
The Washington manusoript begins, however, with a series of duets
found also in the Guildhall MS C. mus. 39l.:

Catalogue of the valuable and very fine collection of Music printed arid.
manuscript of the late Charles Burney ... which will be sold by auction by
Mr. White (London, 1814).
3See above,pp. 101-2.
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M 1549

.2.S8D9 case, vol. II

Pale sar4
C ombatton1-5
Cor vagante
Speranze
Tempe ste
Mi struggo
Lila rnia
Ravvediti
Che volete
etc.

C-. mus.

3

1i

Sol di pianto
Palesar
C ombatton
Cor varante
Speranze
Tempe ste
Mi struggo
Lilla mia
Ante oculos4-6
Qul fecisti
R.avved.iti
Che volete
etc.

The r J.atio ship bet een these manuscripts is not entirely clear. The
Wa hington volume does not include the pieces by Torr, so it is unlikely
to have been tIn e source for the C-uildball anuscript. But it coul have
been coped. from it: the copyist could have o itted the Torn pieces, all
of which are correctly ascribed. The only difficulty, in that case, would
be that the Washi igton maruscript is kno n to have be n copied fro manuscripts belonging to Burney and. Ashley. The C-uildhall manuscript belonged
to Thomas Bever and was resented to C-resham College by J. P. Str et:47
there s no evidence th t it belonged to Ashley. It seems most likely,

Part of a duet by Pietro Torn. See Ap endix D, duet 100.
This duet, and the four that follow, come fro I Trionfi del Pato. See
Ap endix D, duets 241, 243, 250, 258 and 259.
Two Latin motets ascribed to Torn.
47

mis is

clear fro bookplates inside the front cover. Street was
librarian of the M dri al Society; his rrrusic collection was sold in 1851
(King, op. cit., p. 49). He was perhaps the Joseph Street of whom
a. J. S. Stevens, Professor of Music at C-resham College from 1801, sad.
that he was a 'tenor, a ready singer, an amateur ... a most admirable
Se Tr nd, 'R. J. S. Stevens and
copyer of music ... correct and. neat'.
xiv
hs contem oranies', Music a d Letters,
(1933), p . 131.

3.10

therefore, that both manuscripts derive this part of their repertory from a
common source now lost (source C), which may or may not have belonged to
John Ashley. If so, the manuscripts are related in the following way:

Stellfeld.
33 B 41

C

M 151f9

case, vol. II

C. mus. 3914

After the Che volete group, the repertories of the Washington and
Guilc3hall manuscripts have nothing in common. The former includes a number
of doubtful and inauthentic duets and movements, and derives from souroes
that cannot now be identified. (source D). The Cuildhall manuscript, on the
other hand, is almost identical with the Rowe manuscript discussed above:

Rowe 110

C. mus.

The Che volete group
Pria ch'io faccia(a)
Quanto oare(a
Ribeflatevi (a
E perohè(a)
Sol di. pianto

The Che volete group
Al rigore d.'un cor ingrato48
Pria(a)
Quanto care(a
Ribeflatevi (a
E perch(a)

39l

The only real difference is that the Rowe manuscript lacks Al rigore d'un
cor ingrato (Sol di pianto is included as the very first duet in the G.uildhall
manuscript 9). The ancestry of the Rowe manuscript has already been established., so it would appear that the C .uildhall manuscript was copied either
directly from it or from a now lost copy (source E) that perhaps included Al
rigore.

By Pietro Torn. See Appendix D, duet 186. This copy lacks the words.
49See above, p. 10.

in

The Cuildhall manuscript was one of three sources for Add. 31816, a
volume of about thirty duets copied by R. J. S. Stevens (1757-1837).
Identification of the sources is rendered comparatively simple by marginal
comments in Stevens' hand, such as 'From Dr Bevors Collection' and 'From Mr
Savages M.S.' The other two sources were the RAM MSS 39 and 33/2, both of
which belonged to William Savage. 50 The former includes various annotations
in pencil in Stevens' hand, among them the dates 1825 and 1826; these appear
to be the date of his copy.
Stevens began yrith the C-uildhall manuscript, i.e. Bever' s collection.
He omitted Sol di pianto and the two motets by Torn, and also Steffani's
Ravved.iti and. Che volete; but he copied the next six items, including the
untexted. copy of Al rigore (this is unascribed.: Stevens was not to know
that it is not by Steffani). Of the remaining duets in Bever's manuscript,
he copied only one, Quanto care(a).
When he turned. to the first of Savage' s manuscripts (RAM 39), he
discovered that some of the duets he had. copied. from Bever's collection were
incomplete, lacking solos. He may have realised. also that he had missed two
duets in that manuscript. He adopted. the obvious course of action: from
Savage's manuscript he copied the solo movements for those duets that lacked.
them (i.e. the last five duets in the Che volete group 51 , the duets by
Steffani that he had. not yet taken from Bever's collection and all other
Steffani duets that were not to be found there. He did not copy the other
music in the manuscript (duets by Pietragrua, motets and the five-part
madrigal C-ettano ± re by Steffani, and Purcell's music for the fifth act of

5O

name is signed inside the front covers. The manusoripts also belonged
to Stevens. RAM 39 is inscribed 'R J S Steven / Charterhouse 1817', and
RAM 33/2, 'R 3 S Stevens / Charterhouse' • Stevens moved to Charterhouse in

1796.

51These bear inscriptions such as 'The Solos from Mr Savages Copy'.
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The Inaian Queen): Stevens was interested only in the Steffa 1 duets.

52

The remaining nine duets in his copy were taken fro RAM 33/2. The
contents of this source are founc. in only one other surviving manuscript,
RAM 32, which was also co led fro RAM 33/2. Stevens o itted the first
piece, Pergoles' cantata T\el cI-iuso centro, but copied all th r st of the
manuscript, including three duets at the end th t are certainly not by
Steffani.53

The sources of the Cle volete group may nov be brouiht together in a
single f iily tree. The tree does not necessarily reflect accurately the
relative date of all the manuscripts. Double lines m an that the later
manuscript was copied in part or I toto from the earlier manuscriit.
Single lines mean that the later manuscript includes all or part of the
rep rtory of the earlier manuscript in the same order; the o e was not
necessarily copied directly from the other - intervening manuscripts may
have been lost. The letters A, B, C, D and E st d. for the hypothetical
parent sources mentioned above.

Paris, D. 11422

B
Rowe 110
Stelifeld
33 P

C

E
. mus. 3914.

Paris, X. 117

RAM34

RAM 39

RAM 3/2

RAM 31
V 1549.2.S8D9
case, vol. II

RAM 32

Add. 31816

RAV 31 is another copy of the duets only from RAM 39.
53Pene che volete and. Non ml lusingar (apparently by Luigi Ttossi), and
Ferm tevi foUl pensieri (anonymous). See Appendix D, duets 224, 219 and
116.
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This is not the 'tho1e picture. The Che volete group also occurs
complete arid in the saud order in the Brussels MSS F. 699 and F. 15150,
vol • VII • The foxner seems to be related to the repertory of the Guild.hal].
manuscript, and the latter is a nineteenth-century copy of a lost manuscript that appears to have dated from 1785 at the latest.55 Despite these
omissions, however, and despite the fact that sone of the eouroes discussed
above are also based in part on other manuscripts that do not include the
Che volete group, the diagram gives a good. impression of how the sources of
the complete group are interrelated.
Prom the point of view of establishing a reliable text of the duets,
it would appear that the only sources of any import ance are Ste].lfeld 33 B 44,
Paris D. 13422 aid Rowe no - and EM 23 k 6, which does riot appear to fit
into this family at all.
Similar family trees could be drawn up for the other groups of duets.
The repertory of P.M 23 k 7-8, for example, which includes four complete
groups and part of one other, is found (i) complete and in the oorrect order
in Sondershausen, M. 20, vols. i_6 and. PM 23 k 9-10 ;57 (n) nearly complete
and in the correct order in Schwerin 5263/1, aid (iii) nearly complete and
in re-arranged order in Paris D. 13421-2 aid Dresden 2110/1/3. The repertory
of PM 23 k 7 (only) appears complete arid in the correct order in Tenbury 123558
arid incomplete and in re-arranged order in Berlin L 2614/1. The Brussels MS

5 Phe Che volete group is followed in both manuscripts by Torn' a Al niore
un cor ingrato.
55it includes the inscription 'A Present from

t

Jones Organist of St. Paul 1785'.

6These may have been aizxng the manuscripts of Italian music taken to
Sondershausen from Icndon by 'Erbprinz' Gunther in c.1720 (See Gerber, Neues
historisch-biographisches I.exLkon der TonkC!nstler (l8l2-]1), ccl. Wesseley
(Graz, 1966), i, cola. 81-2.
57Lacking the doubtful Quando un eroe(a).
58Except that Quando un eroe (a) is replaced by the first xxvement of Mi. voglio
far intendere - the 1 ast duet in EM 23 k 8.
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P. 680 includes the conçlete repertory of EM 23 k 8 (only) in the correct
order; RM 23 k 21 has it re-arranged, and RAM 34. and 39, Rowe 110 and
Guildhall. G. mus. 394. have parts of the same repertory in re-arranged. order.
Finally, the Florence MSS D. 331-2 gave rise to a relatively clearly
defined family of copies. Einstein pointed out 59 that D. 331 was the sotiroe
for Munich 2775 and for parts of BolognaBB. 357, and that Add. 34181,
although itself a bal copy, was based on good sources. But he appears to
have been unaware of the full extent of the family tree:
D. 33].

I

Florence D. 332

Florence
Florence
2775
B. 2377
B. 2865

Florence
B. 4.07

Brussels
.Do.Logna
F. 681
BB. 357

Schwerin
5263

Add 14.181
There is not space, unfortunately, to inve stig ate this family here, but
comparison of the inventories of these manuscripts, listed In Appendix D,
would support the relationships shown ebove.
All in all, the later manuscripts provide convincing evidence of the
superiority of the main sources.

DTE, vi/2 (Leipzig, 1905), pp • xi and. xv.

7

SOURCES OF THE ORIGINAL VERSIONS

There are comparatively few sources for the original versions of the
duets that Steffani revised. The main sources discussed in chapter five,
which were copied and. re-copied in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
do not include a single original version.
The original versions are found in a total of nearly forty manuscripts.
Pew of the manuscripts are interrelated: most of them include only one
original version. Some are anthologies or late copies that might appear
unreliable. In these cases the main evidence for the authenticity of the
original version may be provided by the music itself. An otherwise unimportant, late manuscript may be a primary source for an original version.

Sources of Unica

Five of the original versions survive in unique copies. Ah che l'hb
sempre detto(b) is found. in the Paris MS Vm7 5Z, and. Ribellatevi(b) in Vm7 53.
The manuscripts, which belong together, date from the late seventeenth or
early eighteenth century. Volume I has been re-bound more recently, but
volume II retains the original binding with the title 'CANTATE / A VOCE SOLA.
/ ET A2 / TO!vIE 2' on the spine. They form an anthology of Italian vocal
chamber music.
Volume I includes two trios, an aria and. nearly fifty duets ascribed.
to Steffani, Pasquini, Stradella, Scarlatti, Legnani, Torn, Luigi CRossi,
,ra
Charpentier, Carissimi, Bononcini, Aldovrand.ini, Ziani, S. Isabella ,
'Luli', Legrenzi and 'Pistochi'. It is in a large, precise and impeccably

1Possibly Signora Isabella Aubert, who appears to have owned the Bod.leian MS
Mus. Sch. D. 223 in l71L1.
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clear hand. Volume II falls into two sections: the first 53 folios are
in one hand and. include solo cantatas; the r mainder is in a different
hand. nd. includes eighteen duets. The last four are ascribed to Torn,
Scarlatti, 'Francesco Mancia' and 'Mancini', 2 but the others are not ind.ivid.ually ascribed
The ascriptions involving Steffani are not all reliable. In volume
I he is credited with a version of Od.i o Lilla that is probably by Pietro
Torri, while Torna a dar vta(a) and Vorrel dire(b) are ascribed to Torn
and. Str della res ectively. 5 Despite the unreliability of these ascniptions, the original version of Ribellatevi is undoubtedly authentic;
although it lacks solo movements, the duet in Vm 7 53 is clearly the ancestor
of the revised version.
The lack of ascriptions in volume II must be approached with similar
cautio . The manuscript includes four u.nascnibed duets that cannot be
attributed to Steffani with any degree of certainty.

6

The original versions

of Ah che l'h sempre detto - and. Cangia pensier - are among a number of
duets which are, nevertheless, authentic.

2Probably Francesco lancini (1679-1739). The identity of 'Francesco Mancia'
is uncertain: the ascription may be a mistake, either for Mancini or f or
Luigi Wancia.
3A title at the top of f. 51 reads: 'Duetti del S . gnor Abbate Stefani'.
4See Appendix D, duets 99 and 221.
5 me only other complete copy of Vorrel d.ire(b) - MS Vm7 57, f. 51' - is
also ascribed to Strad.ella.
6Append.ix D, duets 88, 108, 119, 127. For discussion of duet 127,
see below, pp. 339-11.
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Parts of the original version of Tengo per infallibile are found in
a total of three sources: Bodleian, MS Mus. d. 102, Munich, MS 1051 arid
Vienna, Oesterreichische Nationalbibliothek, MS 167L9. The Vienna manuscript Is a nineteenth-century copy of the Munich manuscript and may be
discowited. immediately. The latter Is of eighteenth-century Italian origin.7
It is not a. good source for the duet: the solo movements are lacldng and the
duet sections appear at the beginning of the manuscript in an inverted order
and with a movement from another duet interpolated.
The only complete copy is that in the Bodleian. Like MSS Mus. 1.
93-9, this manuscript is of eighteenth-century English provenance. 8 A note

inside the front cover says that it belonged to Philip Hayes in December, 1766.
Most of the contents are by Pietro Torn, but besides Tengo per infallibile(b)
the manuscript includes three duets by Steffani and his vocal trio Al rigor
d'un bel sembiante. The first duet, Ravvediti mb core, is found alone in a
group of seven Torn duets and is incomplete. The other three, which are
grouped together, are all complete. The first of these, Ribellatevi(a), Is
ascribed to 'Abbate Stephani' in tbe hand of the main copyist. A later hand
supplied the ascription for Tengo per infallibile(b), which comes last in
this group. There is no reason to doubt the accuracy of the ascription.

The original version of Celosia, che vuoi da me(18b) is the most surprizing and fortunate survivor amongst the unica. Although included in

71t once belonged to Anton Thibaut whose collection was acquired by the
Bayerische Staatsbibliothek in the mid. nineteenth century. See Verzeichnis
den von dem verstorbenen Grossh. Badischen Prof. d.er Rechte um3. Ceheimenrathe
Dr. Anton Friedrich Justus Thibaut zu Heidelberg hinterlassenen Musikaliensammlung (Heidelberg, 1842), p. 30, paragraph 428.
8

See above,pp. 102-5.
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Einstein's catalogue, 9 it occurs in none of the manuscripts that he lists
as having consulted. The only known source is volume X of the Brussels
Conservatoire MS F. 15150, the last in a late nineteenth-century set of
manuscripts of which volumes V and VIII, at least, were copied in Dresden
in 1879.10 Some of the sources from which the set was copied can be
identified, 1' but the model for volume X appears to be lost. The volume
contains twelve duets. Only one of them is ascribed to Steffani, and it
is one of three that are definitely not by him)2
C-elosia(18b) is certainly authentic. The bibliographical evidence
is inconclusive: the manuscript also includes the original versions of
Troppo cruda and M'hai da piangere; although the former is authentic, the
latter may not be. 13
whelming.

The musical evidence, on the other hand, is over-

It is quite clear that C-elosia(l8a) is based on G-elosia(l8b).

The o10 movements are almost identical in both versions. The material
of the duet movements in the revised version is also derived from material
in G.elosia(l8b), but the themes have been polished up and the contrapuntal
treatment greatly improved. From the relationship of the two duets there
can be no doubt that C-elosia(18b) isauthentic.

9iyi', vi/2, p. XXI, incipit 20b.
10 'Dresden / 12 / 6 79' (vol. V, p . 149); 'Cop. / Dresden 1879. AJ
Cor T ?.' (vol. VIII, p . 174).
"The contents of volumes IV and VI are identical with Add. 5329 and 5330,
and. volume VIII includes all the duets in Add. 533 2 . Volume IX appears
to have been copied from the Naples MS AA.. 591 (see below, p. l2). A
note in volume I says that it was copied from the Dresden MS B. 292.
The Dresden shelfmarks have since been altered and this manuscript has not
been identified.
Appendix D, duets

91, 105

13Seebelow, pp. 328-31.

and 198.
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The last original version surviving
Llinster

!TS Santini Hs.

4O7. Viadinir

de duos madrigales ues' in

Santini'

describe the manuscripts in any

in

a unique

Stasov found

s library in

detail

copy is found in the

'Un

l854,

tres grand nombre

but since he

did

not

it is im ossible to tell whether this

o e was among them. It is in an Italian hand, and an inscription on the
first page of music 15 indicates either that it was the second volume in a
set or that it was copied from such a volume.
The manuscript includes twenty-one duets, all by Steffani. Five are
original versions, sixteen revisions. The texts of the revisions are less
reliable t an those of the origThais. The solo move ents are missing from
all ten of the revised versions that should have them, but from only one of
the original versions. Either the manuscript was copied from a number of
sources of varying reliability, or else the copyist was aware of the scarcity
of the original versions and took c re to include all the movements.
Two duets appear in both versions. They are Occhi, perch pangete
and Said! marnif. It is the or! inal version of Said! mar i (Fredde ce en)
that is the unicum. The title changed in revision because Steffani discarded the opening stanza. Apart from this and some other changes, the words
are identical in both versions.l6 Saldi marmi is one of the longest and most
ambitious of the duets, so the discovery of Fredde ceneri is of great interest.

Other Sources

Only three other sources include as many as five of the original

Stasov, L'Abb
p . 62.

Santini et sa Collection !(usicale Rome (Florence, 1852^),

'5 'Dello Stefani - Parte Seconda'.
below, p. O6f.
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versions. Two of these have the most complete surviving copies of Rio
destin(b). The Paris MS D. 14236 and the Lige MS 555-2.L-IX, which date
from the nineteenth century, are really identical in

content, though

they

are both incomplete in different ways. In the Paris manuscript most of
the duets, including Rio destin(b), lack the text. Three duets intended
for inclusion in the Lige manuscript were never copied in, even though the
paper was scored up and. the key- and. time-signatures inserted. Neither
manuscript can have been copied from the other. An inscription in the Paris
manuscript suggests that it was copied from a source in the possession of
A. E. Choron17which appears now to be lost. This may also have been the
model for the Lige manuscript.
There is no complete copy of the original version of Rio destin. The
revised version comprises four short duet movements - ABCb (the music of movement 'b' is identical with movement B, but the words are different). Even
though the Lige and Paris manuscripts include only the first three movements
of the original version, it seems very likely that both versions shared the
same form. Movement B in these manuscripts is identical with movement B in
the revised version, so there is little difficulty in supplying the missing
movement 'b' of' the original.
Movements from the original version survive in only two other manuscripts, both of eighteenth-century English origin. Movements A and C are
found in Add. 5056, though not together, and volume I of the Library of
Congress MSS M l549.2.S8D9 includes A only. The copy in the Lige manuscript
may not be perfect, but it is the best there is.

The other original versions in the Lige and Paris manuscripts can aU
be found in earlier sources. Most of them occur in the Modena MS Mus. F.
1103. This important source is in the same hand as Mus. F. 1102, which

17 'Bibliotheque de M" Choron'. Paris, D. 14236, f. 3.
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appears to be the only surviving copy of Steffani's six solo scherzi with
instrumental accompaniment. Both volumes are small oblong quartos, similar
in size to RM 23 k 13-20, and they both retain their original binding: Mus.
F. 1102 has stiff boards covered with pink silk and Mus. F. 1103 has black
and. gold. paper covers with a strip of vellum down the spine. Both manuscripts carry an earlier shelfmark; 18 they may have belonged to the former
court library at Cologne, which is now part of the Biblioteca Estense.19
Such a circumstance might provide a tangible link with the composer himself.2°
Mus. F. 1103 is probably the earliest surviving source of original
versions. The contents are as follows:

Lilla mia
Occhi. belli (b)
Pria ch'io faccia(b)
Siete 11 pii bizzarro umore
Cangia pensier(b)
Quanto care al cor(b)
OM che voi clireste bene
Occhi, perchè piangete(b)

original version
original version
original version
original version
original version

Lilla mia, Siete ii pii and Oht che voi survive in dne form only and. seem
not to have been revised. Most of the original versions are found in a
number of other sources, but Cangia pensier(b) occurs in only one other,
Paris Vm7 5l.

F. 1102 appears to be 'E 3'; Mus. F. 1103 is 'L 1'.
19Enquiries at Modena and Dusseldorf, where the Cologne court archives are
kept, have yielded no Information on this subject.
20The only other manuscript of music by Steffani now in the Biblioteca
Estense (Mus. C-. 282 - a collection of numbers from his opera Le Rivali
Concordi) includes a dedication to the Duke of Modena in the hand. of the
composer. The manuscript may have something to do with the duke's
marriage in 1695 to Princess Charlotte Felicitas of Brunswick-Lneburg
(see above ,pp. 49-50 and. p. 73).
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It is fortunate that only Occhi, perch piangete(b) is duplicated, in
RM 23 k 22, which ranks alongside the Modena manuscript as one of the most
important sources of the original versions. Although it lacks title-page,
flyleaves and index, this large oblong folio, full-bound in calf, appears to
be of eighteenth-century English provenance. Its early history is unknown,
but it once belonged to William Boyce. It was bought for the Royal Music
Library at the sale of his library in 1779.21
The manuscript includes seventeen duets, unascribed. Two of them are
22
by Pietro Torn, but the rest are by Steffara. These are all complete: in
Inguieto xnio cor even the instructions for the repeat of the first movement
are correct - a most unusual feature.
The manuscript is the major source for three of the four original
versions that it contains. These duets (Occhi, perch piangete(b), Troppo
cruda(b), Begl'occhi, oh Dio, non pi(b) and Torna a dar vita(b)) are found
all together in the middle of the manuscript. The notation of the tripletiire sections is of great interest. Certain features, such as the timesignature C, void quavers, and coloration to depict cadential hemiolas, were
already archaic in the seventeenth century, though they were still in use.
An eighteenth-century copyist is unlikely to have invented them. They indicate that the copies derive ultimately from much earlier sources, and they
may reflect the notation Steffani himself used.

The earliest dated source of original versions is the Bologna MS V. 195.
A note in the same hand. as the rest of the manuscript indicates that it was
copied in Venice in March, 1719.23 The manuscript is an upright quarto - a

21

See above, p. 97, footnote 12.

22VaUi secrete and Langue, geme; Appendix D, duets 110 and 212.
23,

In Venezia Marzo 1719'. Bologna, V. 195, f. 1.
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rare format for Italian vocal music of this period. It is an anthology of
duets ascribed to various composers, including Stradella, Pietro Zian.i, 'Big.
Cavaglier del Gaudio', Carissimi, Steffani, 'Sig ' Bernabei', G.iuseppe Corsi,
Kerli and. 'Lunati', 24 all of whom flourished in the second half of the seventeenth century. Most of the duets, however, are unascribed. and are in one
movement.
Steffani is credited with the original versions of E perch non m'
uccidete and Troppo cruda, which occur consecutively. The former is
virtuafly a unicum: the only other source 25 is simply a copy of MS V. 195.
Troppo cruda(b) occurs in a number of other sources, notably RI 23 k 22.

Only one duet remains to be discussed. Although it survives in more
sources than most of the original versions, Aure, voi che volate(b) occurs
in only two of the manuscripts described, above - the Lige manuscript and its
counterpart in Paris. A number of other sources, which are clearly interrelated, are of earlier origin.
The earliest of them appears to be the Naples MS IA. 591, an eighteenth-century manuscript in an Italian hand. entitled 'Libro di Duetti / Del
Sig Ab'bate Stefani'. The duets, which are not ascribed in the body of the
manuscript, are not all by Steffani. One of them is by Carlo Luigi
Pietragrua, another by Stradella, and four others by unknown composers.
There are eight chaxnber duets by Steffani, plus the opera duet Cor vagante,
Most of them are complete, including Aure(b). This is the only original
version in the manuscript.

The same repertory is found in Add. 31493 and, with some differences,
in Add.

5Q5526

Add. 31493 is an eighteenth-century English manuscript that

2k....
i.e. Carl Ambrogio Lonati.
25Bologna, Archivio Musicale della Basilica San Petronio, MS Lib. S. 13-Il.

26

See above, p. 104.

l2L.

includes a copy of Hawkins' Memoirs of the Life of Agostino Steffani and.
belonged formerly to Peter Noaille and. Julian Marshall. Add.. 5055 is
partly in the hand. of Henry Needler and. appears to have belonged to the
president of the Academy of Ancient Music in 1786.27 If these manuscripts
are directly interrelated, it seems most likely that Add. 31493 was copied
from Naples AA. 591 and. Add.. 5055 from Add. 31493.
The repertory also occurs in volume IX of the late nineteenth-century
Brussels MS F. 1515 0 .

The only differences are that the last movement of

Lungi dal idol mio(a) and. 'Un inferno' (a) 28 are both omitted. The manuscript appears to have been copied from Naples PA. 591. In both sources,
the first aria in Pietragrua' s 0 felice 1' onda del fonte begins with the
words 'Felice lo stelo'; in Add. 31493 it begins 'Felice lo sguardo'.
There are two further sources of Aure, voi che volate(b) - Add.. 5329
and Brussels, F. 15150, volume IV. Since the latter is a copy of the former,
and. the former appears to have been taken from Add. 5055-6,° nothing more
need. be said. about either.

273ee above, pp. 100-101.

28Movement (iii)
.. of Rio destin(a).
29See above, p.118, footnote 11.
30 See above, p.100.
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8

THE MUSICAL BACKGROUND

Introduction

Agostino Steffani occupies a key position in the history of music in the
mid-to-late Baroque period. He has been described as 'obviously the greatest
.1and he was the only
Italian cnposer between Cerissinu. and Scarlatti',
out standing composer of the age whom Handel admitted to having consciously
imitated.2
Apart from his chamber duets, his reputation is based mainly on his
operas. 3 He was responsible, first and. foremost, for taking Italian opera
to northern Germany. His Hanover operas 'set a at ariderd as exemplary and
binding in Germany as those of Lully did. in France', 4 and were 'the principaL
interadiary between the Italian opera of the late seventeenth century and
the German operas of Kaiser and Handel' .

His contribution to the history

of opera in northern Germany may be compared in scale and importance not only

instein, 'Agostino Steffani', Essays on Music. Revised edition (London,

1958), p. 183.

2Chrysander, G. F. Hnde1 (Leipzig, 1858-67), i, p. 312.
3His only other well-known work is his magnificent Stabat Mater for SSATTB,
two violins, three violas, violoncello end continuo, which has been edited
by C. K. Scott (Londin, 1938) and H. Sievers (o1fenbUtte1, 1956).
Chrysander (op. cit., 1, pp. 350-2) compared it favourably with the Stabat Mater
of Emanuele d'Astorga, and Cusins ('Steffani., Agostino', Grove's Dictionary
of Music and Musicians. Second edition (London, 19(4-10), iv, p. 6813
described it as 'undoubtedly one of the finest works of any composer of the
period ininediately preceding that of the giants Bach and. Handel' • On the
basis of an erroneous date supplied by Ftis, Ste ffani's Sonate dara
(see Appendix A) acquired a spurious reputation as the earliest orchestra].
suites to begin with an overture.
4Bukofzer, Music in the Baroque Era (New York, 1947), p. 306.
5 Lrout, A Short History of Opera. Second edition (New York, 1965), p. 105.
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to that of Lully in France but also to that of Purcell in England and
Scar].atti in Italy.
Steffani's operas represent a typically late-Baroque blend of various
national elements. The basis of his style appears to be the Venetian opera of
the mid-to-late seventeent1 century. A high proportion of his arias are
accompanied by continuo alone and indicate a conservative leaning toward the
mid Baroque, 7 but cthers hav instrumental obbligatos in an embryonic concerto
style that reflects the practice of Straaella8 and anticipates that of many
later composers. 9 Although a relatively high number of the arias in his
Munich operas are constructed over an ostinato or quasi-ostinato pattern in the
bass,'° the majority of the arias in his operas as a whole begin with a Devise
and are in brief da capo form. The influence of Lufly is apparent in his
overtures, dances, end arias in dance rhythms, while axrng the German elements
are the librettos based on épibodes from German history, 11 a predilection for
wind instruments and, possibly, his preference for a predominantly contrapuntal
texture.
The prominence of counterpoint is perhaps the meat characteristic
feature of his style. In this respect he stands apart from the prevailing
trend in late seventeenth. and early eighteenth-century Italian opera, which was

6Riemann, 'Agostino Steffani ala Opernkomponist',
pp. xi-xii.

, xiiJ2 (Leipzig, 1912),

7Bukofzer, op. cit., p. 307.
alisca, Baroque Music (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1968), pp.

]45-6.

9Baur, 'Studien zur Arieneinleitung in der Oper des 18. Jahrhunderts',
Studier zur Musikwissenschaft, cxvii (1966), p. 129ff.
'°Riemann, 'Basso ostinato und Basso quasi ostinato', Festschrlft_zum 90.
Geburt at a Sr. Excellenz des Wirklichen Gehe irnen Rates Rochus Freiherrn
von LiliencroTLeipzig, 1910), p. 200ff.
11E.g. Alarico ii Baitha, cio l'Audace Re deGothi and Henrico Leone.
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toward the comparatively hoxr.ophonic style of the Neapolitan school. His
interest in counterpoint is manifest in the bass lines of his continuo arias,
which often share points of imitation with the voice or engage in free
counterpoint with it; in his imitative vocal duets; and in his arias with
instrumentaJ. obbligato, in which the instrument may be treated as if it re a
second voice. He was one of the first compcers to make use of such textures
in opera, 13 and his works have consequently been described as 'the
reconciliation of the monodic principle with the contrapuntal tradition'
The emphasis that musical historians have placed on form and counterpoint
in Steffani' a operas is exactly what one might expect from the general
characteristics of the period in which he lived and composed.
'More than any other period the seventeenth century contributed
toward the d velop ent and establishment of clearly defined types
and forms, such as the ostinato forms, the variations, the suite,
the sonata, the da capo aria, the rondo, the concerto, the opera,
the oratorio, the cantata'.'5
Lany of the so-called forms of Baroque music are not 'forms' at all. The
'sonata' and 'cantata', for example, are essentially modes of performance,
while 'ostinato' and 'variations' are methods of construction. Of the
remaining terms in Apel's list, some (e.g. da capo aria, rondo) normally
denote individual movements, while others (e.g. suite, concerto, opera, oratorio)
refer to works comprising a number of separate movements or sections. As the
century progressed, however, there was a tendency for individual sections to
grow into a smaller number of longer, more distinct movements and for the
structure of the movements to become more clearly defined.'6

Qrout, bc. cit.
13Riemann, 'Agostino Steffani als Opernkomponist', p. xvii.
Grout, op • cit., p. 110.
15Apel, Harvard Dictionary of I usic. Second edition, revised and enlarged
(London, 1970), p. 82.
16&ofzer op. cit., pp. 350-62.
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One of the most important factors contributing to this development was
the gradual emergence of the classical system of key-relationships. Bukofzer
considered the 'definitive realization of tonality' to have taken place in Italy
about 16o0 and saw this as the 'decisive turning-point' tnat mar1d the
beginning of the late Baroque period. 17
'Tonality provided also a framework of haxmony able to sustain
large forms. It set up harmonic goals without which the extended
forms of late baroque music would not have been possible' •18
The 'framework of harmony' was articulated bj cadences, and those were the
principle means by which the structure of the music was defined)9
The emergence of the tonal system was also responsible for a m&jor
development in the field of contrapurital theory. Since the time of Zarlino,
a fugue had traditionally been considered 'regular' (popria or regolare) if
the answer was an exact imitation of the intervals of the s...bjoct, i.e. if
the answer was real. Although the tonal answer and its modal forbear are
frequently encountered in sixteenth.and early seventeenth—century music, the
first theoretical work in which it Was accorded equality of status with the
real answer is Giovanni Maria Bononcini' s Musico prattico of 1673. By
applying the term 'regolare' to tonal as well as to real fugues, Bononoini
marked the dawn of an age in which the 'regularity' of a fugue would. be
determined not by melodic but by harmonic principles. 20

17Ibid., p. 219.
18Ibid.,p. 221.
19The role of tonality as a structural agent in concerto movements is

illuxninatingly discussed by Talbot, 'The Concerto Allegro in the Early
Eighteenth Century', Music and Letters, lii (1971), pp. 11-34, 17-18,
16-5 and 167-8.

2DMann , The Study of Fugt. Second edition (New York, 1965), pp. 43-Li..
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A number of types of counterpoint were also re-defined or discussed for
the first time in the mid-seventeenth cent ur>r, and some of them are particularly
relevant to Steffani • A new definition of double-fugue (contrafuga) was
provided by Jan Adam Reinken, who advised that the two themes should be clearly
differentiated and be 'not continually treated to,ether, but also separately,
one after the other, then at times together and against each other, which
shows much greater mastery,2l
.
Although he also introduced the concept of
stretto into writings on fugue, it was left to Bononcini to point out one of the
uses of this technique. He suggested that close entries of tugal parts should
be avoided at the beginning of a piece and saved for later on, when the listener
would be more fami]ar with the material and better able to appreciate a complex
texture. 22
This technique appears to be identical to what Bononcini' a biographer
calls the 'a risposta' procedure, 'whereby the two concert ante violin parts
[in a trio sonata] begin, not in imitation at the fifth, but by alternation
at the unison, with each part presenting the material solo over the bass before
turning to more consequential imitation and fugato (which latter then has the
effect of stretto)'. 23 This procedure, which may have originated in concerted
vocal music, must have been a godsend for weaker composers, helping them to
write extended movements and to give an impression of counterpoint while devising
only one or two permutations of their material. Examples of this are to be
found in some of Bononcini' a early sonatas, but they appear to be far outweighed

Ibid., p. 2.
2 rbid., p. L.3.
23Klenz, Giovanni Maria Bononcini of Hodena: a Chapter in Barogue Instrumental
Music (Durham, North Carolina, 1962), p. ]41.
op . 1 (i666), rios. L. and 12: Klenz., op. cit., Supplement,

pt.

23 and 69.
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by nre standard contrapuntal procedures such as the counter-exposition, with
the parts interchanged, sequential episodes based on rtivic fragmentation,
canon and. passages based on pedals or the circle of fifths.25
The principal musical arena in which these various types of counterpoint
were tested and. ve1oped was the trio sonata, the instrumental equivalent of
the vocal duet. Although the first trio sonata was published in 1610,26 the
first publication consisting entirely of trio sonatas was Iegrenzi' a Sonate a
due, et tre...Libro prin, Op. 2 (Venice, 1655). 27 Trio sonatas outnunber
every other type of sonata in the works of Cazzati (c. 1 6 20-77), Igrenzi
(1626-90), G. B. Vitali (. 161i.-92), Corelli (1 653-1713), Torelli (1658-1709)
and. T. A. Vit all (2 . 1665-17342), but they are balanced by solo sonatas in the
works of Aloinoni (1671-1751) and far outweighed. by them in those of Vivaldi
(2 .

1678-174). The trio sonata may therefore be seen as a halfway stage

in the seventeenth-century trend from the polyphonic to the solo sonata, and
the peak of its development 'coincided with the advent of both Corelli and
the Stradivari violin' 28 It also coincided with the advent of Steffani, who
was Corel]i' a junior by only one year.
The ust important feature of the trio sonata, for the purposes of this
dissertation, is the conduct of the upper parts. These were almost invariably
treated as e qj.ials and often engaged. in imitative counterpoint. Although
parallel thirds and. sixths and various types of passage-work are to be found, the
texture is normally dominated by one or ure of the contrapuntal techniques
mentioned earlier, or by imitative treatment of all three parts, or by 'chains

25Klenz, op. cit., p. 136.
26Nean, The Sonata in the Baroque Era.
Carolina, 1966), p. 19.
271b1d., p. 1.8.
28Ibid., p. 52.

Revised Edition (Chapel Hill, North
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of suspensions and. resolutions created by the intertwining upper parts against
the bass (e ape ci a11y in slow movements...)' •29 The predominance of
counterpoint led Newman to conclude that the trio sonata appeared. to be
an ideal meeting point between the older vocal styles and the newer
instrumental styles and between the older, stricter polyphony and the new
emphasis on accompanied melody' •30 A similar opinion was cited earlier on
the style of Steffani's operas.
Interest in instrumental counterpoint found its most extreriie expression
in the canons by composers of the I.odenese school. Although the developments
outlined bove are often associated with the city of Bologna, the neighbouring
city of Liodena could boast a flourishing tradition of instrumental music for
some sixteen years before Cazzati went to San Petroni.o. 3]. The rise of the
school of Modena dates from the arrival there in 1624

of Marco Ucceilini, and

the tradition was continued throughout the reign of Duke Francesco II (1662-9L1.)
by composers such as Bononcini and Giovanni Battista Vitali. All of these
men wrote canons • Puzzle canons are found in Ucce ilini' a LOp. 3J (162) and
Op. 9 (1667),32 and inBononcini's Op. 3 (1669) and Op. 5 (l671).

The

most celebrated canons, however, are those in Vitali' a Artifici niusicali,
Op. 13 (Mooena, 1689) .

Since no such artifices appear in Vitali's work

29Ibid., p. 6..
°Ibid., p. 62.
31Sohenk, 'Beobachtungen Woer die ir.odenesische Instrument almusikschule des 17.
Jahrhunderts', Studien zur ufusikwissenschaft, c'vi (l96.), pp. 25-46.
3 cienz, op • cit., pp • 21 and 167. For full titles of th se and. the following
publications see Sartori, Bibliografia dellamusica strumentale italiana
staxnpata in Itaia_Sno al 1700 (Florence, 1952T
33Klenz, pp. 21, 51-2, 5L-5 and 166-7.
d. Rood and Smith, Smith Col1ege Lusic Archives, xiv (Northampton, Mass.,
1959).
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before his removal to kodena in 1682, it seems very likely that these, though
intended as teaching material, 35 were prompted by the traditional liking for
canons at that court. 36
Although canons were a feature of instrumental music at Modena, Vitali
a.mitted in the preface to his Artifici that they were also 'much esteemed'
in Rome and that 'the most distinguished men of this Science' flourished there
Unlike Modena arid. most other major Italian cities, hcwev r, Rome produced
comparatively few composers of instrumental ensemble music in the mid-seventeenth
century. That Newman could cite the names of only two composers of 'sonatas'
in Rome before orei 8 reflects the fact that chamber music there was
predominantly vocal. Although Roman composers o.o not pj'e ax', therefore, to
have composed instrumental canons, they did compose arid publish vocal canons.
The most celebrated of such composers ax'e Romario kicheli, who published at
least seven books of canons and other 'obligationes' and. 'artificil' between
1619 and

and Pier

Francesco Valentini, who is remembered for his Canone

..,con le sue resciutioni in pii di. due mila modi (1629). These canons, and.
others like them,° are a symptom of the revival of the style of Pale strina
that dominated some types of church music in Counter-Reformation Rome. They
antedate the canons of Ucceflini. and his colleagues - and Buonamente' s celebrated
canonic trio sonata 'La Monteverde' 1637) - and provided examples of

35Vitali's preface, cited in Klenz, op. cit., p. 31.
6Klenz, op. cit., p. 168. G. B. Bassani an' Domenico Gabrielli also wrote

canons, exceptionally for them, in works intended for Liodena (Klenz, op • cit.,
p. a).

37 Ibid., p. 31.
8Giovanni Antonio Leoni and Tomaso Marchetti: Newman, op • cit •, pp. 15L,.-5.
39Palisca, 'Micheli, Romano', GG, ix (1961), cola. 273-4.

°E.g. Francesco Soriazio, Canon! et obliçhi, di centoetdiecisort,sopra
1'Ave maria stella (1610) and Giovanni Briccio, Canoni enigmatioi musicali...
con un breve discorso sopra i canoni (1632).
4 Ed. tevens (London and New York, Hinrichsen, l96)
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traditional counterpoint which, if Vitali is to be trusted, were followed by
later composers of instrumental music. The contrapuntal texture of much late
Baroque arusic may have been partly due, therefore, to a conservative interest
in the stile antico.
Steffani's Musical Educatji
A thorough grounding in the stile antico was a basic ingredient in the
musical education of many seventeenth-century composers and was particularly
important in the case of Ste ffarii. He appears to have begun h.is musical career
as a singer. 2 From 1668 to 1671 he had organ lesscnb at Junich with Johann
Kaspar Kerli, then from 1672 to l671 he studied composition in Rome with Ercole
Bernabei. That he went to Rome in order to 'perfect himself in his art' and
published a book of psalms after little mere than a year su& ests that he had
already been taught the rudiments of music and the basic rules of counterpoint,
presumably by Kerli.
Keril was essentially an organist and is known chiefly for his keyboard
music.

He is thought to have studied in Rome with Frescobaldi and. Carissimi,

and his canzonas, toccatas and versets to the iiagnificat 5 are described by
Bukofzer as 'more strongly influenced by Italian style and less imaginative than
those of Froberger'

Although he composed keyboard music throughout most of

See above, p. 13.

3 '...sich in seiner lwnst mehrers Zu perfectionieren', Mater, '.Archivalische
Excerpte trber die herzoglich bayerische I-Iofkapefle', Kirchenniusikalisches
Jahrbuch, vi (1891), p. 72.

1Jn1ess otherwise stated, informtion on Keril comes from Kaul and Riedel,
'Kerli, Johann Kaspar', MCG, vii (1958), cols. 51-9.
5Wodu1atio organica super agnificat octo ecciesiasticis tonis respondens
(Munich, 168).
cit., p. 111.
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his life, however, he does not apear to have becorre seriously pre-occied
with it until after 1673, when he rroved to Vienna ax1 caine into contact with
.Alessandrc Poglietti.

ost of the music that he wrote while at Munich was for

the church or the at age.
His church music also betrays Italian influences. His Delectus
sacrarum oantionum...Op. 1 (Lunich, 1669), which coitains twenty-six sacred
concertos for two to five voices with instruments, reflects the style of
Carissimi, as well as that of Schfftz, and some of his masses are in the polychoral
idiom of Orazio Benevoli and other ntid-seventeenth century Roman composers.
The kissa Suprba, which was composed by

displays an impressive range

of scorings and textures, including eight-part honxphony and counterpoint,
antiphonal treatxzent of two four-part choirs and brief passages for sr all
numbers of voices drawn from one or both of the choirs (ex. i). Further
evidence of the 't orough cc r.and of ccntrapuntal textures and devices' said
to be an essential ingredient of Keril's style 8 is to be found in his
Benedi.ctus,canon con triplici tempo and his Compendiose Relation von dem
Contrapurict
Although his operas are a.11, unfortunately, lost, hi Jesuit drana Pia et
fortis mulier (1677) survives. On the evidence of this work, Ken], has been
described as probably the first significant Cenran opera composer after Schtltz.
Four of his operas were first performed in unich wIile Steffani was a young
man there. 5° Steffani must have heard them and may have sung in one of them.51

7Cieb1er (ed.), Johann Caspar Kenll:LissaSuperba. Recent Researches in the
usic of the Baroque Era, iii (New Haven, 1967), p. vii.
if8 Ibid., p. viii.
9Thid. There is also a kodo cononendi with conflictth ascriptions to Kenil
and Po lietti.
501 colon geniali, listed as an opera in Kaul and Rie el, op. cit., ccl. 853,

was a tourney. The libretto, by Domenico G-isberti, is in the British Museum.

5 'See above, p. 14.
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They must have made a profound. impression on him, and their loss is much to
be regretted.
The only suxviving piece of secular Italian vocal nusic ascribed to Kerli
is a chamber duet for two sopranos and continuc in the Bologna IS V. 195. The
prominence of the partly realised continuo part suggests that the work is by
a keyboard composer and that the ascription is reliable, and it also
represents the major difference between the y1e of this duet end those of
Steffani (ex. 2). The date of composition is not 1<nown, but the piece
looks as if it could have been an attempt on the part of KerU to outdo the
duets of his forur pupil.
The grounding in counterpoint which Steffani presumably received from
Kerli was splemented by his studies with Bernabei. Ron was the most
important and possibly the most conservative centre for Catholic church music
in the seventeenth century, and Bernabei was one of the most distinguished
teachers there - according to Veracini le also taught Alessandro Stradella.52
A pupil of Benevoli, whom he succeeded as maestro di cappella at St. Peter's
in June 1672, four months before Ste ffani' a arrival, he becau one of the
le adirig figures in the Roman Pale strina renaissance • His masses, nx)te ts,
psalms, hymns and. other liturgical compositi ors, most of which survive in
manuscript, are typical examples of the stile antico zid of the polychoral
idiom, 53 and his little surviving secular music also seems conservative in style.
The main source of this is his Concerto madrigalesco (Rome, 1669), a
collection of concert ato madrigals for three voices (siT) and continuo. The
pieces display a variety of imitative and homophonic textures typical of the

5 4irrotta, 'Alessaridro Stradefla', La Wusica: Enciclopedia storica, ed. G-atti
(Turin, 1966), iv, p. 511.
5 Bol1ert, 'Bernabei', MCG, i (l99-51), cola. l773-. A collection of his
znotets for five voices, two violins end continuo was edited by his son and
published posthumously as Sacrae inodulationes (Munich, 1691).
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madrigal (ex.

3), but since the continuo is often merely a basso seguente,

there is very little four-part writing and, although the voices frequently
overlap at cadences, little genuine three-part; counterpoint either. Neither
is there much attraction in the melodic style: the meat adventurous points are
prompted. by the text, but even these are sometimes rhythmically square and. ride
rough-shod over the words (ex. 4). Despite these strictures, however, Bernabei
displays a flawless commacd of basic musical rxnar and concertato scoring
which an aspiring young composer would have been well advised to emulate.
Steffani' a early church music draws on the stile antico and mederno and
reflects the Roman background of both of his teachers. In the preface to
his Psalmodia Vespertina Volans Octo Pleriis Vocibus Concinenda (Rome, l67)
he praised his master, Bernabei, and said that he had tried, to imitate his
style. 5Similar books of Vespers psalms were frequently published

in

mid-

seventeenth century Rome. 55 Steffani's collection displays an admirable
command of choral homophony and antiphony, some of it in a spirited style
reminiscent of CarissirrzL (ex. 5) and some of it employing powerful dissonance

in the bass (ex. 6). The ka.gnificat at the end of the book

6 is the mest

varied, in texture, with plainsong now in the treble and now in the bass, and
the final 'Amen' is set to eight-part counterpoint which, despite a pair of

gioria tanti laboris sapientia est solum Magistri, & fortitudo Herculis,
cuius styluza imitari non ex parte, sed. totuin glorior'. Gaspari, Catalogo
della Biblioteca del Liceo Lusicale di Bologna, ii (Bologna, 1892), p. 3]4.
55E.g. Virgiio 1azzocchi, Psalmi Vespertini binis choris concinendi, ed.

F. Benedetti (l&8) and Bonifasio Graziani, PsaJ.mi Vespertipis choris...
Op. 17 (1670).

6For fufl contents, see Appendix A.
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parallel fifths and repeated use of a brief and rather barren rhythmic
figure (

!')

etc.), is an impressive achievement

1

for a young man of nineteen (ex.

7)

Although most of the other pieces of church music that Steffani composed
in

are also in the stile antico, Sperate in Deo and the three-part

Beatus vir are typical examples of the stile moderno. The opening duet of
Sperate in Deo, possibly the latest of these pieces, includes what appears to
be an uncorrected mistake (ex. 8, bar 29), but it also reveals an ability to
invent attractive melodies in quadruple and triple time and to modulate
convincingly from one key to another; a mastery of homophonic and imitative
writing for two voices and of an expository technique reminiscent of the
a risposta' procedure; and sri interest in suspensions (e .g. bars 32-5), in
rhythmic displacement (e.g. the setting of the words 'triumphales' and
'corones', and the hemiola in bar 26) and in making the bass something more
than a simple haimonic support (e.g. bars 22 and 32). The movement again
recalls the style of Carissirni and his contemporaries, but it also anticipates
that of Steffani' s Sacer Isnus Quadrifons 59 and of some of his chnber duets.
Although his studies were concerned mainly with church music, he also
learnt a good deal about secular music while he was in Rome. Opportunities
for him to do this were presumably provided by Cardinal Altieri, to whom he
bore a letter of introduction from l±e Electress Henrietta Adelaide of Bavaria.

57 The

end of this Ma,gnificat, from 'Sicut erat', was thought worthy of
inclusion in Padre 1artini'a Esenpiare o ala Sa g io Fondamentale pratico
di Contrapunto fugato (Bologna, l77L-5S, ii, pp. 311-5.

58See

above, p.

59Described

15.

on pp. 17-18.
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She could hardly have chosen a more eminent patxtn.

A cardinal since I

66z.,

Altieri ecperienced a meteoric rise to power after the election of the Altieri
Pope Clement I in 1670. He became Archbishop of Ravenna that year, and in
or soon after 1 671 he was also made vicar of Rcine, chancellor to the pope,
secretary of briefs, prefect of the Propaganda, protector of the Santa Casa
at Loreto, protector of Ireland and of the Augustinian, Caxmelite and
Donn1 aen orders, legate of Avignon and. Urbino and governor of Tivoli • Within
a very short time he had become 'il pi riguardabile soggetto di Boma' with
an annual income of over 100,000 saudi • He was continually encouraged to
procure greater riches by the Colonna and Orsird families, with whom his
nephews lived in opulent splendour, and he was urged by his brother to make
the Palazzo Altieri one of the grandest in Rome - a scheme to which Clement I
contributed 2000 saudi per month for aix years. When Altieri was at the
height of his powers, it was ooninonly said in Rome that 'benedire a santificare
era del papa, reggere a governare dell'Altiexi' • It is not known whether
Steffani lived with him or was employed by him as a singer, harpsichordist
or composer, but since Altieri patronised other zsisicians, including Stradella,
it seems very likely that through him Steffani was brought into contact with
the secular vocal nii0 of fashionable Roman society - the opera end. the
cant at a.

• .00mpartire a]. sñetto Stefani ne].le occorenze g].i affetti pi vivi del auc
autorevole patrocinio per ii tempo che dov trattenersi in Ronia,..'
Henrietta Adelaide to Altieri, 6th October, 1672, cited in Loachelder, 'Aus
Dusseldorfa italieniacher Zeit', Beitre zur rheiniechen Musikgeachjchte 1 i
(cologne and Krefeld, 1952), pp.
and della Corte, 'ualche lettera a
qualohe melodrauma di Agostino Steffani', Ressena Musicale, xxxii (1962),
p. 26. Information on Altieri comes from Stella, 'Altieri (Paluzzi degli
Albertoni), Pa].uzzo', Dizionario bio grafico degli italiani (Rome, 1962-),
ii, pp. 561-2.
61Pirrotta, op. cit., p. 512.

349
The early l67O must have been one of the nxst stimulating periods in
the history of Roman opera. During ast of the century public opera was
forbidden by papal prohibition. Although it flourished on a private basis,
the Iney being provided by the wealthy princes of church and state who gathered
round the papal court, by leading Roman families such as the Barberini, Borghese,
Rospigliosi, Panfili, Colonna and Ottoboni, and by eminent foreigners such as
Queen Christina of Sweden, who retired to Rome in 1656 after her abdication and
conversion to the Catholic faith, opera remained an 'occasional' rather than a
regular fe ature of Roman musical life.
It was presumbly hoped that this would change when the first public operahouse, the Tor di Nona, opened its doors in 1671, thirty-four years after the
first public opera-house in Venice and twentyone years before a second Roman
theatre, the Capraxiica, was opened to the public. The first musical director
at the Tor di Nona waa Stradella, who composed prologues, intermezzos and new
arias for at least four of the five operas perfoxmed there in the first two
seasons - Cavalli's Scipione Africano and Giasone (1671) and Cesti's Don and.
Tito (1672).62 Stradella was succeeded in the season of 1673 byBernardo
Pasquini, whose L'Alcasta, overo V xior per vendetta was nong the works
perforxned. 6The theatre Was closed for the 'anna santo' of 1675, however,
and remained closed for fifteen years. The first phase in the history of
public opera in Rome was only very brief, therefore, but Ste ffani was there
for part of it.

62Ibid. pp . 513 and 518.
6 Kast and Cram, 'Pasquini, Bernardo', M(C . , x (1962), ccl. 862. The style
of operas by Stradella, Pasquini and others is discussed by Gianturco,
'Evidence for a late Roman School of Opera', Music arid Itters, lvi (1975),
pp. i-l7. The standard work on seventeenth-century Roman opera is
Ademollo, I Teatri di Roma nel secolo decimocttirno Rome, 1888), arid that
on the Ton di Nona is Cametti, Ii Teatr di. Tordinona, poi di Apollo.
2 vols. (Tivoli, 1938).
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The circumstances that account for the irregularity of opera in Rome also
account in part for the popularity there of two forms that mi ht be viewed as
substitutes for opera - the oratorio and the secular chamber cantati. Roman
society provided an ideal environment for the cultivation of the cantata. Many
of the families mentioned above retained musicians in their household - Stradella
was with the Colonna from 1665 and Pasquini with the Borghese from 1669 or 1670 and singers were often borrowed from the Papal Chapel and from other leading
churches in the city. As a result, Rome was by far the most important centre
for the cantata in the mid-seventeenth century. Lst of the outstanding
cantata composers of the period worked there, including Iiiigi Rossi, Carissimi,
Cesti, Stradella and. Pasq.uini, together with a host of slightly lesser figures
a ch as Carlo Caproli, Marco Marazzoli, Lrario Savioni, Antonio Prancesco Tenag]ia,
Pier Simone ost1sii and Alessandro Lelani. The works of these composers represent
an intermediate stage between the strophic-bass cantatas of the early sevente nth
century and. the Neapolitan cantata of the late seventeenth and early eighteenth
centuri s, and. are sri essential part of the background against which Steffani'

S

duets must be viewed..
The final known stage in Steffani' a musical e ucation was his visit to
Paris in 1678-9. There is no docimentary evidence that he met Lufly or
attend d the first performance of his opera Be1l€rophon (31st January, 1679), but
his music shows that he became thoroughly acquainted with Lully' a style and
imitated some of the mere salient features of it. The best pieces in which
to see this influence are Steffani's operas, the only series of works by him that
can be dated, and the effects of I1ly's style are most apparent in the
overtures. These normally co'iiprise two move ents, a slow, majestic movement
in coinilon time, with dotted notes and up-beat patterns, and. a fast, loosely
fugal movement which may be in con:men, triple or comoound time. The pattern
was firmly established by the time of his second an'viving opera, Servio Tuiflo
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(1686; ex. 9).

Althou h Rieniann recognised that Steffani' s overtures were modelled on
those of Lully, he also pointed out that the roots of Lully' s overtures xna.y
be traced to the Venetian sonata.

This seems to have been the dominant

influence on the overture to Steffani's first opera, Marco Aurelio (1681),
which is labelled 'Sonata' and is in five parts. Five-part writing may be
characteristic of killy, but the same combination of clefs is to be found in
Cavalli and Iegrenzi 6 and the first two movements seem entirely typical of
the Italian style (ex. 10). The only sign that Steffani knew anything of
Lully's misic ooc u-s in the third movement, which is called a 1 enUet'
(ex. U).
The influence of French style is most strongly felt in the overtures to
Steffani's Hanover operas. Unlike those in his Munich operas, the majority
of which are labelled. 'Sinfonia', these are normally eititled 'Ouverture'.
The first violin part is invariably in the French violin clef and the scores
include parts for obbligato 'hautbois' 66 The slow section may make use of
rapid scales (ex. 12) and the fast section may include brief trio passages for
two high instruments and bass. The trios in the overture to Orlando Ceneroso
(1691; ex. 13) are the earliest by Steff an! and, according to Riemaxm, 6 the

first in an overture by any comp ser. Riemann also claimed that they were
not necessarily French in origin but probably reflected Corelli' s practice of
dividing the orchestra into concerto grosso and conoertino. .Althou h they may

Riemann, op. cit., p. xviii.
5lbid., p. xx.
0th factors reflect the presence of Frenchmen in the orchestra at Hanover.
See Fiscner, Musik in Hannover (Hanover, 1903), p. 23.
670p. cit., p. xviii.
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resemble this practice, they niay not directly reflect it. The only trios in
Corelli' s concertos in vthich the upper parts nive in parallel for any length
of time are in the second Largo of his Concerto grosso Op. 6, no 1 1, and
there the bass is not a redal (ex. ].lf);

sinilar pas a.e occur in his trio

sonatas, but if these were perforxrd. by a dvided orchestra, this may not
have been much before l681_2.69 Passages virtually identical to those of
Steffani are, however, frequently encountered in earlier works by Lully: trios
for oboes and flutes over a pedal are included in the prologue to Js.lceste
(167i; ex. 15), and similar trios, though without a pedal, are to be found
in his Ballet d'Alcidiane of 1658 (ex. 16). In view of this there seems little
reason for thinking that Steffaril was imitating Corelli rather than

IL1Jly.

Apart from the overtures, the other main sign of Lully' a influence lies
in Steffarii's use of dance rhythms. These occur not only in instrumental
nuithers, such as the minuet in Marco Aurelio, but also in a high proportion
of his arias • One ich aria is included, in the same opera, and further
examples appear frequently in his later works. Although bravura arias,
ostinato arias and other Italianate types of aria are also to be found,
especially in his Munich operas, the majority of his arias are 'echte Lieder
..
von einfacher T-Ialtung,70
.
Similar
arias will be encountered in his chaiber
dts.

in the fine]. Allegro of his Op. 1, no. 1 (1683).
is when C-eorg Muff at heard 'concertos' by Core UI in Rome • For a
recent discussion of the scoring of Corelli' s concertos see Harris, 'Lully,
Corefli, Muff at and the Eighteenth-Century Orchestral String Body', Music
and Letters, liv (1973), pp. 199-202. The earliest documentary evidence
of Corefli' a presence in Rome dates from 1675, the year after Steffani' a
departure, and in his use of a divided orchestra he was preceded there by
Stradella (See Jander, 'Concerto Grosso Instrumentation in Rome in the 1660's
and 1670' s', Journal of the American Musicological Society, xxi (1968),
pp. 168-80).
70Riemann, op. cit., p. ix.
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The Italian Chamber Duet
Before examining Steffarii' s duets in detail, it will be helpful to sketch
their position in the history of the seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century
secular Italian chamber duet as a whole • The only extended published
discussion of his duets is the survey by Chrysander in his biography of Handel.7'
That discussion also marks the awakening of scholarly interest in the chamber
duet in general.
Although he does not appear to have known all of Steffani's duets, or to
have realised that some of the duets he mentiord. were inauthentic or incomplete,
Chrysander could not praise too highly the duets as he knew them: like the
string quartets of Haydn, they said everything of which the medium was capable.
He divided them into three groups: (a) 'small' duets in one movement, acne
with da cape; (b) 'large' duets in which solo movements, some with recitative,
were framed by duets; and (c) 'medium' duets in more than one movement but
without solos. He described the 'large' duets as 'vocal scenes' but
emphasised that they were lyrical rather than dramatic. The solo movements
were less melodious and artistic kunstreich') than the 'lively' and 'fiery'
duets, and seemed 'dry' and 'unbending' by comparison. Since the solos were
a we alcness in the 'large' duets, he considered that the finest works were the
'medium' duets, which displayed the bre with of melody and command of
counterpoint that Handel Was to take as a model.
hrysander' a conclusions have been ratified by later authorities. His
• • of the solo movements was repeated by Schuatz
. 72and. his commendation of
opinion
the 'medium' duets is reflected in the standard edition by Einstein and Sand.berger.7

7l• cit., i, pp. 326-37.
72Geschichte der weitlichen Solokantate (Leipzig, 1934), p. 93. A second
edition was published at Leipzig in 1955.
73nm, vi./2 (Leipzig, 1905). This is not a representative selection: of the

sixteen duets it contains, only three have solo movements; the proportion in
Steffani's output as a whole is about two to one in favour of duets with solos.
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Most important, the contrapuntal style of Steffani' a duets was adopted by
Schniitz in the standard. work on the chamber duet as 'the hallmark of the form
in its highest perfection':
'Durch Steffanis Sohaffen hat sich ja mit d.er Cattung
[Kammerduett] der Begriff einer Musterschau hervorragender
kontrapunktischer Feinheiten verkntlpft. Es muss zwar hier
schon betont werden, dass dieses polyphone Wesen durchaus
nicht den Durchsohnitt der Gcschichte des Kamrxrduetts
ausmacht, dass es vielmehr ausschliess].ioh stilbestimmend
nur bei einzelnen bevorzugten Ersoheinungen - deren bedeutendste eben Steffarii 1st - hervortritt. Aber deshaib ist
es doch das Wahrzeichen der Form in ihrer h&hsten Vollendung
urid ala soiches von grsster entwicklungsgeschichtlicher
Bedeutung.

'7.

Schmitz's article on the chamber duet was intended as a splenient to
his still standard history of the solo cantata, and an account of the latter
is an essential prelude to further consideration of the duet. Although
the cantata was frequently discussed at some length in the eighteenth century,75
it Is mentioned by only one seventeenth-century musical theorist, Angelo Berardi,
who describes it simply as a type of chamber music:
'Lo stile da Camera si divide, e si considera sotto
tr still diferenti...Terzo. Di quelle ca.ntate, le
quali sono concert ate con varij Instrumenti, come sono
queue tenute deU' armoniosa penna di Carlo Caprioli, 76
Carissixni, Tenaglia, Luigi Rossi, Celani, Pacieri, &c.'

7 Schnii.tz, 'Zur Ceschichte des italieniachen Kammerduetta mi 17. Jahrhundert',
Jahrbuch der Musikbibliothek Peters, ciii (1916), pp. 48-9.
75By, for example, Brossard, Dictionnaire de musigue (Paris, 1703), p. 15;
Mattheson, Das Neu-erffnete Orchestre (Hamburg, 1713), pt. 2, chapter iv,
pp. 177-8 and Der Voilkonimene Kapeilmeister (Hamburg, 1739), pp. 2]4-5;
Soheibe, Critiacher Musikus (Leipzig, 1745), pp. 380-.53.
6Berardi, Ragionamenti musicali (Bologna, 1681), pp. 135-6.
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The only imown contemporary Italian definition of the term 'cantata' is
that given 'by the poet, historian and guardian of the Arcadian Academy in
Rome, Giovanni Maria Crescimbeni, who treats it as a kind of poetry:
'...Cantate, le qua.li sono composte di versi, e versetti
rimati senza legge, con mescolamento d' arie, e talora
ad una voce, talora a pi; e se ne sono fatte, e fanno
anohe miste di drammatico, e di narrativo. Questa sorte
di Poesia invenzione del secolo xvii.'77
Summarizing Berardi and Crescimberii, we may define the cantata as a type of
chamber nD.lsio for one or mere voices, set to an Italian text of which the form
is not fixed. It may include dramatic or narrative elements, but the
implication is that it need. not do so and that it was considered primarily
as a vehicle for ]jricaJ. expression. It originated in the seventeenth century
and was sometimes accompanied by obbligato instruments as well as 'by the normal
oontinuo.
The history of the cantata was divided by Schmitz into three periods
corresponding roughly to the history of contemporary Italian opera:
(a) 'the beginnings', a. 1 600 -30/4fl ;

( b) 'the heyday', c. i630/.o - .2. 1700;

and (c) 'the Neapolitan school'. He did not discuss early menody in great
detail because he had. already written a separate article on it 78 and. considered
it to be a 'first step' towards the cantata. The earliest Imown source in
which this term appeared is Alessandro GraMi's Cantade et arie a voce sola,
the second edition of which was published at Venice in 1620. It referred to
pieces in atrophic-variation form, and this remained one of the standard types

77Cresoimbeni, L' Istoria della Volgar Poesia. Third eiition (Venice, 1730-31),
i, pp. 299-300.
78 'Zur FrUhgeschichte der lyrisohen Monodie Itallens im 17. Jahrhundert',
Jahrbuch der Musikbibliothek Peters, xviii (1911), pp. 35-4.8.
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of cantata during the next two decades or more.
The heyday of the cantata was marked by a significant increase in the
number of such works oonosed and a decline in the proportion of printed
sources vis--vis manuscripts. The cantata was cultivated in three main
centres: Rome, Venice and Bologna. The lealir*g centre was Rome, for reasons
already discussed; in Venice the cantata was overshadowed by opera, and in
Bologna by instrumental music • The style of Venetian opera influenced that
of the cantata in all. three centres. There was an more asingly clear
distinction between recitative, aria and arioso, and arias were written

in

a variety of forms (e .g. atrophic, binary, aba, a:bb and iailti-sectional)
as well as on ostinatos. The cantata conprised any number of sections or
movements in one or more styles, either arranged in one of the prevailing
aria forms or unified by strophic variation, a refrain, or some similar means.
A frequent use of titles was observed in cantatas from Bologna, 79 and Schmitz
considered these 'Sujetkaxitaten' to be a manifestation of dramatic tendencies
inherent in the genre. Such titles are also common in cantatas from other
centres, however, and. although they sometimes draw attention to a dramatic
text, they seem to be essentially a vestige of the Renaissance academic
debate. 81
The beginnings of the Neapolitan school overlap with the period just
discussed. The typical Neapolitan cantata consisted of two arias with one or

79E.g. G. M. Bononcini, 'le querele di Venere su l'ostinato Adone', Cantate
per camera a voce sola, Libro primo...Op. 10 (1677) and P. Albergati,
'Amante adegnato', Cantate da camera...Op. 6 (1687).
80E.g. Venice: Barbara Strozzi, Cantate, ariette e duetti (1651); Rome:
Carissimi, 'I Filosofi', ed. Landshoff, Carissirni: Kammerduette (Leipzig,
1927), p. 33; Cesti 'La corte di Roma', ed. Riemann, Kantaten-FrtXhling
(1633-82) (Leipzig, (19l2J), ii, p. 17; over forty titled cantatas by
Stradella indexed in WEdS, fasc. (wenesley, Mass., 1969).
8lJander, .Alessandro Stradella and his Minor Dramatic Works (Ph.D. dissertation,
Harvard, 1962), PP. 138-9.
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two recitatives (.AR. or RARA), though other arrangements were also to be found..
The arias were aJ.most invariably in da capo form with a Devise at the
beginning, arid from the later seventeenth century there was a gradual increase
in the proportion of cantatas calling for instruments other than oontinuo.
A number of writers have surveyed the history of the cantata since
Schmitz,82 but only one has attempted to alter the broad outlines of the
picture that he painted. Gloria Rose has suggested that the use of the term
cantata' should be extended backwards to cover e any monody: 'the question
is not when monodiea "became" cantatas; they are cantatas, simply the earliest
•83 There j something to be said. for this suggestion. It would, for
ones'
one thing, emphasise the continuity in the secular Italian vocal music of the

seventeenth century and minimise the undesirable consequences of splitting
the period up. But it would also mask the fundamental differences between
the early seventeenth-century madrigal and. aria, undermine the connection
between that period and the late sixteenth century and obscure the fact that the
term 'cantata' had a relatively precise meaning in the 1620s. It would be
possible to use the term in a generic as well as in a specific sense, as in
the case of the word 'frottol&, but it might create xxore problems than it
would solve.
Rose has also suggested, tentatively perhaps, that the history of the
cantata divides at l65O.

There is also something to be said for this.

84runires 'The Italian Cantata of the Seventeenth Century', Music and Letters,
vii (1926S, pp. 38-4.8 and 120-32; 'La cantate italienne voix seule au
dix-septine sic1e', Encyclopd.ie de la Musique et Dictionnaire du
Conservatoire, ed. Lavignao and La Laurencie, pt. 2, v (Paris, 1930), pp.
3390-4. 10; Engel, 'Die italienische Kantate von den .Anfngen bis zu Hgndel',
MGG, vii (1958), cols., 553-63; Bianchi, 'Cantata', La Musica: Enciclopedia
storica, ed. Gatti (Turin, 1966), i, pp. 703-16. The most import atit survey
before Schinitz is Dent, 'Italian Chamber Cantatas', Musical Antiquary,
ii (1910-11), pp. ]42-53 and 185-99.
8 Rose, The Cantatas of Canissimi (H.D. dissertation, Yale, 1959), p. 23.
'La cantata', Enciclopedia della musica, ed. Sartori and .Aflorto (Milan,
1963-4.), i, p. 387.
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The first period would include the late works of Monteverd.i and nEst of' the
works of I&iigi Rossi (who died in 1653), and since Rossi' a style is in some
ways less advanced than that of Monteverdi, this would. be a vry good thing.
The differences between recitative, aria and arioso are also more distinct
after 1650, and so foima]. patterns may be more reliably distinguished. Such
a division would, however, Ignore more important criteria from the earlier part
of the century. After 1620, Florence became 'a desolate zaisica]. backwater'
and 'the main stre am of It au an song flowed through Venice' 85 By 1625 the
solo madrigal was virtually dead, overwhelmed, by the popularity of the aria,86
but from 1637 even the aria and cantata were pushed into the background in
Venice by public opera - a situation reflected in the decline of printed
sources. All these factors suggest that the chronological division should be
placed. between c. 1620 and a. ia,o.87
The history of the chamber duet was divided by Schxnitz into the same
periods and schools as the history of the solo cantata. The first printed
source in which the term 'chamber duet' appears is Cazzati's Duetti per camera...
Op. 66 (Bologna, 1677), but pieces similar to chamber duets had been published.
earlier as mairigals. The polyphonic madrigal Was the most important single
source of the duet, but the bicinia and choral dialogues of the sixteenth
century could also be considered as precedents.
The dt made use of most of the forms end techniques of the contemporary
solo cantata. The distinction between recitative and. aria was possibly less
important as an overall formal determinant, however, because the two voices
provided the means for a more basic d.nd of contrast than could be achieved in
works for solo voice • The inclusion of solo sections suggested that the

85Fortune, 'Solo Song and Cantata', New Oxford History of Music, iv (london,
1968), p. 178.
86Ibid., p. 165.
87Fortune places it at 1635: 'Italian secular nEnody 1600-35', Musical
Quarterly, xxxix (1953), pp. 171-95.
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voices were considered equally important and, normally, independent of the
bass. They are not found in some early mairigal duets in which the lower
voice is identical with the contirxuo, and the abandonment of this basso
seguente technique Was therefore seen as a step towards Steffanits 'large'
duets. 88
The presence or absence of solos was one or four criteria by which Schiidtz
suggested that various types of duet might be distinguished. The others
are:
(i) the text: is it a dialogue?
(2) the scoring: does the duet call for instruments other
than continua?
() the texture: is it contrapuntal?
Dialogue texts were comparatively rare before the Neapolitan period, which
was not discussed in this article, and Sohmitz suggested that this may have
been because they smacked of the theatrical style. Since ixxst chamber duets
did not include any element of dialogue, the deployment of solos and. duets
was governed by entirely niisical considerations - and. the genre represented
a distinct contrast with the contempora.ry opera duet and scena a due. The
style of vocal writing did. not appear to have been affected by obbligato
instruments; in the early seventeenth century, at least, these were used
relatively infrequently, and then mainly in alternation with the voices or
to provide ritorneflos.
Although early seventeenth-century duets were often contrapuntal in
texture, reflectin.3 the influence of the Renaissance madrigal, later duets
were predominantly 'theatrical' • Schmitz did. not explain exactly what he
meant by this tern, but he applied it to duets relying mainly on hoinophory,
motivic interplay between the voices and what was described above as the
a risposta' procedure. His main concern appears to have been to find

88Shaitz alopted. Chrysander's term.
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contrapunta]. duets anticipating those of Steffani (and Clan), but even airngst
the Roman school, to which he considered Steffani to belong, he was continually
disappointed; only a few minor figures such as Cerruti, Ludovigi and Masini
composed similar textures. The mest relevant Venetian was

Legrenmi,

whose

Idee armoniche estese... Op. 13 (1678) includes brief strophic and free
multi-sectional duets,

all.

without solos; but his predilection for short

antiphonal iatives precluded any possibility of sustained counterpoint.
Bolognese duets were

also

most of which have titles

largely 'theatrical' • Cazzati's Duetti per camera,
and

are in brief da capo forms, rely heavily on the

'a risposta' procedure; although they do include closer imitation, this usually
gells fairly quickly into parallel thirds

and

sixths. Similar pieces were

ocmposed by figures such as G. M. Bononcini, but the Duetti da camera (1691)
of his son, Giovanni Battista, resemble dramatic scenes and. represent a link
with the Neapolitan duet.
A pronounced interest in the contrapu.ntal duet was displayed, however,
by a minority of Bolognese composers, of whom the most outstanding were
Carlo Donato Cossoni, Francesco Petrobelli and. Giovanni Carlo Maria Claris
Most of ClarL' a duets have three or four movement a, and. these are normally
rather longer than in Steffaxii' a duets. Though they are sometimes briefly
homophonic, they are characterised. principally by the high artistic quality
of their imitative counterpoint. Insofar as his duets include no solo
movements or obbligato instrunnts, Clan, could be said to have surpassed even
Steffani in his love of the duet texture.
A number of topics touched on by SchnxLtz require further investigation
here. First, historical coverage and sources. Although Schmitz discussed
the early duet and the Bolognese duet in some detail, he passed very quickly
over the Roman school. He devoted a sentence each to Carissimi and Stradella,
but knew of no chamber duets by esti 8 and did not

mention

Luigi Rossi.

89Schmitz counted Cesti as a Venetian, but he has since been allocated, to the
Roman school: Pirrotta, 'Tre capitoli su Cesti', La scuola romana.
Settimana Musicale Senese (Siena, 1955), pp. 27-79.
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All of these men wrote duets - Rossi is thought to have corxosed 66, Carissimi
26, Cesti 9 and Stradella 29 - and tneir neglect by SohixLtz is due entirely

to the fact that he relied almost exclusively on printed sources.
That these are not an adequate basis for a history of the chamber duet
may be demenatrated by reference to Appendix B, a list of all the sources
published in Italy (and. some published elsewhere) between 1600 and. 1750, which
are known or thought to contain secular Italian vocal duets other than didactic
duos and solfeggi.

The decline in the importance of printed sources is

illustrated by the following tble, which gives the number of sources printed
in each city during each decade of the period in question;

90Caluori, Iiigi. Rosi. WEdS, faso. 3 (Wenesley, Mass., 1965); Rose,
Giacon Carissiini. WEdS, fasc. 5 (1966); Burrows, Antonio Cesti. WECIS,
faso. 1 (l96.); Jander, Alessandro Stradella. WEdS, fasc. z. (1969).
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1600-09
1610-19
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18 38

68

21 51

81

3 25

32

2

1 18

23

29

12

1 2

7

3

10

2
1

1620-29

1 1

1630-39

2

1640-4.9

11

4 1

{iJ

1650-59

1660-69
1670-79

4
6

1680-89

6

1690-99

1

1700-09

1

1710-19

1 -

1720-29

1

7

1
1

1

3

1
1

1

1

4.

2

3
1

1

270

212U5±±1265±3155

Well over half of the sources were printed before
before

2

1

1

1730-39
1740-4.9
Totals

1

1650.

1630, and

aier four-fifths

Only four sources were published in Rome after

163 8 , coxared

with forty-three before, and none of them was by any of the oonçosers
mentioned aibove • The only city where duts were published in any quantity
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after 1660 was, as one might expect, Bologna.
Although the printed, sources are an unre liable guide to the level of
duet composition and, to some extent, to its geographical distribution, they
shed. some light on the nature of the genre • In the seventeenth and. eighteenth
centuries duets were published under a variety of names. Those nst
frequently encountered in the titles of the publications in Appendix B are
given in the following table. Since many of the titles include two or
nre of these terms and. many of the publications also contain pieces for one,
three or nre voices, it is impossible to say, without consulting all of the
sources, that e ach term refers to a duet every time it occurs. Instances
in which the terms are 1iown to refer to works other than duets are excluded
from the tally, but these could possibly be multiplied several times over.
All the terms refer unequivocally to a duet on at least one occasion, however,
and it seems likely that they do so in about the proportions shown below,
if not in these exact numbers.
Notes

Number of
Instances

Period. in
which used

Madrigali

96

1601-1733

Al]. but six 1601-51

Musiche

39

1602-1689

All but two 1602-52

Arie

53

1605-1717

All but two

Canzonette

2L1

1605-1668

All but two 1605-52

Scherzi

16

1606-1668

All but two 1606-32

Villanelle

13

1607-1652

Cantate

8

1628-1688

Duetti

11

1651-l7.8

Title

1605-Li.].

All but two 1668-88

The table suggests that the middle of the seventeenth century was
some thing of a turning-point in the history of the duet.

Although

'm3rigali' and. 'arie' survived, into the eighteenth century, they occur
relatively infrequently after 1651. 'Canzonette', 'niisiche' and. 'scherzi'
are to be found in the later seventeenth century, but are rare after 1652,
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and 'villanelle' cease to appear altogether during that year.
The terms most frequently encountered in the later printed sources are
'cant ate' and 'duetti' • The earliest publications in which the term
cant ate' is known to have referred specifically to duets are Domenico
Criveflati's Caritate diverse a una, due et tre voci (Rome, 1628), Giovanni
Felice Sances' Cantade...libro secondo, parte seconda (Venice, 1633)
and Giovazmi Battista Mazzaferrata's Canzonette e cantate a due voci...
Op. 3 (Bologna, 1668). The gap of thirty-five years between the Sances

arid the Mazzaferrata reflects the general lack of printed sources from the
middle of the century and. the currency of the terms discussed above, but it
may also betray a reluctance on the part of composers or publishers to refer
to duets by a term that hal become associated with music for solo voice.
By the time the term 'cantata' had become established as an acceptable
designation for duets in printed sources, the term 'duetti' hasl alreaLy
made its debut. It seems to have made its first appearance in the title
of Barbara Strozzi's Caritate 1 ariette e duetti...Op. 2 (Venice, 1651), twentysix ye ars before Cazz ati' s Duetti per camera, which is the second instance
of the term. Only nine further examples are found in the sources prior
to 1750.
Although not overwhelmingly popular in the printed sources, the term
'duetti' is encountered more frequently than any other in the manuscript
sources of the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. In those
manuscripts that have titles, the duets of Steffani, Handel and their
contemporaries are almost invariably described as 'duetti'. The term
'mairigali' appears to be comparatively rare, but occurs in manuscripts of
duets by Steff an, 91 Clan 92 and. Antonio Lotti. 93 Two Steff an! sources

91Schwerin MS 5263; Cambridge, Pitzwifliam l&iseum MS 52 A 3 and Florence
MSS B 407 and B 2865.
92According to Schmitz, 'Zur Qeachichte des italieniechen Kammerduetta', p. 44.
9 B. M. Add. 14178. The duets come from his Duetti, terzetti e malria1i
(Venice, 1705).
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are entitled 'so1feggi' and some of his duets were published as 'solfges'
in .2•
A number of conclusions may be drawn from this material. First of all,
the madrigal evidently survived a good deal longer in duet than in solo
settings. Many duets are simp].y madrigals for two voices and continuo.6
Clan' a duets have recently been described as continuc madrigals, 97 and some
of Steffani's duets are of the same type. Such duets are a symptom of the
fact that the polyphonic madrigal did not become extinct in the early
seventeenth century but continued to survive, if not perhaps to flourish,
for over a hundred years.98
The madrigal exerted an important influence on the style of the aria
for two voices. Before 1630, most atrophic aria-duets corresponded to
'the simp].er kind of solo canzonet, sometimes, as in Monteverdi and Valentini,
with ritornellos for violins'. After 1630, however, composers began to write
atrophic duets comparable in style with 'the broad triple-time solo] arias
of Berti and other Venetian composers tThe development was due largely
to the introduction into the canzonet of stylistic elements characteristic
of the madrigal, and it had been preceded by a similar development in the field

9 erUner St adtbibliothek, MS Vz 26 and RavI MS 1103.
"See Appendix A.
6Sohmitz, 'Zur Geschichte des italienischen Continuo-madrigals
Jahrhundert', SIMG, xi (1909-10), pp. 509-28.

in

17.

97Saville, "L' abate" Clari and the continuo madrigal', Journal of the
American Musicologica]. Society, xi. (1958), pp. 128-40.
8Rose, 'Polyphonic Italian Madrigals of the Seventeenth Century', Music and.
Letters, xlviii (1966), pp . 153-9. Lotti published madrigals in 1705, arid
Steffani and. others composed than in the early eighteenth century.
99Portune, 'Solo Song and Cantata', p. 182.
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of solo song giving rise to the type of aria just described. 100 The light
canzonet ( a g) continued to survive alongside the new serious aria (a g), and

both are to be found in the works of Steffani and his contemporaries.
The only essential difference between duets designated in the printed
soimces as 'cantate' and. 'd.uetti' appears to be that while
sometimes cal]. for instruments other than oontinuo, 'duetti' do not. Solo
sections or nzvernents are included in works of both types, and, contrary to
what one might expect, dialogues appear to have been published mere frequently
as 'duetti' than as 'cantate'.
The presence of dialogues in sources such as Cazzati' a Duetti per camera
indicates that even though they may have been theatrical in manner, they were
considered to be a type of 'chamber' duet. The dialogue for two voices is
distinguished from other duets by the nature of its text. Indeed, the
essential feature of any musical dialogue is simply that the text is in the
form of a conversation. This need. not be set for two voices, however:
some dialogues are in three, four or mere parts, and. others are scored for
solo voice • The dialogue is therefore a distinct genre which is defined by
its text and. straddles the borders between a number of traditional musical
categories. 101
The distinction drawn by Schmitz between 'theatrical' and contrapuntal
duets suggests that the theatrical style was characterised by the absence of
sustained counterpoint and, as a corollary, that counterpoint was typical of the

100 1bid., pp. 176-7.
101See Noack, 'Dialog', 1GG, iii (195s.), cola. 391-403 and Kenton, 'Dialogo',

Enciclopedia della 1usica, ed. Sertori ard 11orto (Ulan, 1963-4), ii,
pp. 48-51. There is no extended published survey of the seventeenthcentury secular Italian dialogue, and sinoe only one of Steffarii' a duets
includes any element of dialogue in its text, it seems unnecessary to
pursue the topic here.
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chamber style. The wards 'da' or 'per camera' fade their first appearance in
a dt (or any?) 102 publication in. Giovanni Valentini a Lusicle da camera.
Libro guarto. .. (Venice, 1621), but they occur especially freqtntly in the
Bolognese sources of the late seventeerth and early eighteenth centuries.
It was in the duets of soire Bolognese composers that Schmitz observed an
interest in counterpoint.
A contrapunta3. texture was not a defining characteristic of either
cant atet or 'duetti', but it may have been employed more frequently in the
latter. The words 'da' or 'per camera' appear in over half' of the sources
entitled 'duetti', but in only one of those in which the word. 'cantata' refers
to a duet - and that is a book of solo cantatas with only ome duet at the end.10
That the works of Cossoni and Petrobelli mentioned. by Schmitz were entitled
'cantate' indicates that contrapuntal textures were not restricted to 'duetti',
but the incidence of the designation 'da' or 'per camera' suggests that
'duetti' were normally considered more 'chamber' in style and that the reason
for this lay in their greater reliance on counterpoint.
This impression is supported by an observation of Burney:10
'Near the latter end of the last century, a species of
learned and elaborate Chamber Duets for voices began to
be in favour. The first that I have found, of this kind,
were composed by JohnCG. B.3Boncncini, and published at
Bologna in 1691. Socn after, those of the admirable Abate
Steffani were dispersed in manuscript throuhout Europe.
These were followed by the duets of Clan, Handel, Marcello,
Gasparini, Lotti, Hasse, and Durante'.
It seems clear that by 'learned and elaborate' Burney meant contrapuntal,
since he later remarked that the duets of 'the elder Bononcini, Steffani,
Clan, Hasse, and Handel, are almost all fupati' 105 his opinion of

102Newman, op. cit., p. 3L.
'03 G.

M.

Bononcini's Cantate per camera avoce sola (1677).

General History of Lusic (London, 1776-89), iii, p. 531k.
'°5Burney, 'Duetti cia caxrra' in Rees, The Cyclopaedia; or Universal
Dictionary of Arts, Sciences and Literature, xii (London, 1819).
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Bononcini' a duets appears to conflict with that of Schmitz, but this simply
reflects the fact that he was viewing them from a different vantage point:
Bononcini t s duets vuld have seemed 'learned. am elaborate' conpared with the
music of Burney's day, but they do not appear to be as consistent].
contrapuntal as those

Steffani26

Steffani's duets were 'dispersed' later than those of Bononoini: indeed,
the fact that ast Steffari raanuscript contain the revised end not the original
versions indicates that they did not circulate in large numbers until the early
eighteenth century; but et leest one of them eppears to have been written at
Munich'07 and it seems very likely that others were composed there by him during
the 1670 a and 80 S • This

me axis

that some of his duets are probably earlier

than those of Bononcini, a situation which Burney carefully avoids excluding
and which rules out any possibility that Bononcini stimulated Steffani to
cultivate the genre.
The use of the tena 'solfeggi' suggests that the c eluDer duet may have
been influenced by the contrapuntal style of contemporary singing exercises.
Solfeggi were direct descendants of the sirteenth-century bicinia considered
by Schmitz end other?08 to have affected the style of the early seventeenthcentury duet •109 A connexion between solfeggi and duets is ininediately
suggested by the fact that some solfeggi were published under the title

lO6One of Bononcirii' a duets, with embellishments by Carlo Antonio Benati, is
edited in Ferand, Die Improvisation in Beispielen aus neun Jahrhunderten
abendlndischer Lisik. Das Musilcwerlc, xii (Cologne, 1956), pp. U8-22.
'° 7See above, p. 31.
'° 8Engel, 'Duett', MOO, iii (i95), aol. 876 and Kenton, 'Ii duetto',
Encicl.opedia della Musica, ii, p. 97.
'09 Some bicinia were reprinted throughout the seventeenth century: e.g.
Antonio Gardane, Canzoni francese a due voci, reprinted up to 1662;
Giovanni Matteo Asola, Madrigali a due voci, up to 1665; Jhan Gero,
prin libro de madrigali italiani et can.zoni francese, up to 1687; and
Bernardino ILlpacchino and Joan Maria Tasso, Ii primo libro a due voci, up
to 1701.
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duo1 , 110 of which, duetto is a diminutive. Some composers of solfeggi
also wrote chnber duets, 111 and BuITley said. that SteffaniI s duets were often
used. as solfeggi in the eighteenth century:2
'The greatest singers of Italy during the last age used
to exercise themselve a in these duets, as solfeggi. Mrs • Arne,
the widow of the late Dr. Arne, has frequently assured me, that
she had. heard Senesino and Strada often sing them during their
morning studies'.
This may have been one of the reasone why Burney suggested that Steffani' a
duets 'were perhaps meant originally as studij for singers, in which the
passages being echoed in fugue excited emulation in the performance' •l13
That the contrapuntal texture of Steffani' a duets and of Core Ui' a trio
sonatas1 was presumably considered comparable to that of some solfeggi
suggests that solfeggi may have provided an example of vocal counterpoint
in the second half of the seventeenth centuxy, as bicinia appear to have done
in the first.

The chasiber duet, we may conclude, appears to have represented an ideal
meeting point between the polyphonic m1rigal and the solo cantata. It can
hardly be described as 'a form' • The material discussed above suggests that
in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries duets were of four main
types: madrigals, arias, dialogues, and. cantatas based on forms and. techniques

110E.g.

Gioseppe Giamberti, Duo tessuti con diversi solfeggiaimenti..(Rome, 1657);
Cristoforo Caresana,
(Naples, 1681 and 1693).

]•fl•g• Giaberti (1623), Pompeo Natale (1662) and Giovanni Bonaventura
Viviarii (1690).
General History of Music. iii, pp. 535-6.
3 Thid.,
1

iii, p.

5314..

hese were also used. as so1fegi: the 'cantata per solfegglo a due canti'
reproduced in facsimile in MGG, ii. (1952), cola. 1677-8 is the opening of his
trio sonata Op. 1, no. 1, transposed dovvn a perfect fifth. The manuscript
is described as an autograph but bears no resemblance to the example of
Corelli's hand in cols. l673-.
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drawn from the madrigal, aria and solo cantata. The contrapunta]. texture of
some duets was a legacy of the sixteenth-century madrigal, but it also reflected
a continuirg interest in counterpoint in general and may have been affected acre
specifically by so1fei aM by the survival of the stile antico. The
contrapunta]. duet of the later seventeenth century resembled the style of
coritenorary Mod.enese and Bolognese instrumental music, and its cultivation at
Bologna was presumably enccraged by the Accadeinia Filarmonica, which was
founded in 1666. At the time of teffani, the chamber duet was the vocal
equivalent of the trio sonata. He may have learnt something from the duets
of his eminent Roman predecessors and from the works of some of his Bolognese
contenoraries: these possibilities are among the topics to be explored in
later chapters.

